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Abstract
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Cape Town
A Non-linear Visco-elastic Model for Dynamic Finite Element
Simulation of Bovine Cortical Bone
by Caitlyn Blignaut
Modelling and simulation of the human body during an impact situation such as a car accident,
can lead to better designed safety features on vehicles. In order to achieve this, investigation into
the material properties and the creation of a numerical model of cortical bone is needed.
One approach to creating a material model of cortical bone suitable for these situations is to describe
the material model as visco-elastic, as reported by Shim et al. [1], Bekker et al. [2] and Cloete et
al. [3]. The work by Shim et al. and Bekker et al. developed three-dimensional models, but do not
accurately capture the transition in behaviour in the intermediate strain rate region, while Cloete
et al. developed a phenomenological model which captures the intermediate strain rate behaviour
in one dimension. This work aims to verify and extend these models.
The intermediate strain rate regime (1 s−1 to 100 s−1) is of particular interest because it is a key
characteristic of the behaviour of cortical bone and several studies have been conducted to gather
experimental data in this region [3, 4, 5, 6]. The behaviour can be captured using non-linear visco-
elastic models. This dissertation focuses on the development and implementation of a material
model of cortical bone based on non-linear visco-elastic models to capture the intermediate strain
rate regime behaviour. The material model was developed using uni-axial test results from cortical
bone. The model by Cloete et al. has been improved and extended, and issues of local and global
strain rate with regards to the viscosity have been clarified. A hereditary integral approach was
taken in the analysis and implementation of discrete models and was found to be consistent with
mathematical models. The model developed was extended to three dimensions in a manner similar
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1.1 Background and Context
Modelling and simulation of the behaviour of the human body during impact events, such as a car
accident, can improve the design of vehicle safety features. The bio-mechanical reactions of the
skeleton form a major component of the overall behaviour of the body during impact situations.
Investigation into the material properties of cortical bone is a key step to making representative
skeletal modelling a reality in the future. This will help create more accurate numerical models
which will lead to better-designed safety features and ultimately safer cars and transport. Such
numerical models could also be used in designing preventative measures for sporting and other
injuries resulting from impact load situations.
Biological structures are highly dependent on the organism, and on the development and
regeneration of that specific structure. A long-term goal of bio-mechanical modelling is to create
patient-specific models. The complexity of these models could vary greatly, from simple scaling
of properties based on factors such as bone density or calcium content, to those based on medical
images and scans. The models considered in this work are centred around population-representative
material parameters, but in several places these factors could be refined to patient specific ones in
future work.
1.2 Aims
The main aim of this research is to create a material model that captures the behaviour of cortical
bovine bone. Bovine bone was chosen as there is a large amount of experimental data in the
1
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literature to validate against, and a consistent sample set can be obtained in terms of parameters
such as age. It is also convenient to source (from a butchery) and does not have as many ethical
considerations as human bone specimens. While there are differences in bone composition and
density between human and bovine bone [7], there are also similarities in the microstructure that
would allow the model to be adapted for modelling of human cortical bone [8]. The model should
capture the rate dependent behaviour and therefore the visco-elastic properties, particularly in the
intermediate strain rate (ISR) regime (i.e. 1 s−1 to 100 s−1) and should also be implementable in
commercial finite element software. An extensive amount of work has already been carried out by
the Blast Impact and Survivability Research Unit (BISRU) at UCT in obtaining experimental data
on the material properties of cortical bone. This data will be used to validate the material model.
1.3 Objectives
In order to achieve the aims outlined above, the following objectives were set:
 Collate mechanical material property data from previous work done within BISRU,
 Model simple linear and non-linear one-dimensional models,
 Develop and implement three-dimensional visco-elastic models extended from the one-
dimensional models.
1.4 Methodology
The development and deployment of the new material model proposed followed two distinct steps.
The first was the development of the model and the second was the implementation in commercial
software, such as LS Dyna.
There were three phases to the development of the material model. The first was to reproduce the
results of relevant visco-elastic models that have been presented in the literature. This was done to
obtain an understanding of the visco-elastic theory as applied to one-dimensional models of bone.
The standard visco-elastic models do not capture all the behaviour that has been determined to
be of importance. Thus, the second phase was to investigate the treatment of similar behaviours
in other applications. The final phase was the development of a new material model that captures
the visco-elastic properties of cortical bone.
The implementation of the material model developed consists of two parts. Firstly, a verification of
the model which involves reproducing one-dimensional results. Then the validation of the material
model in a three-dimensional axisymmetric setting using existing experimental data.
2
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1.5 Plan of Development
This dissertation will begin with a general overview of the literature on cortical bone and the study
of its behaviour as well as the various models that have been proposed. In order to be able to
understand in depth the visco-elastic models explored in this dissertation, the classic visco-elastic
theory is then reworked in one dimension. This theory is then extended to three dimensions before
a detailed analysis of the visco-elastic models by Cloete et al. , Bekker et al. and Shim et al. is
explored. The implementation of one-dimensional visco-elastic models and non-linearity is then
outlined with the results of these models then presented with a discussion of the results.
The material model for cortical bone is then presented and the implementation of three-dimensional
models in finite element software (LS Dyna and Abaqus) is outlined. The results of the three-
dimensional models are then presented followed by a discussion of these results. Future work is





High Level Literature Review
The physiology and behaviour of cortical bone has been extensively researched in the past. This
chapter will outline the general structure of bones and the role that cortical bone has to play in
the structure of bone, as well as the strain rate dependent behaviour of cortical bone. In addition
to this, the modelling of bone in the literature will be explored and the visco-elastic bone models
built upon by this dissertation will be introduced.
2.1 Physiology of Cortical Bone
Long bones consist of a hollow shaft (diaphysis) and the two ends, made up of the metaphyses
and epiphyses [9, 10], shown in Figure 2.1a. Bone is a complex hierarchical biological material.
There are two types of bone at the macroscopic level, cortical bone and cancellous (spongy) bone
[11, 12]. All bones have a thin layer of compact cortical bone surrounding either trabecular bone
or a marrow (medullary) cavity [11]. The diaphysis consists mainly of cortical bone, while the
metaphyses and epiphyses contain trabecular bone enclosed by a thin layer of cortical bone [9, 10],
shown in Figure 2.1b. Cortical bone is the hard outer part of the bone, usually found as a thin
layer at the joints and is thickest at the mid-diaphysis of long bones [9], as this is where a long
bone is most likely to buckle [11].
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(a) The microstructure of long bones
[10].
(b) The structure of long bone
femur [11].
Figure 2.1: The structure of long bones.
Cortical bone is made up of approximately 90% mineralised tissue from which it gets most of its
strength [10]. It is a dense solid and is made up of osteons, which are sheets of mineralised collagen
fibre arranged in a cylindrical shape [12], also know as Haversian systems [9], shown in Figure
2.2. Cortical bone is normally formed in a lamellar pattern where collagen fibrils are laid down in
alternating orientations [9]. Collagen is the main protein found in bone and the collagen fibres are
densely packed which is the reason for high mechanical strength [10]. The direction of these collagen
fibres is what determines the lamellar structure of the bone [10]. Lamellar collagen structures are
found in a parallel orientation along the length of the bone, or in concentric orientations around
blood vessels (Haversian channels) [10].
If the bone has undergone fracture and is in the process of healing, it takes on a woven structure
called woven bone [10]. This will develop into lamellar bone over time [10]. Woven bone has the
collagen fibrils laid down in a less organised way and is therefore weaker than lamellar bone [9].
Figure 2.2: The hierarchical structure of cortical bone [12].
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2.2 Effect of Strain Rate on Behaviour of Cortical Bone
Cortical bone has been found to exhibit significant strain rate dependent behaviour, particularly
in the intermediate strain rate (ISR) regime (i.e. 1 s−1 to 100 s−1) [3, 4]. At low strain rates it
exhibits elastic behaviour with a relatively low modulus, and at high strain rates it exhibits elastic
behaviour with a relatively high modulus. Between these two elastic regions there is a transition
regime, which is defined as the ISR regime.
Figure 2.3: Strain rate dependent behaviour of cortical bovine bone [3].
There has been some experimental work reported in the literature to determine the behaviour of
cortical bovine bone which has been collated by Cloete et al. [3] and is shown in Figure 2.3. This
was generated from compressive tests that were conducted at constant strain rates and had a typical
result such as that shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Stress - strain and strain rate - strain graphs of a constant strain rate test of cortical
bovine bone conducted by Cloete et al. [3].
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There has been significant research into the use of visco-elastic models to describe the
experimentally determined material behaviour of cortical bone, as collated by Johnson et al. [6]
and shown in Figure 2.5. However, this experimental data has typically not been found at constant
strain rates. Cortical bone is a strain rate dependent material, and phenomena that appear in the
data are difficult to classify if testing was not carried out at constant strain rates. The issue of
constant strain rate is crucial in order to account for the strain rate effects expected from cortical
bone. This will help with obtaining reliable experimental data against which to compare a visco-
elastic material model.
Figure 2.5: Collated data of Young’s moduli for cortical bone at varying strain rates [6].
Cloete et al. [3] and Adharapurapu et al. [4] have obtained near constant strain rate testing
which provides reliable data for cortical bovine bone for the purposes of this research. However,
Adharapurapu et al. [4] have only achieved constant strain rate at high strain rates. Cloete et al.
[3] have achieved constant strain rate testing in the ISR regime, as shown in Figure 2.4. Once
the testing can be conducted at a constant strain rate, the full stress - strain rate curve can be
obtained.
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2.3 Modelling of Cortical Bone
Cortical bone has been observed to exhibit highly strain rate dependent behaviour [5, 6]. Visco-
elastic models are used to model certain strain rate dependent behaviours and can produce both
elastic and viscous behaviours similar to cortical bone. This makes visco-elastic models a suitable
starting point for a material model of cortical bone. There are some differences in the composition
and density of human and bovine cortical bone. Bovine bone is from a larger animal that bears
weight differently to humans and grows at a faster rate [7]. In order to successfully transfer a
material model from one type to the other, several factors such as age and the effect this has on
the microstructure and composition will have to be considered. There are similarities, however,
in the microstructural components between human and bovine cortical bone that would allow a
material model for bovine cortical bone to be extended for human bone. This is mainly in the
microstructural behaviour of osteons in cortical bone [8].
Several studies have been conducted into the development of a material model for bone using visco-
elastic models. Tennyson et al. proposed a linear visco-elastic model which, under the assumption
of constant stress and therefore a zero stress rate, was reduced to a Kelvin-Voigt model to capture
the behaviour of cortical bone [13]. Tanabe and Kobayashi then proposed a non-linear Kelvin-Voigt
model to capture the non-linearity seen in the results from their study on anisotropy [14].
Johnson et al. suggest that after collating all the experimental data from various studies in the
literature, shown in Figure 2.5, there are two strain rate regimes of visco-elastic behaviour over
the various strain rates [6]. Shim et al. introduced a power law equation which was fitted to their
experimental results from cancellous bone specimens which would differ from those investigated in
this dissertation. The parameters used in their proposed model were extracted from the best fit
curves [1] and the model was then extended to three dimensions by using a function of the strain
rate tensor in place of the one-dimensional strain rate terms.
Bekker et al. expanded on the model proposed by Shim et al. by raising the Kelvin-Voigt dashpot
to a variable power [2]. In addition, the three-dimensional model proposed by Bekker et al. was
implemented in a finite element analysis software and compared successfully to their experimental
results. Work in both cancellous and cortical bone [1, 2] show different moduli at high and low
strain rates with a transition region. Models that allow for this behaviour can likely be applied
to both types. The models shown by Shim et al. and Bekker et al. allow for differing transitions
between the high and low strain rate behaviours.
Cloete et al. [3] proposed a model similar to that of Bekker et al. [2] and Shim et al. [1] however in
order to match the increased level of non-linearity seen in their experimental results, a non-linear
dashpot was introduced into the Maxwell elements. This increased the gradient of the transition
between the low and high strain rate responses to match that of the experimental results. The key
limitations to the three-dimensional visco-elastic models put forth in the literature by Shim et al.
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and Bekker et al. [1, 2], are that they are unable to consider the strain rate dependent behaviour
of cortical bone in the ISR regime due to a lack of data. The work by Cloete et al. [3] has provided
a more comprehensive view of the behaviour in the ISR regime, and more data points on which to
build a material model. From these data the transition between the low strain rate and high strain
rate regimes is observed to be sharper than a linear visco-elastic model can capture.
While the models proposed by Shim et al. and Bekker et al. [1, 2] are not able to capture the sharper
transition response, the three-dimensional implementation approach proposed in these studies will
be used going forward. Cloete et al. [3] presented a one-dimensional phenomenological visco-elastic
model which captures the ISR regime strain rate dependent behaviour of cortical bone, observed
in their experimental results. This provides a basis on which to build this research, and create a
new material model that could describe the rate-sensitive response of cortical bovine bone.
10
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Review of Visco-elastic Theory
This chapter presents an overview of classic visco-elastic theory. The purpose is to lay a theoretical
foundation for the discussion of the models presented by Cloete et al. , Bekker et al. and Shim et al.
in Chapter 5. Visco-elasticity can be defined as the time-dependent behaviour of materials [15, 16]
which exhibit both viscous and elastic characteristics [17]. Cortical bone has been shown to exhibit
behaviour similar to spring-dashpot visco-elastic models. In order to better understand the link
between observed phenomena and visco-elastic models of cortical bone, further investigation into
the theory behind certain spring-dashpot models was required.
Constructed in one dimension, simple linear visco-elastic models can be represented as a
combination of springs and dashpots, which appear in different arrangements to describe varying
visco-elastic behaviour. Three of these arrangements will be presented in this chapter, namely the
Kelvin-Voigt element, the Maxwell element and the Standard Linear Model.
3.1 Kelvin-Voigt Element (with Linear Dashpot)
The first visco-elastic element to be presented is the linear Kelvin-Voigt element, which consists of




























Figure 3.1: The arrangement of the Kelvin-Voigt element.
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The stretch of the element λ is equal to the stretch of the spring λk which is equal to the stretch
of the dashpot λη. The stretch of the element is the difference between the displacements of the
ends of the element such that
λ = u1 − u2 (3.1)












The force F , generated by the stretch of the element, is shared between the spring and the dashpot
such that
F = Fk + Fη , (3.5)
where Fk is the force generated by the stretch of the spring and Fη is the force generated by the
stretch rate of the dashpot such that
F = kλ+ ηλ̇ , (3.6)
where k is the elastic modulus and η is the dashpot coefficient.
3.1.1 Kelvin-Voigt Element: Instantaneous Loading of a Force Step Function
To analyse the relaxation behaviour of a Kelvin-Voigt element, we consider the response of such an
element to a suddenly applied load which is modelled as a step function, derived from the Heaviside
function
H(t− a) =
0 t < a1 t ≥ a (3.7)
which has a magnitude of zero for values of t less than a and a value of one for values of t greater
than or equal to a. The force step function F (t) has a value of zero before the time of loading tl,
and a value of F0 at or after time tl, shown in Figure 3.2a, and can be written as
F (t) = F0H(t− tl) =
0 t < tlF0 t ≥ tl . (3.8)
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(b) Displacement-time graph response to the step
force function (with the element diagram
overlaid at varying stages to portray the
physical behaviour of the element).
Figure 3.2: A step force function applied to a Kelvin-Voigt element and the displacement response
over time.
The function F (t) is applied to a Kelvin-Voigt element, producing the following responses, shown
in Figure 3.2b
t < tl : There is zero stretch in the element due to the zero force before time of loading t = tl.
t = tl : The element will start to move initially with a velocity of
F0
η [18].
tl < t < tb : As the spring begins to stretch some of the force is transferred to the spring and
the velocity is now
Fη
η , where Fη is the force response of the dashpot and is decreasing. The
spring and the dashpot will stretch by the same amount at a decreasing velocity while the
force is being applied until a time t = tmax when the spring is considered to have reached its





t ≥ tb : The velocity asymptotes to zero, which is when the spring is at its maximum length,
and the element is at its maximum stretch λmax as defined above.
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3.1.2 Kelvin-Voigt Element: Instantaneous Unloading of a Force Step Function
At time tu, the load is then removed. The unloading force step function is derived from the negative
of the Heaviside function
H(a− t) =
1 t < a0 t ≥ a (3.10)
This function has a magnitude of one for values of t less than a and a value of zero for values of
t greater than or equal to a. The force step function F (t) has a value of F0 before the time of
unloading tu, and a value of zero after time tu, shown in Figure 3.3a, and can be written as
F (t) = F0H(tu − t) =






























































    
 
 
(b) Displacement-time graph response to the unloading
force function.
Figure 3.3: Instantaneous unloading of a step force function to a Kelvin-Voigt element and the
displacement response over time.
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The unloading force step function, F (t), is applied to the element, and the element produces the
following response, shown in Figure 3.3b
t = tu : After having reached maximum stretch, the force F0 is now removed. However,
the Kelvin-Voigt element does not instantaneously recover. This is because the dashpot will
resist motion of recovery [18].
tu < t < tmin : The force of the spring is at a maximum at t = tu (due to the maximum
stretch). This force acts on the dashpot as the spring contracts until the spring has returned
to its original dimensions.
t ≥ tmin : The element has returned to the original dimensions, and remains in this state
since no external forces are being applied to it.
3.1.3 Kelvin-Voigt Element: Instantaneous Loading and Unloading of a Force
Step Function
An overview illustration of the configuration of the Kelvin-Voigt element at each stage of loading
and unloading, as well as the displacement-time graph response of the Kelvin-Voigt element to the




































(a) Square force pulse of magnitude F0 applied for a

































     
 
 
(b) Displacement-time graph response to the square
force pulse.
Figure 3.4: A square force pulse applied to a Kelvin-Voigt element and the displacement response
over time.
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3.1.4 Kelvin-Voigt Element: Instantaneous Prescribed Displacement
To investigate the force relaxation behaviour of a Kelvin-Voigt element, an instantaneous prescribed
displacement would need to be applied. This implies the element moves to that displaced position
at an infinite rate of change of displacement (or velocity). Since the force response of the dashpot is
proportional to the velocity, an infinite force would have to be applied to the dashpot in order for this
to happen. The displacement of the Kelvin-Voigt element is controlled by the characteristics of the
dashpot and therefore it is impossible, in theory, to give the Kelvin-Voigt element an instantaneous
prescribed displacement.
3.1.5 Kelvin-Voigt Element: Constant Strain Rate
The behaviour of a Kelvin-Voigt element when subjected to a range of constant strain rates was
investigated by fixing node two in Figure 3.1, such that u2 = 0, and moving node one at a constant
velocity. Each constant strain rate test is shown in Figure 3.5b.
(a) Surface cut along stress - strain lines.












_" = 1000 s!1
_" = 754.312 s!1
_" = 568.9866 s!1
_" = 429.1934 s!1
_" = 138.9495 s!1
_" = 0.001 s!1
(b) Stress - strain graphs.
Figure 3.5: The response of a Kelvin-Voigt element showing the stress - strain graphs at varying
strain rates.
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These curves can be represented as a surface on a three-dimensional plot where the depth axis
represents the strain rate the test was performed at. This surface plot is shown in Figure 3.5a.
The lines of Figure 3.5b can be visualised as slices of the surface in Figure 3.5a along the planes of
constant strain rate. By projecting the surface in Figure 3.5a onto the stress - strain rate plane,
a two-dimensional plot showing the stress resulting from a certain strain at a given strain rate is
obtained. The curves of the stress - strain rate result, shown in Figure 3.6b are obtained by slicing
the surface in Figure 3.6a along the planes of constant strain.
These stress - strain rate curves describe the strain rate dependent behaviour of a Kelvin-Voigt
element. At low strain rates, the effect of the Kelvin-Voigt spring dominates the response while the
dashpot will not provide resistance to movement of node one. At higher strain rates, the dashpot
will start to provide an ever increasing resistance to movement of node one. This will result in a
monotonically increasing stress response of the Kelvin-Voigt element as the strain rate increases.
(a) Surface cut along stress - strain rate lines.






















(b) Stress - strain rate graphs.
Figure 3.6: The response of a Kelvin-Voigt element showing the stress - strain rate graphs at
varying strains.
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3.2 Maxwell Element (with Linear Dashpot)
The second visco-elastic element that is fundamental in modelling rate dependent behaviour is the
linear Maxwell element, which consists of a spring of stiffness k and a dashpot with coefficient η in
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Figure 3.7: The arrangement of the Maxwell element.
The force of the element F is equal to the force caused by deformation (stretch) of the spring Fk
which is equal to the force as a result of the rate of change of deformation (stretch rate) of the
dashpot Fη such that
F = Fk = kλk
= Fη = ηλ̇η.
(3.12)
The stretch of the element, λ, is shared between the spring and the dashpot such that
λ = λk + λη (3.13)
where λk is the stretch of the spring
λk = u2 − u3 (3.14)
and λη is the stretch of the dashpot
λη = u1 − u2. (3.15)
3.2.1 Maxwell Element: Instantaneous Loading of a Force Step Function
To analyse the relaxation behaviour of a Maxwell element, the step force function F (t) defined in
equation (3.8) is applied to a Maxwell element. This produces the following responses [18], shown
in Figure 3.8b
t < tl : There is zero stretch of the element as no force is applied before time t = tl.
t = tl : The spring will stretch by an amount λk, which is equal to the initial total displacement






3.2. MAXWELL ELEMENT (WITH LINEAR DASHPOT)
This is due to the dashpot not being able to stretch initially due to the instantaneous
application of the force.
tl < t < tb : The spring will maintain its initial stretch, λk, however the dashpot will now
stretch at a constant rate due to the constant force being applied to the element.




















































































(b) Displacement-time graph response to the step force
function.
Figure 3.8: A step force function applied to a Maxwell element and the displacement response
over time.
3.2.2 Maxwell Element: Instantaneous Unloading of the Constant Force
When the force is instantaneously removed by applying the step force function F (t), defined in
equation (3.11) and shown in Figure 3.9a, to the previously loaded Maxwell element at time t = tu,
this produces the following response, shown in Figure 3.9b
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t = tu : The spring immediately contracts by λrecovery, the same amount it stretched by when
the force was applied at t = tl which was denoted u0. The spring component of the Maxwell
element displays elastic behaviour as it recovers to its original dimensions. The dashpot,
however, will not recover and will remain in its stretched state [18].
t > t1 : There is no force being applied to the element, and the spring has returned to its
original dimensions. However, the dashpot remains at its displaced position due to the initial






















































(b) Displacement-time graph response to the step force
function (with the element diagram overlaid at varying
stages to portray the physical behaviour of the
element).
Figure 3.9: Unloading of an instantaneous step force to a Maxwell element and the displacement
response over time.
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3.2.3 Maxwell Element: Instantaneous Loading and Unloading of a Force Step
Function
An overview illustration of the configuration of the Maxwell element at each stage of loading and
unloading, and the displacement-time graph response of the Maxwell element to the step force is





































(a) Instantaneous step force of magnitude F0 applied for a time










































   
 
(b) Displacement-time graph response to the instantaneous step
up, step down force.
Figure 3.10: A square force pulse applied to a Maxwell element and the displacement response
over time.
3.2.4 Maxwell Element: Instantaneous Prescribed Displacement
To investigate the force relaxation behaviour of a Maxwell element, it is given an instantaneous
prescribed displacement, u0. This produces the following responses, shown in Figure 3.11
t = tl : The prescribed displacement of the Maxwell element, u0, is taken up by the spring
(the dashpot cannot accommodate an instantaneous displacement).
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The spring is at its maximum stretch at t = tl and therefore has the maximum force at this
point.
tl < t < teq : The force of the spring (created by the prescribed displacement) starts to act
on the dashpot and the spring starts to contract. The force in the spring is always equal
to the force of the dashpot. Since the spring starts to contract from its maximum displaced
position (and therefore maximum force) at t = tl, the force of the spring decreases until it
reaches zero.
The force of the dashpot is proportional to the rate of change of displacement with the slope
of the displacement-time graph at a maximum at t = tl and steadily decreases until it reaches
zero at some equilibrium time, teq. This occurs when the spring has returned to its original
dimensions and no longer exerts a force on the dashpot.
The change in magnitude of the stretch of the dashpot in the positive direction (extension),













   
 
    
Figure 3.11: Applying a prescribed displacement and the displacement history of the mid point
of the Maxwell element.
3.2.5 Maxwell Element: Constant Strain Rate
Examining the behaviour of the Maxwell element at different strain rates requires the element in
Figure 3.7, to be fixed at one node, such that u2 = 0, while the other node is moved at a constant
velocity. The stress - strain results from each strain rate test are plotted for varying strain rates
on a surface, shown in Figure 3.12a.
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(a) Surface cut along stress - strain lines.
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_" = 0.28118 s!1
_" = 0.15999 s!1
_" = 0.001 s!1
(b) Stress - strain graphs.
Figure 3.12: The response of a linear Maxwell element showing the stress - strain graphs at
varying strain rates.
If the surface is sliced perpendicular to the stress - strain plane, the stress - strain results can be
obtained at the varying strain rates, see Figure 3.12b. This gives the stress - strain graphs in Figure
3.12a. The strain rate dependent behaviour of the Maxwell element is best described by the stress -
strain rate curves. These can be obtained by slicing the surface perpendicular to the stress - strain
rate plane, shown in Figure 3.13a. The stress - strain curves are then shown in Figure 3.13b.
These stress - strain rate curves show that at low strain rates the Maxwell element will not provide
resistance to motion, as the dashpot will not provide any resistance and therefore the spring will
not be activated. At higher strain rates the dashpot provides an increasing resistance to motion and
starts to lock up. The spring is therefore activated and at high strain rates the Maxwell element
will exhibit a stress response, shown in Figure 3.13b, according to the stiffness of the Maxwell
spring.
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(a) Surface cut along stress - strain rate lines.






















(b) Stress - strain rate graphs.
Figure 3.13: The response of a linear Maxwell element showing the stress - strain rate graphs at
varying strains.
3.2.6 Hereditary Integral Formulation
For the purpose of implementing a Maxwell element formulation in three dimensions and because we
cannot directly relate the force of the spring to the displacement across the element, an equivalent
formulation of the Maxwell element was found such that tracking the internal node is not necessary.
This formulation is referred to as the hereditary integral [19, 20]. The way that this hereditary
integral is formulated starts with the differential equation of a Maxwell element, which is derived
as follows, starting with the definition of the displacement of the Maxwell element
u = uk + uη, (3.16)
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The terms ∂uk∂t and
∂uη
∂t can be derived from the definition of the force across a spring due to the
displacement and the force across a dashpot due to the rate of displacement, which are equal to
the force across the element. The force acting on the spring is proportional to the stretch of that
spring such that
Fk = F = kuk. (3.18)









The force acting on the dashpot is







































where u̇ = dudt .
This takes the form of a first order differential equation [18]
dy
dx
+ p(x)y = r(x). (3.24)
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Finding a non-homogeneous solution to the first order differential equation gives a form of the
hereditary integral that can be applied to a Maxwell element. Solving the non-homogeneous solution








= p(x) . (3.26)
We seek a solution to the differential equation (3.24) by considering the derivative of yeh
d
dx
yeh = y′eh + y(eh)′









































F = ku̇ (3.31)
where equation (3.31) is equivalent to equation (3.24) such that F is y, kη is p(x) and ku̇ is r(x).
We can now use the solution to equation (3.30) to obtain an expression for the force as a function
of time
















3.3. STANDARD LINEAR MODEL
To find the force acting on the Maxwell element at time t the limits of integration are between 0






































which is known as the hereditary integral.
3.3 Standard Linear Model
The final visco-elastic model presented in this chapter is the Standard Linear Model, which consists
of a linear Maxwell element in parallel with a spring, shown in Figure 3.14. In order to investigate
the strain rate dependent behaviour of this element, node 3 is fixed and node 1 is moved at a










Figure 3.14: The arrangement of the Standard Linear Model element.
The visualisation of the stress of the element at varying strains and strain rates would be the surface
shown in Figure 3.15a. Slicing this surface along the stress - strain plane would give the stress -
strain results for the Standard Linear Model as shown in Figure 3.15b.
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(a) Surface cut along stress - strain lines.
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(b) Stress - strain graphs.
Figure 3.15: The response of a Standard Linear Model element showing the stress - strain graphs
at varying strain rates.
If the stress - strain - strain rate surface was sliced along the stress - strain rate plane, as in Figure
3.16a, the stress - strain rate curves in Figure 3.16b would result. These stress - strain rate curves
describe the strain rate dependent behaviour of this element.
At low strain rates, the Standard Linear model gives an elastic response driven by the value of the
Kelvin-Voigt spring stiffness, kKV . At high strain rates, this element gives a elastic response driven
by the sum of the Kelvin Voigt and Maxwell spring stiffness, kKV and kM . At intermediate strain
rates, there is a transition response between the two elastic responses. The strain rate at which
this transition begins is determined by the Maxwell dashpot, ηM . This describes the characteristic
shape of the behaviour that is seen from visco-elastic materials such as bone, shown in Figure 3.16b.
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(a) Surface cut along stress - strain rate lines.






















(b) Stress - strain rate graphs.
Figure 3.16: The response of a Standard Linear Model element showing the stress - strain rate
graphs at varying strains.
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Models to Three Dimensions
In order to implement the one-dimensional models outlined in Chapter 3 in finite element analysis
software, the previous models were extended to three dimensions. First, the development of the
linear elastic model was implemented in three dimensions. This implementation was then used
to develop a solution to a three-dimensional dashpot, following the approach by Shim et al. [1],
which will be discussed in Chapter 5.1. Lastly, using the hereditary integral formulation for one
dimension, a linear Maxwell solution was developed in three dimensions, for use in Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) software.
4.1 Spring
The stress equation for a linear spring in one dimension is denoted as the elastic stress
σE(t) = Eε(t) (4.1)
where E is the elastic modulus.
This can be written in three dimensions with second order tensors for the stress σ, and strain ε,
with the elastic modulus becoming a fourth order tensor C [21], as
σE(t) = C : ε(t). (4.2)
Using Voigt notation, and assuming isotropic behaviour and infinitesimal strain [22], equation (4.2)
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(1− 2ν)(1 + ν)

(1− ν) ν ν 0 0 0
ν (1− ν) ν 0 0 0
ν ν (1− ν) 0 0 0
0 0 0 (1−2ν)2 0 0
0 0 0 0 (1−2ν)2 0






































































(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)

ε11 + ε22 + ε33
ε11 + ε22 + ε33
















 tr(ε) 0 00 tr(ε) 0
0 0 tr(ε)
+






 ε11 ε12 ε13ε12 ε22 ε23
ε13 ε23 ε33
 . (4.7)
The three-dimensional stress equation can now be written in a form similar to the one-dimensional
formulation (4.1)













This can be written in terms of constants, λ1 and λ2, as












A similar approach can be taken with the dashpot, again under the assumption of isotropy and
infinitesimal strain. The stress equation for a linear dashpot in one dimension is denoted as the
viscous stress
σV (t) = ηε̇(t). (4.13)
Similar to the approach taken to extend the linear elastic stress equation (4.1), to three dimensions,
equation (4.8), the viscous stress can be extended to three dimensions by replacing the strain rate
term with a three-dimensional strain rate tensor
σV (t) = ηε̇3D(t) (4.14)
where ε̇3D is defined by Shim et al. [1] as
ε̇(t)3D = λ1tr(ε̇(t))I + λ2ε̇(t) (4.15)
and
ε̇(t) =
 ε̇11 ε̇12 ε̇13ε̇12 ε̇22 ε̇23
ε̇13 ε̇23 ε̇33
 (t). (4.16)
Substituting into equation 4.14 gives
σV (t) = η (λ1tr(ε̇(t))I + λ2ε̇(t)) (4.17)
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 tr(ε̇) 0 00 tr(ε̇) 0
0 0 tr(ε̇)
+ λ2




We seek an analogous expression of the stress across the dashpot in three dimensions, which we











η (λ1(ε̇11 + ε̇22 + ε̇33) + λ2ε̇11)
η (λ1(ε̇11 + ε̇22 + ε̇33) + λ2ε̇22)

















(1− 2ν)(1 + ν)

(1− ν) ν ν 0 0 0
ν (1− ν) ν 0 0 0
ν ν (1− ν) 0 0 0
0 0 0 (1−2ν)2 0 0
0 0 0 0 (1−2ν)2 0












4.3 Linear Maxwell Element
For the linear Maxwell element, the stress equation is formulated from the hereditary integral in a









Shim et al. [1] extend (4.21) to three dimensions, by replacing the strain rate term with the three
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E (λ1tr(ε̇(τ))I + λ2ε̇(τ)) dτ. (4.23)
Writing this equation in tensor form gives













 tr(ε̇) 0 00 tr(ε̇) 0
0 0 tr(ε̇)
 (τ) + λ2























η (λ1(ε̇11 + ε̇22 + ε̇33) + λ2ε̇11)
η (λ1(ε̇11 + ε̇22 + ε̇33) + λ2ε̇22)
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Chapter 5
Visco-elastic Theory as Applied to
Cortical Bone Modelling
Chapters 3 and 4 outlined the visco-elastic theory necessary to understand the models that will
be investigated and expanded upon in this dissertation. The visco-elastic models, introduced in
Chapter 2, by Shim et al. [1], Bekker et al. [2] and Cloete et al. [3] are explored in more detail in
this chapter.
5.1 Shim Model
As mentioned in Chapter 2.3, Shim et al. [1] proposed a model for cancellous bone. The model
consists of a density-dependent linear elastic element (labelled σe) and a rate-dependent non-linear
visco-elastic element (labelled σv), shown in Figure 5.1.
 
𝜎𝐸  𝜎𝑀 𝜎𝜂  
Figure 5.1: The arrangement of the augmented form of the model proposed by Shim et al. [1].
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The non-linear visco-elastic portion of the model consists of a linear Maxwell element and non-linear
Newtonian dashpot in parallel. The stress in the rate dependent portion is defined as
σv = σM + ση (5.1)
where σM is the stress contribution from the Maxwell element and ση is the stress contribution
from the dashpot.




where η is the dashpot coefficient.





(− t−τθ )dτ (5.3)
where c1 is the spring stiffness, t is the current time, τ is the dummy time variable, and θ is the
ratio between the spring stiffness and the dashpot coefficient.
The stress in the density-dependent portion is defined to be
σe = σE = Eε (5.4)
where E is the stiffness of the spring.
Shim et al. proposed the elastic modulus as a function of the density, ρ, a constant modulus, E0,
and a power, β, such that
E = E0ρ
β (5.5)
where β is a scaling power used to match the model to experimental data.
The stress in the complete model is found additively as





(− t−τθ )dτ + ηε̇
1
2 . (5.6)
Shim et al. propose an isotropic extension of the model to three dimensions as a first step in the
development of a representative constitutive model. Despite the highly anisotropic nature of bone,
most experimental results report on the uniaxial behaviour of bone and most models have been
in one dimension. A thorough investigation into the behaviour of an isotropic model is required
before such a model could be extended to an anisotropic model in three dimensions.
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where C is the fourth order stiffness tensor, u is the displacement vector, E is the elastic modulus,
ε is the infinitesimal strain tensor, ν is Poison’s ratio, and I is the identity tensor.
Using the definition of the elastic modulus in equation (5.5), the three-dimensional elastic stress





















The stress - strain relationship was extended by defining a three-dimensional equivalent to the
strain rate. This was proposed to be the time derivative of the three-dimensional strain tensor













where ε̇ is the strain rate tensor.


































Bekker et al. [2] developed a frame-invariant model, shown in Figure 5.2, that focuses on the
material response of cortical bovine bone up to the point of yield or failure, building on the work
by Shim et al. [1].
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Figure 5.2: The arrangement of the modified Shim model proposed by Bekker et al. (augmented
from [2]).
Where Shim et al. had defined the dashpot stress, ση, to be defined in terms of the strain rate




where η is the dashpot coefficient and P is the power.
To generalise the three-dimensional dashpot stress tensor, ση, that was proposed by Shim et al. ,
the stress - strain rate relationship was regrouped as















In order to capture effects when the strain rate is high, the stress - strain rate relationship was
made to be non-linear by raising the magnitude of the strain rate, ε̇eq, to a power P , resulting in








With these modifications, the three-dimensional model proposed by Bekker et al. is













Cloete et al. [3] built up a visco-elastic model in a similar way to the Shim and Bekker models with
non-linear Maxwell elements. The proposed model consists of a non-linear Kelvin-Voigt element
and two non-linear Maxwell elements in parallel, shown in Figure 5.3.
 
𝜎𝐸  𝜎𝜂  𝜎𝑀 𝜎𝑁 
Figure 5.3: The arrangement of the model proposed by Cloete et al. (augmented from [3]).
The elastic portion, σE , is designed to capture the modulus at low strain rates and the dashpot
contribution, ση, which is non-linear, is designed to capture the response at high strain rates. The
two non-linear Maxwell elements (any spring and dashpot in series), σM and σN , have strain rate
terms which are raised to different powers. One has a power m < 1, which captures the response
at low strain rates and the other has a power n > 1, which is designed to match the gradient of the
transition response in the ISR regime.
The stress contribution from the non-linear Maxwell element in this model is computed using a
non-linear adaptation to the hereditary integral for a linear Maxwell element and is defined as






















where E0, Em and En are the stiffness of the associated springs, ηp, ηm and ηn are the coefficients
of the dashpots and p, m and n are the respective powers.
With the assumption of constant strain rates, this was evaluated and simplified to


























To simulate the visco-elastic models presented in Chapter 3, we need to develop a system that is
both spatially and temporally discrete. For a Maxwell element which is defined as a spring and
dashpot in series, it is not sufficient to look at the element as a whole. We need to be able to track the
displacement at the interface between the spring and dashpot in a Maxwell element, which is done
by introducing a small intermediate mass between them. This is referred to as the intermediate mass
implementation and was formulated for the linear and non-linear Maxwell element. Non-linearity
with respect to the Maxwell dashpot also needs to be investigated. Two possible implementations
are outlined, namely raising the velocity to a power and a dashpot coefficient function as a function
of the velocity.
6.1 Discrete Implementation
Using the traditional central difference method, a temporally discrete solution was developed. A
model comprised of a mass matrix, M , stiffness matrix, K, damping matrix, C, and applied force
vector, f , can be modelled as either a single or multi-element solution with an equation of motion
Mü+Cu̇+Ku = f , (6.1)
with initial conditions defined as
u = u0 and u̇ = u̇0 (6.2)
where u is a vector of nodal displacements and u̇ is a vector of nodal velocities.
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(ut+1 − ut−1) and üt =
1
∆t2
(ut+1 − 2ut + ut−1) , (6.3)
where ut is a vector of the nodal displacements at time t.
Using the corresponding initial conditions in equation (6.2) and solving the equation of motion in
equation (6.1) gives the initial acceleration as
ü0 = M
−1 (f0 −Cu̇0 −Ku0) . (6.4)
In order to start the central difference scheme at time step 0, the displacement at time step −1
is needed and this is found using a second order Taylor approximation. From equations (6.3) the
displacement at time step −1 is




= u0 −∆tu̇0 +
∆t2
2




















This is what is known as a consistent starting condition.
Substituting equations (6.3) into (6.1) and rearranging, gives an equation for the update of the



























Solving the system in this manner can be computationally expensive due to the need to invert the
first part of equation (6.6) which is likely to not be diagonal and can be very large when working
with a multi-element problem involving a large number of elements. The inversion of M is trivial
when M is diagonalised therefore the issue lies with the damping matrix. To avoid needing to
invert this damping matrix, the approximation used for u̇t is adjusted from the explicit one used
before to [23]





(ut − ut−1) . (6.7)



























In all of the discrete simulations performed, this modified central difference method was used to
obtain the nodal displacements over time.
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6.2 Maxwell Element (with Linear Dashpot)
For a Maxwell element special care needs to be taken when formulating a solution. This is because
when there is a dashpot in series with a spring within an element, the forces acting on the nodes are
dependent on the interface between the spring and the dashpot. Two different discrete solutions
were investigated, the first of which was an intermediate mass solution, which tracks the interface
between the spring and dashpot, while the second utilised a time-stepping hereditary integral.
6.2.1 Intermediate Mass Implementation
In order to obtain a diagonal mass matrix the mass of each element was lumped equally at either
node, 2n − 1 and 2n + 1, where the mass of a single element is m and the mass at each of the
end nodes is m2 , see Figure 6.1. The mass of the node at the interface between the spring and the













































𝑚  𝑚  
   
Figure 6.1: The arrangement of a discrete multi Maxwell element system in a dashpot-spring
configuration with lumped masses and intermediate masses, where n is the node
number.
The equation of motion described for a general system in equation (6.1) can be defined for this
multi-element Maxwell system as

m
2 0 0 0 0
0 mint 0 0 0
. . .
0 0 m 0 0
0 0 0 mint 0












0 0 0 0 0
0 η −η 0 0
. . .
0 −η η 0 0
0 0 0 η −η












k −k 0 0 0
−k k 0 0 0
. . .
0 0 k −k 0
0 0 −k k 0
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The intermediate mass, mint, of the internal node was made to be small enough such that the force
response due to the intermediate mass was negligible compared to that of the spring and dashpot
on either side. This was determined by relating the forces on the spring and the dashpot to the
acceleration of the intermediate mass. The force due to the acceleration of this mass should be
small compared to the force response of the spring and dashpot.
The multi-element system above was reduced to a single element in a Dashpot-Spring configuration,
see Figure 6.2. Constraining node 3 of this single Maxwell element and applying an instantaneous
displacement u0 to node 1 should produce relaxation behaviour similar to that shown in Chapter
3, Figure 3.11. Initially, the dashpot resists the sudden loading, node 2 does not move, while the
spring reacts to the applied displacement. If the prescribed displacement is applied to node 1 in a
positive direction (to the right), with node 3 fixed, the spring stretches by the initial amount, u0,
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  𝑚  
   
Figure 6.2: The arrangement of the discrete Maxwell element in a dashpot-spring configuration
with lumped masses and intermediate mass, where n is the node number.
In order to investigate the effect of initial conditions on this element, we start with the definition



















For an initial displacement u0 applied to node 1 of this element, with node 3 constrained, the initial




 , u̇0 =
 00
0
























where only the first term of this equation will affect the displacement at time −1.
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and the stiffness matrix K as
K =
 k −k 0k −k 0
0 0 0
 . (6.15)





























































From this we can see that an approximation of the displacement of node 1 and node 2 at time step
−1 has been made.
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(b) Spring-Dashpot configuration.
Figure 6.3: Relaxation behaviour of Maxwell element in the two different orientations.
Considering a reoriented Maxwell element, in a Spring-Dashpot orientation, the prescribed
displacement is applied to node 1 of this Maxwell element shown in Figure 6.4 in a positive
direction (to the right), with node 3 fixed. As discussed in Chapter 3.2.4, the displacement
applied should result in the dashpot not moving instantaneously and the spring should stretch
by the initial amount, u0. Node 2 then relaxes (moves) in a negative direction until the spring
returns to its original dimensions, see Figure 6.3b. However, with the intermediate mass solution,
applying a displacement to node 1 in this arrangement does not produce the expected response.
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  𝑚  
   
Figure 6.4: The arrangement of the discrete Maxwell element in a spring-dashpot configuration,
with lumped masses and intermediate mass.
In order to confirm that the issue is due to the initial conditions, we can use equation (6.12) to
find the displacement of this system at time step −1 when an initial displacement of u0 is applied
to node 1. For this system, however, the stiffness matrix is
K =
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If consistent initial conditions are used (i.e. the displacement at time step −1 is approximated
using a Taylor expansion of u about time step 0) the displacement of the first node at time step
−1 is u0 and the displacement of node 1 at time step 0 is also u0. This shows that using consistent
initial conditions does not calculate the displacements of the nodes correctly in order to initialise
the central difference method. The spring does not deform and therefore does not exert a force on
the dashpot resulting in an absence of the relaxation behaviour that is expected.
This investigation shows that the orientation of the spring and dashpot influences how the
solution is implemented. One way in which the issue with the Spring-Dashpot orientation of
the Maxwell element can be fixed is by using inconsistent starting conditions. This means that the
displacement at time step −1, equation (6.5), is not calculated and the displacement u−1 is set
to zero. Implementing inconsistent initial conditions allows the system to be initialised with the
displacement of node 1 having changed from 0 at time step −1 to u0 at time step 0, and therefore
the individual components can react accordingly.
6.2.2 Discrete Hereditary Integral Solution
The introduction of an intermediate mass to track the displacement of the internal spring-dashpot
interface has two main issues. The first is the near doubling of the degrees of freedom. The second
is that the intermediate mass does not have as good an analogue in higher dimensions due to the
extra degree of freedom. There is therefore a need to formulate a solution to the Maxwell element
that does not require the tracking of the node at the interface between the spring and dashpot.
This was presented in Chapter 3.2.6 as the hereditary integral and the implementation is outlined
below.
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Implementation of the Hereditary Integral
The hereditary integral developed in Chapter 3.2.6 can be reformulated to the increment in force
required to take F (t) to F (t+∆t). This step is required for time-discrete implementations. Writing
equation (3.34) at time t+ ∆t gives




















This integral can now be split into the response up to time t and the response over the increment
t to t+ ∆t, which we refer to as ∆t




















Assuming that the change of velocity is negligible over small time increments ∆t, such that u̇(τ) ≈
u̇(t+ ∆t), this gives























































In order to analyse the dynamic behaviour within a material, modelled using a Maxwell element, we
introduce spatial discretisation. This leads to a multi-element discrete model where the hereditary
integral is used to relate F to u, discussed in Chapter 3.2.6 for the Maxwell element and implemented
similarly to the multi-element intermediate mass solution above. The difference is that the force of
the Maxwell element is now stored in an internal force vector, F, instead of a stiffness and damping
matrix. This eliminates the issue of spring and dashpot orientation, and is instead replaced with






































𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑒𝑙 − 1 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑒𝑙  𝑛 = 𝑛𝑒𝑙 + 1 
𝑚
2
 𝑚 𝑚 
ℱ𝑛𝑒𝑙 − ℱ𝑛𝑒𝑙+1 ℱ𝑛𝑒𝑙−1 − ℱ𝑛𝑒𝑙  ℱ𝑛 − ℱ𝑛+1 ℱ1 − ℱ2  
𝑚
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Figure 6.5: Multi-element discrete hereditary integral for Maxwell element, showing internal
forces acting on nodal masses.
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The force of the Maxwell element is implemented in an internal force vector. This tracks the effect
















where u̇n(t) is the velocity at the node, n, at time t.
The equation of motion for the system shown in Figure 6.5 would be
m
2 0 0 0 0
0 m 0 0 0
. . .
0 0 m 0 0
0 0 0 m 0













(F2 − F3)− (F1 − F2)
...
(Fnel−1 − Fnel)− (Fn − Fn+1)
(Fnel − Fnel+1)− (Fnel−1 − Fnel)
− (Fnel − Fnel+1)

. (6.23)
This is of the form
Mü = −F. (6.24)






















6.3 Maxwell Element (with Non-Linear Dashpot)
In order for the material model to capture the behaviour seen in the ISR regime, an implementation
of a non-linear Maxwell dashpot is needed. There are many ways of considering non-linearity with
respect to the dashpot. Due to the strain rate dependency of cortical bone, non-linearity with
respect to the strain rate or velocity using a power relationship is considered. The Maxwell dashpot
can be considered to be non-linearly related to the velocity by raising the velocity to a power p
such that the force of the dashpot is
Fη = η̄ u̇
p (6.26)
where the units of η̄ account for the value of p.
Alternatively the coefficient, η, can be defined as a function of the velocity, such that the force of
the dashpot is
Fη = η(u̇) u̇ . (6.27)
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The function, η(u̇), can be chosen in such a way as to give the same force in equation (6.26). This
would be
η(u̇) = η̄ u̇p−1, (6.28)
and the force would therefore be




6.3.1 Intermediate Mass Implementation
A formulation for a non-linear Maxwell element using the intermediate mass implementation was
carried out. As was discussed in Chapter 6.2.1, the orientation issue in the intermediate mass
implementation of a linear Maxwell element could be fixed using inconsistent initial conditions
which set the displacement of node 1 at time step −1 to zero and the displacement at time step
0 to u0. As the size of the time step decreases, the velocity of the element over the time step −1
tends towards infinity. The force of the dashpot is dependent on velocity and thus the initial force
tends to infinity as the time step decreases. This force is exerted on the spring which displaces

































𝑛 = 2𝑛𝑒𝑙 + 1 












𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 2𝑛𝑒𝑙  𝑛 = 2𝑛𝑒𝑙 − 1 
Figure 6.6: The arrangement of the multi-element discrete Maxwell element, with a non-linear
dashpot.
When dealing with a non-linear dashpot in a Maxwell element, the force response is proportional to
the velocity to some power, as per equation (6.26). For values of p > 1 the effect of using inconsistent
initial conditions is increased. However, for values of p < 1, the effect of using inconsistent initial
conditions is diminished. This is because the initial force of the dashpot will be decreased due to
the inverse relationship with velocity for values of p < 1. As the velocity tends towards infinity,
the initial force response tends towards zero and so the inconsistent initial conditions are no longer
effective.
The use of inconsistent initial conditions is not effective with a non-linear dashpot and therefore the
orientation of the Maxwell element is still an issue. There are two ways of dealing with this issue
which do not depend on inconsistent initial conditions. The first is to determine the orientation of
the element by looking at the stiffness matrix, and then applying initial conditions to the first and
second nodes accordingly.
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The following stiffness matrix, K shows that there is not a spring attached to the boundary node
(node 1 in this case) that the displacement will be applied to,
K =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 k −k 0 0 0
0 −k k 0 0 0
. . .
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 k −k
0 0 0 0 −k k

. (6.30)
This is indicated by the zeroes in row 1 and column 1. The system defined by the stiffness matrix
above would require initial conditions to be applied to the first and second nodes. For example, if
node one of this system was given a prescribed displacement, the initial displacement would need
to be applied to both nodes, one and two.
The second is to ensure that a Maxwell dashpot is not connected to a boundary node. This can































𝑛 = 2𝑛𝑒𝑙 + 2 








𝑘 𝜂(𝑢ሶ ) 
𝑢(𝑡) 
𝐹(𝑡) 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑡 
𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑡  
𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 3 𝑛 = 2𝑛𝑒𝑙 + 1 𝑛 = 2𝑛𝑒𝑙 
Figure 6.7: The arrangement of the multi-element discrete Maxwell element, with non-linear
dashpot and a fictitious element.
By making the stiffness of the fictitious element relatively high, but not too high as this leads to
numerical round-off error, the forces applied to the boundary node are transmitted through the
fictitious element. This effectively allows the fictitious element to apply the necessary forces on the
dashpot as defined by the boundary conditions.
6.3.2 Velocity Raised to a Power
Intermediate Mass Implementation
The non-linearity of the Maxwell element can be achieved by raising the velocity to a power, using
the local velocity over the dashpot in the Maxwell element. This required the central difference
method to be updated. Using the modified central difference method that was discussed in Chapter
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6.1, updating the method was relatively simple due to the velocity term being independent of the








(ut − ut−1)p . (6.31)
This was substituted into the equation of motion
Mü+Cu̇p +Ku = f , (6.32)






















C (ut − ut−1)p
)
. (6.33)
6.3.3 Dashpot Coefficient Function
The second implementation of non-linearity that was investigated was the dashpot coefficient as a
function of velocity. When implementing the dashpot coefficient function, several different functions
for η were considered, and two were chosen to investigate the effect of this function on the behaviour
of the non-linear Maxwell element. One of the functions was a simple power law equation, and the
other included a linear portion
η(u̇(t)) = η̄ (6.34a)









where equations (6.34a), (6.34b) and (6.34c) reduce to the linear Maxwell element when p = 1.
Equations (6.34b) and (6.34c) are limited to values of p ≥ 1 as η(u̇(t)) becomes overly large for
velocities near zero when p < 1. One way in which this can be accounted for is to add a small value
u̇ε to the velocity before raising it to a power such that equations (6.34b) and (6.34c) would be












The method of having the damping coefficient as a function of velocity was used in the intermediate
mass implementation by recalculating the damping matrixC in each time step based on the velocity
at the end of the previous time step. This could be done using either the velocity over each element
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or the velocity over the dashpot, as the internal node is being tracked for this implementation. The
assumption is made that η is constant over the time step.
Discrete Hereditary Integral Model
The dashpot coefficient function lends itself well to the use of the linear Maxwell hereditary integral
since we assume that η is constant across a time step and allows the use of the hereditary integral
across that time step. The formulation of this hereditary integral is taken directly from that of
the linear Maxwell element, equation (6.21), replacing the coefficient terms, η, with a function of
velocity, η(u̇(t)), as follows












where t is the time at the start of the time step, and t+ ∆t is the time at the end of the time step.
6.4 Incremental Time-stepping Scheme
Commercial finite element software necessitated the use of an alternative approach to the internal
force vector, as discussed in Chapter 6.2.2. Only the strain (or stretch) increments are available to
be used in a user-defined material model. The force increment over a single time step is calculated
using the stretch increment and this force increment is added to the total force up to the beginning
of that time step. This calculation and addition of the force increment is carried out in each time
step and this approach will be referred to as the incremental time-stepping scheme.
F(t) = F(t−∆t) + F(∆t) (6.37)
6.4.1 Linear Elastic Element
To demonstrate how to analyse a system using the incremental time-stepping scheme, we will first
look at a lumped mass linear elastic spring-mass system. A spring-mass system with internal forces




































𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑒𝑙 − 1 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑒𝑙  
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Figure 6.8: Multi-element linear elastic element, showing internal forces acting on nodal masses.
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The equation of motion of the above multi-element spring-mass system is
Mü+Ku = f . (6.38)
The free body diagram in Figure 6.8 shows that the forces acting on the nodes is calculated using
an internal force FE , this internal force replaces the Ku term in the equation of motion (6.38)
giving a new equation of motion
Mü+ FE = f . (6.39)
The equation of motion (6.39) is similar to that of the linear Maxwell element when we considered
an internal force vector in equation (6.24) with the applied force f equal to zero. The difference
is the internal force vector is made up of the force over the element as opposed to the difference
between the forces acting on the nodes
m
2 0 0 0 0
0 m 0 0 0
. . .
0 0 m 0 0
0 0 0 m 0













F E2 − F E1
...
F En+1 − F En





= −F E (6.40)
where the internal force in each element is calculated from the stretch increment of the element
and updated in each time step as
F En (t) = F
E
n (t−∆t) + k λn(∆t) , (6.41)
and the stretch increment is defined as the change in length of an element over a time step ∆t
λn(∆t) = [l0 + un(∆t)]− [l0 + un+1(∆t)]
= un(∆t)− un+1(∆t)
= [un(t)− un(t−∆t)]− [un+1(t)− un+1(t−∆t)]
(6.42)
where l0 is the original length of the element.
6.4.2 Linear Maxwell Element
The diagram of a lumped mass multi-element Maxwell system is shown in Figure 6.9, where FMn is
the internal force due to the Maxwell element, M , in element n.
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Figure 6.9: Multi-element discrete hereditary integral for Maxwell element, showing internal
forces acting on nodal masses.
Similar to the linear elastic system, the equation of motion would be
m
2 0 0 0 0
0 m 0 0 0
. . .
0 0 m 0 0
0 0 0 m 0













F M2 − F M1
...
F Mn+1 − F Mn





= −F M . (6.43)
This internal force vector can be updated in different ways. The first is simply to update the
internal force based on the stretch and stretch rate of an element. The second is to update the
stress in the element based on the strain (engineering or true strain). The stress would then be
multiplied by the cross-sectional area of the element to obtain the force to calculate the internal
force vector and subsequently the displacement.
If the internal force is now defined for each element, n, and is calculated from the stretch rate, λ̇n,
of the element then


























where the stretch increment is defined in equation (6.42).
If the internal force is calculated from the engineering strain rate of the element, ε̇n, and the stress
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in the previous time step then





















where A(t) is the cross-sectional area of the element at time t to convert the updated stress into





where k is the elastic stiffness, l is the length of the element, and A0 is the initial cross-sectional
area.
The engineering strain rate of the element is determined by the engineering strain increment of the










where εn(∆t) is the engineering strain increment and is defined as the stretch increment divided
by the original length
εn(∆t) =
[un(t)− un(t−∆t)]− [un+1(t)− un+1(t−∆t)]
l0
(6.49)
6.4.3 Non-Linear Maxwell Element
The non-linear Maxwell element, where the coefficient of the dashpot is a function of strain rate,
lends itself well to the incremental time-stepping scheme above. In equations (6.44) and (6.46),
the coefficient η would simply be replaced by a function of the stretch or strain rate, similar to the





Several validation tests on the one-dimensional models were performed. The first set of validation
tests were for the intermediate mass implementation of a linear Maxwell model with a comparison
to the discrete hereditary integral solution, and an investigation into the effect of the size of the
intermediate mass. The next set of validation tests were for the different approaches to the non-
linear Maxwell element, the velocity raised to a power and the dashpot coefficient function. The
use of the velocity over the dashpot and the velocity over the element were explored for the dashpot
coefficient function in the intermediate mass implementation, as well as the non-linear hereditary
integral solution. This chapter will show an overview of the results of these tests, and the discussion
of these results will take place in Chapter 8.
7.1 Maxwell Element (with Linear Dashpot)
The linear Maxwell element was investigated using the intermediate mass implementation and the
discrete hereditary integral. A prescribed displacement was applied to the Maxwell element in order
to verify that the resulting behaviour matched that outlined in Chapter 6.2.1. An investigation
was then carried out on the effect of the size of the intermediate mass for a linear Maxwell element.
7.1.1 Intermediate Mass Implementation
The intermediate mass implementation was verified using a single Maxwell element to determine
that the expected relaxation behaviour was achieved as was seen in Figure 6.3. Each test that was
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carried out used a single linear Maxwell element that was fixed at one end and the other end was
given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m. The Maxwell element used in each test had a spring with
stiffness k = 7853.9816 N m−1, a dashpot with viscous coefficient η = 21.2057 N s m−1, a mass of
m = 0.007854 kg and an intermediate mass size mint = 7.854×10−5 kg. The time step for each test
was calculated using the critical time step based on the elastic portion of the model and reduced
by a factor. The size of the time step used was in the region of 10−7 s.
Dashpot-Spring
The first test was a single Maxwell element in the Dashpot-Spring orientation, see Figure 7.1, where






















𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 3 
Figure 7.1: Maxwell element in a Dashpot-Spring orientation with fixed boundary conditions and
prescribed displacement.
The displacement graphs are shown in Figure 7.2, where the blue line in each graph represents the
prescribed displacement of node 1 to 0.05 m, and the yellow line represents node 3 which shows a
displacement of 0 m for the duration of the simulation. The orange line represents node 2, which
starts at a displacement of zero and moves towards node 1 until they have the same displacement.
This relaxation behaviour represents the dashpot reacting to the force of the spring as the spring
contracts and pulls node 2 towards node 1, and stretches the dashpot until the spring has regained
its original dimensions.
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Figure 7.2: Displacement-time graphs of a single Maxwell element in a Dashpot-Spring
arrangement given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m.
For the above simulation, the forces acting on the spring and on the dashpot were plotted against
time and the force acting on the intermediate mass was plotted on the other graph, shown in Figure
7.3. From a displacement of 0.05 m and a spring stiffness of 7853.9816 N m−1, the expected force
of the spring was 392.6991 N. This is seen in the first graph in the figure below by the orange and
blue lines with a maximum force of approximately 400 N at time 0 s. As the element undergoes
relaxation behaviour, the forces acting on the spring and dashpot decrease over time and they are
equal for the spring and the dashpot, as expected. The force acting on the intermediate mass,
despite an initial spike at t equal to zero, is negligible.
































Figure 7.3: Force comparison graphs of a single Maxwell element in a Dashpot-Spring
arrangement given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m.
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Spring-Dashpot
The next test was a single Maxwell element in the Spring-Dashpot orientation, see Figure 7.4.
Again a prescribed displacement u1(t) was applied to node 1, node 3 was fixed while node 2 was


















































𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 3 
Figure 7.4: Maxwell element in a Dashpot-Spring orientation with fixed boundary conditions and
prescribed displacement.
The displacements of the three nodes can be seen in Figure 7.5, where most notably node 2 did
not displace. This is due to the orientation of the element producing a starting condition of zero
as discussed in Chapter 6.2.1.




























Figure 7.5: Displacement-time graphs of a single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot
arrangement given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m and using consistent initial
conditions.
For this simulation, the forces acting on the spring and dashpot were plotted against time and the
force acting on the intermediate mass was plotted on another graph. Figure 7.6 shows that there
is no force as expected since there was no movement of the nodes as discussed in Chapter 6.2.1.
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Figure 7.6: Force comparison graphs of a single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot
arrangement given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m and using consistent initial
conditions.
The same prescribed displacement test was run on the Spring-Dashpot arrangement instead using
inconsistent initial conditions, outlined in Chapter 6.2.1. The internal node, node 2, was tracked
over time. In Figure 7.7, node 1 and node 3 can be seen to have displacements of 0.05 m and 0 m
respectively, as was seen before. The orange line shows node 2 has displaced with node 1 at time t
equal to zero (instantaneously), and shows the expected relaxation behaviour over time.
This represents the dashpot translating initially and the spring stretching by the prescribed
displacement. The dashpot then reacts to the force of the spring as the spring contracts and
pulls node 2 towards node 3 and stretches the dashpot until the spring has regained its original
dimensions. This shows that the inconsistent initial conditions are able to provide the necessary
starting conditions for the linear Maxwell element in this orientation.




























Figure 7.7: Displacement-time graphs of a single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot
arrangement given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m and using inconsistent initial
conditions.
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The forces acting on the spring and dashpot were plotted for this simulation, as well as the force
acting on the intermediate mass. Figure 7.8 shows that the forces acting on the spring and
dashpot are the same and follow a relaxation behaviour as was expected. The force acting on
the intermediate mass is again negligible.































Figure 7.8: Force comparison graphs of a single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot
arrangement given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m and using inconsistent initial
conditions.
7.1.2 Discrete Hereditary Integral Solution
The discrete hereditary integral was then tested using a single Maxwell element, see Figure 7.9.
The hereditary integral solution does not have an internal node to track and therefore only the
force of the element was plotted and compared to the intermediate mass implementation. The test
that was carried out used the same variables as those in the intermediate mass implementation
tests. The element was fixed at one end and the other end was given a prescribed displacement
of 0.05 m. The Maxwell element used had a spring with stiffness k = 7853.9816 N m−1, a dashpot
with viscous coefficient η = 21.2057 N s m−1, a mass of m = 0.007854 kg and an intermediate mass





































𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 2 
Figure 7.9: Maxwell element modelled by the hereditary integral with fixed boundary conditions
and prescribed displacement.
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For the test outlined above, the force from the hereditary integral was plotted on the same axis
as the force acting on the spring and dashpot for the intermediate mass implementation using the
Dashpot-Spring arrangement and using the Spring-Dashpot arrangement using inconsistent initial
conditions, shown in Figure 7.10.





















Spring-Dashpot (using Inconsistent Initial Conditions) - Spring
Spring-Dashpot (using Inconsistent Initial Conditions) - Dashpot
Hereditary Integral
Figure 7.10: Intermediate mass implementation (Dashpot-Spring and Spring-Dashpot
arrangements) and hereditary integral displacement comparison graphs for a
single linear Maxwell element given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m.
This shows the same force curve for the spring and dashpot as before, with the force of the hereditary
integral tracking the intermediate mass implementation results closely. The force acting on the
spring and dashpot in the Spring-Dashpot arrangement using inconsistent initial conditions match
the force of the hereditary integral, confirming that using inconsistent initial conditions produces
the exact desired result.
7.1.3 Intermediate Mass Investigation
An investigation into the effect of the choice of magnitude of the intermediate mass was carried out
using a multi-element linear Maxwell in parallel with a Kelvin-Voigt spring to stabilise the model,
shown in Figure 7.11, known as the Standard Linear Model. A free bar (no boundary constraints)
test was carried out on a row of one hundred elements and an impulse force F1(t) was applied to
node 1.
 
𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 3 𝑛 = 99 𝑛 = 101 𝑛 = 201 𝑛 = 5 𝑛 = 199 
𝑘𝑀  𝜂𝑀  







𝑘𝑀  𝜂𝑀  
𝑚 𝑘𝐾𝑉  𝑚 
𝑘𝑀  𝜂𝑀  
𝑚 𝑘𝐾𝑉  𝑚 
𝑘𝑀  𝜂𝑀  
𝑚 𝑘𝐾𝑉  
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑡 
𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 4 𝑛 = 100 𝑛 = 200 
Figure 7.11: A row of one hundred Standard Linear Model elements with no boundary constraints
and an applied force.
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The impulse force follows a ramped S-shape curve from zero to a maximum value of 10 N for the
first 0.004 s and then follows the inverted S-shape curve for the following 0.004 s until its value
returns to zero, shown in the first graph in Figure 7.12. Each Standard Linear element has a
Maxwell spring with stiffness kM = 785 398.16 N m
−1, a Maxwell dashpot with viscous coefficient
ηM = 10.0 N s m
−1, a Kelvin-Voigt spring with stiffness kKV = 785 398.16 N m
−1 and a mass of
m = 7.854× 10−5 kg. Varying sizes of the intermediate mass mint were investigated and their size





Figure 7.12 shows the force acting on the middle element (element 50) of the multi-element
simulation for an intermediate mass factor mfact of 10. There are a few factors that can be
extracted from these graphs for varying values of mfact. The first of these is the difference between
the forces acting on the spring and the dashpot. We would expect this difference to become smaller
as the size of mfact increases (the size of mint becomes smaller). The second factor that can be
tracked is the size of the force acting on the intermediate mass relative to the force acting on the
spring. This ratio is expected to decrease as mfact increases.








































Figure 7.12: Force comparison graphs for a multi-element, free bar, Standard Linear model given
an impulse force for an intermediate mass investigation.
For a decreasing intermediate mass size and increasing intermediate mass factor, mfact, the
percentage error was calculated as the maximum difference between the absolute amplitude of
the force acting on the spring and the absolute amplitude of the force acting on the dashpot as a
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percentage of the average amplitude of the two.
%Error = max
(




where AMS is the amplitude of the force acting on the Maxwell spring, AMD is the amplitude of
the force acting on the Maxwell dashpot and Aave is the average of the absolute amplitude of the
forces acting on the spring and dashpot
Aave =
abs (AMS) + abs (AMD)
2
. (7.3)
Figure 7.13 shows that as the intermediate mass factor increases and the size of the intermediate
mass decreases, the percentage error, equation (7.2), decreases significantly.























Figure 7.13: Percentage error (deviation between the forces acting on the spring and dashpot) vs
intermediate mass factor graph for a multi-element, free bar, Standard Linear model
given an impulse force for an intermediate mass investigation.
For a decreasing intermediate mass size and increasing intermediate mass factor, mfact, the relative
percentage was calculated as the maximum amplitude of the force acting on the intermediate mass







where Amint is the amplitude of the force acting on the intermediate mass and AMS is the amplitude
of the force acting on the Maxwell spring.
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Figure 7.14: Relative percentage (percentage of the force acting on the intermediate mass) vs
intermediate mass factor graph for a multi-element, free bar, Standard Linear model
given an impulse force for an intermediate mass investigation.
In Figure 7.14, as the intermediate mass factor increases the relative percentage decreases. This
shows that the force acting on the intermediate mass decreases with respect to the overall response
of the element the smaller this mass becomes.
Further investigation of the effect of the size of the intermediate mass was carried out using the
discrete hereditary integral solution as a benchmark. This was done using the same multi-element
Standard Linear model as before. Varying sizes of the intermediate mass were investigated for a free
bar test where the same impulse force was applied to the end of the set of one hundred elements.
The force acting on the spring and dashpot for the intermediate mass implementation for an
intermediate mass factor of 10 is shown in Figure 7.15. This compared to the hereditary integral
shows a significant difference in the phase angle of the oscillating response.
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Figure 7.15: Intermediate mass implementation and hereditary integral force comparison graphs
for a multi-element, free bar, Standard Linear model given an impulse force for an
intermediate mass investigation.
For a decreasing intermediate mass size and increasing intermediate mass factor, mfact, the phase
difference between the force acting on the spring for the intermediate mass implementation and the
force of the hereditary integral was calculated as
∆φ = φMS − φHI (7.5)
where φMS is the phase angle of the most significant frequency of the force acting on the Maxwell
spring for the intermediate mass implementation, and φHI is the phase angle at the same frequency
as the Maxwell spring, which is also the most significant frequency of the force of the hereditary
integral.
Shown in Figure 7.16, the phase difference decreases significantly with an increase in the
intermediate mass factor. This shows that the response of the intermediate mass implementation
converges to that of the hereditary integral as the size of the intermediate mass decreases.
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Figure 7.16: Phase difference (between spring and hereditary integral solution) vs intermediate
mass factor graph for a multi-element, free bar, Standard Linear model given an
impulse force for an intermediate mass investigation.
7.2 Maxwell Element (with Non-Linear Dashpot)
For a Maxwell element with a non-linear dashpot, the two implementations that were investigated
were the velocity raised to a power and a dashpot coefficient function for varying values of a power
p = 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.2 and 1.5. The dashpot coefficient function was investigated using both the velocity
over the dashpot and the velocity over the element for the intermediate mass implementation and
the velocity over the element for the hereditary integral.
7.2.1 Velocity Raised to a Power
The approach using the velocity raised to a power was first investigated. This involved using
equation (6.33) to calculate the displacements for the intermediate mass implementation.
Intermediate Mass Implementation
The intermediate mass implementation was tested using a single non-linear Maxwell element that
was fixed at one end and the other end was given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m. The
Maxwell element used in each test had a spring with stiffness k = 7853.9816 N m−1, a dashpot with
viscous coefficient η = 21.2057 N s m−1, a mass of m = 0.007854 kg and an intermediate mass size
mint = 7.854× 10−5 kg.
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Dashpot-Spring
For the Dashpot-Spring arrangement, see Figure 7.17, node 1 was displaced by u1(t), node 3 was
fixed and the displacement of node 2 was tracked over time for varying values of power p. The
















































𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 3 
𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 3 
Figure 7.17: Non-linear Maxwell element in a Dashpot-Spring orientation with fixed boundary
conditions and prescribed displacement, using the velocity raised to a power p.
In Figure 7.18, the displacement of node 2 and the force acting on the spring and dashpot were
plotted for varying values of p. For both the displacement and the force response, as the value of
p increases away from linear (p greater than 1), the gradient of the response is smaller (that is the
element relaxes at a slower rate). As the value of p decreases away from linear (p less than 1), the
gradient of the response is greater, meaning that the element relaxes at a faster rate.
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Figure 7.18: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Dashpot-Spring arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using the velocity raised to a power.
Spring-Dashpot
For the Spring-Dashpot arrangement, see Figure 7.19, again the internal node and the force response
of the element are plotted for varying values of p.
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Figure 7.19: Non-linear Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot orientation with fixed boundary
conditions and prescribed displacement, using the velocity raised to a power p.
Firstly the test was carried out using consistent initial conditions, Figure 7.20. As was seen with
the linear Maxwell, the use of consistent initial conditions for the Spring-Dashpot arrangement
returns no response. The internal node displacement and force response remain at zero.
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Figure 7.20: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using the velocity raised to a power and using
consistent initial conditions.
The same test was carried out using inconsistent initial conditions, as this was shown to give the
desired results with the linear Maxwell. Figure 7.21 shows that for a linear Maxwell (p equal to
1), the response of the element is as expected. The internal node displaces to the same amount
as node 1, and relaxes over time. For values of p greater than 1, the internal node displacement
exceeds that of node 1 which is unstable behaviour, and for a value of p equal to 1.5 the simulation
returned invalid results (not shown). For values of p less than 1, as the value of p decreased, the
initial displacement and force response of the element decreased.
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Figure 7.21: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using the velocity raised to a power and using
inconsistent initial conditions.
For the Spring-Dashpot arrangement, this test was then carried out with a single Maxwell element
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𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 4 𝑛 = 3 
𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 2 𝑛 = 4 𝑛 = 3 
Figure 7.22: Non-linear Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot orientation with a fictitious
element, fixed boundary conditions and prescribed displacement, using the velocity
raised to a power p.
Figure 7.23 shows that again for the linear solution (p equal to 1), the element behaves as expected.
For values of p greater than 1, the results become unstable, especially for p equal to 1.5. For values
of p less than 1, there is still a diminished response of the element to the prescribed displacement.
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Figure 7.23: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using the velocity raised to a power and using a
fictitious element.
7.2.2 Dashpot Coefficient Function - Velocity Over the Dashpot
The other implementation of a non-linear Maxwell dashpot is the dashpot coefficient function which
can use either the velocity over the dashpot or the velocity over the element. The intermediate
mass implementation of a non-linear Maxwell element was outlined in Chapter 6.3.3. First the
velocity over the dashpot was investigated for the intermediate mass implementation.
Intermediate Mass Implementation
The intermediate mass implementation was investigated using a single non-linear Maxwell element
that was fixed at one end and the other end was given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m,
as in previous tests. The Maxwell element used in each test had a spring with stiffness k =
7853.9816 N m−1, a mass of m = 0.007854 kg, an intermediate mass size mint = 2.618 × 10−5 kg
and a dashpot with viscous coefficient as a function defined as
η (u̇(t), p) = η̄ u̇(t)p−1 (7.6)
where η̄ = 21.2057 N s m−1.
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Dashpot-Spring
A single Maxwell element in the Dashpot-Spring orientation shown in Figure 7.24 had node 3 fixed
and node 1 was given a prescribed displacement. The dashpot coefficient function was calculated
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Figure 7.24: Non-linear Maxwell element in a Dashpot-Spring orientation with fixed boundary
conditions and prescribed displacement, using a dashpot coefficient function of
η (u̇dashpot(t), p).
The Dashpot-Spring arrangement was tested using consistent initial conditions and the internal
node was tracked. Figure 7.31 shows the displacement and force response of the non-linear Maxwell
element for varying values of p. This shows that as the value of p increases above linear (p greater
than 1), the rate of relaxation decreases in both the displacement and force graphs. As the value
of p decreases below linear (p less than 1), the rate of relaxation increases.
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Figure 7.25: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Dashpot-Spring arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using a dashpot coefficient function as a function
of the velocity over the dashpot.
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Spring-Dashpot
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Figure 7.26: Non-linear Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot orientation with fixed boundary
conditions and prescribed displacement, using a dashpot coefficient function of η (u̇(t), p).
The simulation was first carried out using consistent initial conditions. Figure 7.32 shows that, as
expected, there is no response for this arrangement.
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Figure 7.27: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using a dashpot coefficient function and using
consistent initial conditions.
The same arrangement was then tested using inconsistent initial conditions. Figure 7.33 shows that
the displacement and force response are exhibiting the same behaviour as the velocity raised to a
power. For increasing values of p greater than 1, the initial force and displacement exceed that of
the linear simulation with a value of p = 1.5 giving invalid results (not shown). As the value of
p decreases below a value of 1, the initial displacement and force of the element decrease which is
not the desired result as this is expected to align with the Dashpot-Spring element results.
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Figure 7.28: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using a dashpot coefficient function and using
inconsistent initial conditions.
A fictitious element was then attached to the dashpot, see Figure 7.29, and the same prescribed
displacement test was carried out. The internal nodes were tracked, the nodes on either side of the
fictitious element displaced to the same amount, see Figure 7.30, and the node between the spring
and dashpot was tracked for varying values of p. As was seen before with the velocity raised to
a power, the displacement and force results become unstable with an increasing value of p above
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Figure 7.29: Non-linear Maxwell element in a Dashpot-Spring orientation with a fictitious
element, fixed boundary conditions and prescribed displacement, using a dashpot
coefficient function of η (u̇(t), p).
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Figure 7.30: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using a dashpot coefficient function and using
a fictitious element.
7.2.3 Dashpot Coefficient Function - Velocity Over the Element
The other implementation of the dashpot coefficient function is to use the velocity over the
element. The intermediate mass implementation was outlined in Chapter 6.3.3, and the hereditary
integral solution uses equation (6.36). First a stress-relaxation test was carried out for both the
intermediate mass implementation and hereditary integral where a single element was given a
prescribed displacement and the velocity over the element is zero. This means that the value of
the dashpot coefficient is constant throughout the simulation. In order to investigate the dashpot
coefficient function in the hereditary integral, constant velocity tests were carried out for different
velocities and values of p.
Intermediate Mass Implementation
The intermediate mass implementation was again investigated using a single non-linear Maxwell
element that was fixed at one end and the other end was given a prescribed displacement of
0.05 m as in previous tests. The Maxwell element used in each test had a spring with stiffness
k = 7853.9816 N m−1, a mass of m = 0.007854 kg and an intermediate mass size mint = 2.618 ×
10−5 kg. The dashpot coefficient function used the velocity over the element which for a prescribed
displacement test is zero. This in turn means that the value of the dashpot coefficient is zero for
values of p > 1 and tends towards infinity for value of p < 1. This would cause numerical instability
and therefore a small value u̇ε was introduced such that the dashpot coefficient was very small for
values of p > 1 and very large for values of p < 1 instead of zero and infinity respectively. The
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dashpot coefficient function was defined as
η (u̇(t), p) = η̄ (u̇(t) + u̇ε)
p−1 (7.7)
where η̄ = 21.2057 N s m−1.
Dashpot-Spring
The Dashpot-Spring arrangement was tested using consistent initial conditions and the internal
node was tracked. Figure 7.31 shows the displacement and force response of the non-linear Maxwell
element for varying values of p. This shows that as the value of p increases above 1 (an increasing
viscous coefficient), the rate of relaxation increases in both the displacement and force graphs. As
the value of p decreases below 1 (a decreasing dashpot coefficient), the rate of relaxation decreases.
This is the opposite behaviour to what was seen when using the velocity over the dashpot.
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Figure 7.31: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Dashpot-Spring arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using a dashpot coefficient function.
Spring-Dashpot
The Spring-Dashpot arrangement was then tested using the same prescribed displacement test and
using consistent initial conditions. Figure 7.32 shows that, as expected, there is no response for
this arrangement.
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Figure 7.32: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using a dashpot coefficient function and using
consistent initial conditions.
The arrangement was then tested using inconsistent initial conditions. Figure 7.33 shows that
the displacement and force response are exhibiting expected behaviour. For increasing values of p
greater than 1, the rate of relaxation of the element increases. As the value of p decreases below a
value of 1, the rate of relaxation of the element decreases. This is the same behaviour as was seen
for the Dashpot-Spring arrangement, however, the displacement of the internal node relaxes in the
opposite direction as expected.
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Figure 7.33: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using a dashpot coefficient function and using
inconsistent initial conditions.
A fictitious element was then attached to the dashpot, see Figure 7.29, and the same prescribed
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displacement test was carried out. The nodes on either side of the fictitious element were displaced
to the same amount, see Figure 7.34, and the internal nodes were tracked, as well as the node
between the spring and dashpot, for varying values of p. As was seen before, the rate of relaxation
increases with an increasing value of p above 1 and the rate of relaxation decreases as the value of
p decreases below 1.
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Figure 7.34: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
a non-linear single Maxwell element in a Spring-Dashpot arrangement given a
prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using a dashpot coefficient function and using
a fictitious element.
Discrete Hereditary Integral Model
The discrete hereditary integral solution was tested for a single non-linear Maxwell element, see
Figure 7.35. The same prescribed displacement test was performed using the same system variables

















































𝑛 = 1 𝑛 = 2 
Figure 7.35: Non-linear Maxwell element modelled by a hereditary integral with fixed boundary
conditions and prescribed displacement, using a dashpot coefficient function of
η (u̇(t), p).
Only the force response was plotted since there is no internal node to track. In Figure 7.36, the
force response of the element was plotted for varying values of the power, p. This shows the same
behaviour as was exhibited by the intermediate mass implementation using a dashpot coefficient
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function as a function of the velocity over the element, see Figure 7.37. For values of p greater than
1, as the value of p increases the rate of relaxation increases. For values of p less than 1, as the
value of p decreases so does the rate of relaxation of the element.
























Figure 7.36: Force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for a non-linear single Maxwell
element using the hereditary integral solution given a prescribed displacement of
0.05 m, using a dashpot coefficient function.

















Dashpot-Spring - 2 ( _u(t); p)
Spring-Dashpot (with Fictitious Element) - 2 ( _u(t); p)
Hereditary Integral - 2 ( _u(t); p)
Figure 7.37: Force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for a non-linear single Maxwell
element using the hereditary integral solution compared to the intermediate mass
implementation results, given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m and using a
dashpot coefficient function.
Incremental Time-stepping Scheme
The incremental time-stepping scheme was tested using the same prescribed displacement test as
before. The test was run on an unconstrained element, and the force response was plotted for
varying values of p. Figure 7.38 shows the same behaviour that was seen in the discrete hereditary
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integral results above. The maximum force response is the same as previous tests using this
prescribed displacement, just under 400 N.
























Figure 7.38: Displacement-time and force-time comparison graphs for varying values of p for
an unconstrained single non-linear Maxwell element using the hereditary integral
solution given a prescribed displacement of 0.05 m, using a dashpot coefficient
function and the incremental time-stepping scheme.
Hereditary Integral and Intermediate Mass Implementation Comparison
In order to investigate the use of the dashpot coefficient in the hereditary integral using the velocity
over the element, a single element simulation was carried out and compared to the intermediate
mass implementation. The Maxwell element had a spring with stiffness k = 7853.9816 N m−1, a
mass of m = 0.007854 kg, an intermediate mass size mint = 2.618 × 10−5 kg and a dashpot with
viscous coefficient
η (u̇(t), p) = η̄ u̇(t)p−1 (7.8)
where η̄ = 2.12057 N s m−1.
A constant velocity was applied to one end of the element with the other end fixed. The simulation
was carried out for varying velocities and varying values of p. The hereditary integral element,
shown in Figure 7.35, was compared to the two intermediate mass implementation elements. The
two orientations that were investigated using this simulation were the Dashpot-Spring, shown in
Figure 7.24, and the Spring-Dashpot element, shown in Figure 7.26.
For each velocity, the force acting on the element was plotted over the displacement of the element
and this graph was plotted for each value of p, see Figure 7.39. Each simulation was run until the
element achieved the same stretch of 4× 10−3 m.
For all values of p, and all velocities except for a velocity of −100 m s−1, the hereditary integral,
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Dashpot-Spring and Spring-Dashpot results track closely. For a velocity of −100 m s−1 and a
value of p = 1.5 the hereditary integral and the Dashpot-Spring results are aligned, with a large
discrepancy with the Spring-Dashpot. As the value of p decreases, the discrepancy grows and a
difference between the hereditary integral and the Dashpot-Spring results appears.
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(a) Force-Displacement - p = 0.5.
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(b) Force-Displacement - p = 0.7.
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(c) Force-Displacement - p = 1.
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(d) Force-Displacement - p = 1.2.
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(e) Force-Displacement - p = 1.5.
Figure 7.39: Single Element Maxwell - η(u̇el) - Force-Displacement graphs for constant velocity
tests.
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For selected displacements, the force for each velocity was sampled and plotted. This was done for
each value of p and shown in Figure 7.40. This shows the same trends as described above, with an
increase in the gradient of the response between velocities of 1 m s−1 and 100 m s−1 as the value of
p increases.




















(a) Force-Velocity - p = 0.5.




















(b) Force-Velocity - p = 0.7.





















(c) Force-Velocity - p = 1.





















(d) Force-Velocity - p = 1.2.





















(e) Force-Velocity - p = 1.5.
Figure 7.40: Single Element Maxwell - η(u̇el) - Force-Velocity curves for constant velocity tests.
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This chapter discusses the results presented in Chapter 7. The linear Maxwell results for the
different orientations and initial conditions are discussed, as well as the investigation into the effect
of the size of the intermediate mass. Then the non-linear Maxwell results are examined for the two
different implementations of a non-linear dashpot. The use of the strain rate over the dashpot and
over the element is also discussed in the dashpot coefficient function implementation.
8.1 Linear Maxwell Model
The linear Maxwell model was investigated using the intermediate mass implementation and the
hereditary integral. The effect of the size of the intermediate mass was also investigated.
8.1.1 Intermediate Mass Implementation Verification
The intermediate mass implementation was built on the central difference method. This was
modified, as discussed in Chapter 6.1, in order to allow for the expansion to a multi-element model,
and was first investigated using a linear Maxwell element.
A prescribed displacement was applied to a single Maxwell element to test that the relaxation
behaviour was as expected for the different orientations of the element. The same test was carried
out for both possible orientations of the Maxwell element. For the Dashpot-Spring arrangement,
the expected behaviour outlined by the theory in Chapter 3 was presented in Figure 6.3a and this
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matches the actual behaviour that was seen in Figure 7.2. The force of this element in Figure
7.3 also shows the relaxation behaviour of the element that we would expect. Likewise, the force
response of the spring and of the dashpot are also equal which is aligned with the behaviour
discussed in the theory in Chapter 3. Figure 7.3 also shows the force acting on the internal mass is
negligible compared to the force acting on the spring and dashpot. Therefore, the Spring-Dashpot
arrangement of the linear Maxwell element using the intermediate mass implementation gives the
exact results that were expected.
The Spring-Dashpot arrangement was then investigated and was expected to output the same
results as the Dashpot-Spring arrangement. However, when the same test was applied to the
Spring-Dashpot orientated element, no response to the prescribed displacement was shown, as seen
in the displacement-time graph in Figure 7.5 and the force acting on the spring and dashpot in
Figure 7.6 was zero. This confirms the theory set out in Chapter 6.2.1 where due to the starting
conditions of the simulation, the displacement of the node at time step −1 is the same as the
displacement at time step 0 and therefore the boundary conditions are not initialised as they
should be. Inconsistent initial conditions fixed this issue and the behaviour of the Spring-Dashpot
arrangement, shown in Figure 7.7, now matches that of the expected behaviour presented by the
theory in Figure 6.3b. The force acting on the spring and dashpot are equal and representative of
the relaxation behaviour that is expected, as seen in Figure 7.8. The force acting on the internal
mass in Figure 7.8 is also negligible compared to that of the spring and dashpot.
The Spring-Dashpot arrangement therefore only produces the expected results by applying
inconsistent initial conditions, where the displacement at time step −1 is set to zero, which is
a large assumption to make about the actual behaviour of the element. The implementation of the
inconsistent initial conditions reduces the accuracy of the results. For a linear Maxwell element,
however, this solves the issue temporarily.
8.1.2 Discrete Hereditary Integral Solution
The hereditary integral was then compared to the intermediate mass implementation discussed
above. As there is no intermediate mass to track in the hereditary integral solution, only the
force was compared. Figure 7.10 shows that the force of the hereditary integral solution is what is
expected for each arrangement of the Maxwell element. Due to there being no stiffness or damping
matrix in the implementation of the hereditary integral, the orientation of the spring and dashpot
has no effect on the results which show that the force response is as expected regardless of initial
conditions.
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8.1.3 Investigation into the Effect of the Size of the Intermediate Mass
Investigation of the size of the intermediate mass was carried out for the Maxwell element. Only the
size of the mass was adjusted between tests. The test that was carried out was the application of an
impulse force to one end of a row of 100 Standard Linear elements with both ends unconstrained.
The result that was expected was a stress wave travelling through the bar and decreasing in
amplitude due to the dashpot in the Maxwell element. This is the result shown in Figure 7.12.
The force response of the spring and dashpot is expected to be equal and the force response of the
internal mass is expected to be negligible compared to the force response of the spring and dashpot.
To measure this, the percentage error between the maximum amplitude of the force response of
the spring and dashpot was calculated for varying sizes of the intermediate mass. The maximum
amplitude of the force response of the internal mass as a percentage of the maximum amplitude
of the force response of the spring was also calculated for varying sizes of internal masses. Both
Figure 7.13 and 7.14 show that the difference between the force response of the spring and dashpot
decreases, and the difference between the force response of the internal mass as compared to the
spring and dashpot, decreases as the size of the intermediate mass decreases.
The hereditary integral developed was then used as a reference to gauge the effect of the size of the
internal mass as this does not affect the result of the hereditary integral. The same configuration
was used and the force of the hereditary integral was compared to the force acting on the spring
and dashpot for varying sizes of the intermediate mass. Figure 7.15 shows that the intermediate
mass implementation lags the hereditary integral solution for a relatively large intermediate mass.
The difference between the force acting on the spring and dashpot for the intermediate mass
implementation and the hereditary integral were measured using the phase difference. The effect
of decreasing the intermediate mass is shown in Figure 7.16. As the size of the intermediate mass
decreases the force response of the discrete Maxwell tended towards the hereditary integral result.
The choice of too small a size for the intermediate mass, however, will lead to divide by zero errors.
8.2 Non-Linear Maxwell Model
The non-linear Maxwell element was implemented in two different ways. The first implementation
that was considered was raising the nodal velocity in the intermediate mass implementation to a
power. Then the dashpot coefficient was considered as a function of both the velocity over the
dashpot and the velocity over the element.
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8.2.1 Velocity Raised to a Power
A prescribed displacement test similar to that used for the linear Maxwell was used to investigate
raising the nodal velocity to a power. First, the relaxation behaviour of the Dashpot-Spring
configuration was examined for varying values of the power p, which is presented in Figure 7.18.
Varying degrees of relaxation can be seen, with the linear result for p = 1 being replicated from
the previous linear Maxwell results. As the value of p increases above 1 the force required to move
the dashpot at the same rate increases. The expected effect on the relaxation behaviour would be
an increase in the amount of time for the element to return to an equilibrium state. This is what
is seen in Figure 7.18 with the displacement of the intermediate node taking longer to reach that
of the originally displaced node for p = 2.5 than for p = 1. Conversely, as p decreases below 1,
we would expect the element to take less time to return to a state of equilibrium, since the force
needed to move the dashpot at the same rate decreases. This is also confirmed by Figure 7.18
where the displacement of the intermediate node for p = 0.5 takes less time to reach that of the
originally displaced node than for p = 1. Therefore, the Spring-Dashpot arrangement exhibits the
behaviour that is expected.
The relaxation behaviour of the Spring-Dashpot arrangement was then investigated using consistent
initial conditions where the displacement and force graphs, shown in Figure 7.20, showed no
response, the same as the linear model due to the initial conditions not being sufficiently initialised.
With the linear model, the use of inconsistent initial conditions fixed this issue, however, as seen
in Figure 7.21, this was not the case for the non-linear model. For values of p less than 1, as the
value of p gets smaller, the initial force applied to the intermediate node by the inconsistent initial
conditions gets smaller. For values of p greater than 1, as the value of p gets larger, the initial force
applied to the intermediate node by the inconsistent initial conditions gets greater. This shows
that using inconsistent initial conditions for the non-linear model, where the velocity is raised to
a power, is not a valid solution. The alternative way to apply an initial force to the intermediate
node is by using a fictitious element. This also exhibits the same issues as using inconsistent initial
conditions, as seen in Figure 7.23 the force response is diminished for values of p less than 1 and
increased for values of p greater than 1. For large values of p, there are also numerical issues and
instability. This could be due to the size of the time step that was used and could need to be
adjusted when rates are raised to a power.
8.2.2 Dashpot Coefficient Function
The second method for non-linearisation of the Maxwell element is to make the dashpot coefficient
a function of velocity. This velocity can have many different implementations however the two
that were investigated were the velocity over the dashpot (local velocity) and the velocity over the
element (global velocity). First, using the velocity over the dashpot was investigated by applying
a prescribed displacement to the intermediate mass implementation models as the internal node
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is tracked, and therefore the velocity over the dashpot can be calculated. When a prescribed
displacement is applied to the Dashpot-Spring configuration of this non-linear model, the relaxation
behaviour that is exhibited is what is expected, as shown in Figure 7.31, and is aligned with the
results using the velocity raised to a power implementation. When the same test is applied to the
Spring-Dashpot configuration using consistent initial conditions, there is no response due to the
initial conditions not being correct, shown in Figure 7.32, much like the previous results. Using
inconsistent initial conditions with this solution, shown in Figure 7.33, does not fix the issue as was
seen in the previous non-linear model. Using a fictitious element also produces the same results as
the velocity raised to a power, Figure 7.34. This proves that using the velocity raised to a power and
a dashpot coefficient function, as a function of the velocity over the dashpot, in a stress-relaxation
test are equivalent implementations as is expected.
The prescribed displacement tests were then carried out using a dashpot coefficient function as
a function of the velocity over the element. This was investigated for the intermediate mass
implementation, the hereditary integral and the incremental time-stepping scheme. The velocity
over the element for this test is zero throughout the simulation and for a dashpot coefficient function,
where the velocity is raised to a power of p− 1, this means that the dashpot coefficient will have a
value of zero for p > 1 and tend toward infinity for p < 1.
In order to avoid numerical issues, and still investigate the effect of using the velocity over the
element, a small value was introduced and added to the velocity before raising it to a power. This
means that the dashpot coefficient had a very small value for p > 1 instead of zero and a very large
value for p < 1 instead of tending toward infinity. Since the velocity of the element does not change
throughout the simulation, the value of the dashpot coefficient is also a constant that only changes
with the power p. For values of p > 1 the value of the coefficient gets smaller which means that the
element will relax quicker and for values of p < 1 the element will relax slower, shown in Figure
7.31. This is the opposite to what was seen when the velocity over the dashpot was used. This is
the expected behaviour for the given values of p when the velocity is zero or very small. The results
shown for both arrangements of the intermediate mass implementation followed the same trend of
behaviour between the different implementations as with the linear dashpot. The Dashpot-Spring
arrangement provided the expected trends for varying values of p. The Spring-Dashpot arrangement
using consistent initial conditions again showed no response. Using inconsistent initial conditions
and a fictitious element for this arrangement also showed expected results.
Discrete Hereditary Integral Solution
The hereditary integral shows the same relaxation behaviour as the intermediate mass
implementation, shown in Figure 7.36. This shows that for a constant dashpot coefficient the
hereditary integral and intermediate mass implementation are equivalent. The incremental time-
stepping scheme was also investigated for the Maxwell element using the hereditary integral. This
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was done using the same dashpot coefficient function and shows the expected relaxation behaviour
in Figure 7.38.
Hereditary Integral and Intermediate Mass Implementation Comparison
The behaviour exhibited by the dashpot coefficient function using the velocity over the element
when the velocity is zero is expected, however, this does not give a meaningful result against
which to compare the hereditary integral. In order to investigate the non-linear dashpot coefficient
function used in the hereditary integral, a test where the velocity over the element is not zero
was required. The test that was carried out was a constant velocity test which was carried out at
different velocities and for varying values of p.
Figure 7.39 shows force-displacement graphs and that for all values of p the trend of the gradient of
these graphs is similar for all implementations. At very low velocities the modulus is very small, if
not zero, which is aligned with the theory of a Maxwell element. At low velocities the dashpot offers
very little resistance to the movement of the element and therefore exhibits a very low force. As
the velocity increases the modulus increases through the intermediate velocities, with a non-linear
curve up until a high velocity where the modulus is high and constant. The transition between low
and high velocities is what is mainly affected by the value of p. The graphs were plotted using the
Dashpot-Spring and Spring-Dashpot arrangements of the intermediate mass implementation and
the hereditary integral. For values of p ≥ 1 the Dashpot-Spring and hereditary integral showed
similar, if not identical, behaviour. As the value of p decreased below 1 the hereditary integral and
Dashpot-Spring solutions drift apart. This is likely due to the acceleration of the intermediate mass
at high velocities. The Spring-Dashpot results largely follow the Dashpot-Spring and hereditary
integral results for intermediate to low velocities for all values of p, however, at high velocities for
all values of p the Spring-Dashpot results differ quite significantly.
These trends are shown in a slightly different way in Figure 7.40 where the force at various
displacements for the different velocity tests were plotted. This is normally how the effect of
velocity on the behaviour of a material is best seen. For the hereditary integral results specifically
an increase of the power p increases the gradient of the transition period quite significantly. This
will be used in the following chapters to develop and simulate a material model for cortical bone




The outcome of the tests is presented in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. Table 8.1 summarises the prescribed-
displacement tests for both linear and non-linear Maxwell elements.
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Key: Model returns expected results Model does not return expected results
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Table 8.2 summarises the constant strain rate tests for the non-linear Maxwell elements. These
tests were carried out using the dashpot coefficient function as a function of the velocity over the
element.




































Key: Model returns expected results Model does not return expected results
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Chapter 9
Material Model for Cortical Bone
The model used is based on the one proposed by Cloete et al. [3] in Chapter 5.3 and comprised
of the same sub-elements. This model focuses on capturing the rate-dependent transition effects
and on a non-linear Maxwell sub-element which was introduced in Chapter 6.3.3. The difference
between the proposed model and that in the literature is the implementation of the non-linear
Maxwell elements.
9.1 Constitutive Equations for the Material Model of Cortical
Bone
The hereditary integral formulation with the dashpot as a function of the elemental strain rate is
used (equation (6.36)), and is consistent with the phenomenological model developed by Cloete
et al. [3]. This consists of a Kelvin-Voigt model with a non-linear dashpot in parallel with two
non-linear Maxwell elements, shown in Figure 9.1.
The total stress response of the material model for cortical bone at time t is made up of the sum
of the response of the individual elements at that time
σCortical(t) = σEKV (t) + σηKV (t) + σM1(t) + σM2(t). (9.1)
The Kelvin-Voigt spring with modulus EKV captures the elastic behaviour at low strain rates, and
the stress across this element at time t is






where ε̇(t) is the strain rate at time t, and the reference strain rate, ε̇ref EKV , is a constant.
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𝐸𝑀2 𝜂𝑀2ሺ𝜀ሶሺ𝑡), 𝑝2) 
𝜂𝐾𝑉ሺ𝜀ሶሺ𝑡), 𝑝) 
Figure 9.1: Material model for cortical bone.
The Kelvin-Voigt dashpot with coefficient ηKV (ε̇(t), p) captures the rate hardening behaviour
observed at high strain rates. The stress across this element at time t is






where the power p determines the degree of rate hardening, ε̇(t) is the strain rate at time t, and
the reference strain rate, ε̇ref ηKV , is a constant.
The combination of the Kelvin-Voigt spring and the two Maxwell springs with moduli EM1 and
EM2 capture the elastic behaviour at high strain rates.
The first Maxwell dashpot with coefficient ηM1(ε̇(t), p1) captures the steep transition behaviour in






where σM1(t − ∆t) is the stress across the element at the end of the previous time step and the









The second Maxwell dashpot with coefficient ηM2(ε̇(t), p2) captures the gradual transition behaviour
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where σM2(t −∆t) is the stress across the element at the end of the previous time step, and the









9.1.1 Calibration of ε̇ref to Experimental Data
As the value of the power p changes, the gradient of the transition of the stress - strain rate curve
changes, however, the point at which the transition starts does not change. The stress - strain
rate curve needs to be shifted along the x-axis which can be done by adjusting the reference strain
rate. Figure 9.2 shows a stress - strain rate curve for a power p = 1. Increasing the value of p to 3
shows a shift of the curve to the left. In order to shift the curve back to the right the stress at the
inflection point for both values of p must be equal.
















p = 3 - increased _"ref
Figure 9.2: Reference strain rate calibration.
The dashpot coefficient function is the only part of the stress that is affected by a change in the
power p, see equations (9.6) and (9.7). This means that the dashpot coefficient function at the
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strain rate inflection point, ε̇flex, of the transition curve must be equal for a general value of the
power p and ε̇ref and a known value pair referred to as pnorm and ε̇ref norm
η (ε̇flex, ε̇ref , p) = η (ε̇flex, ε̇ref norm, pnorm) (9.8)
The function for the dashpot coefficient is defined as


































Equation (9.11) does not allow for values of p = 1, however, this can be substituted back into




































which can accommodate a value of p = 1.
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9.2 Parameters for Cortical Bone Material Model
A material model for cortical bone was proposed using the same parameters to those used by Cloete
et al. [3], with the addition of the use of reference strain rates. The development of the calibration
of the reference strain rate in the dashpot coefficient function above was also implemented in this
model, and the norm and inflection values are also outlined in the table below. The proposed
material model uses the formulation of the dashpot coefficient function in equation (9.12) for
varying values of p.
Table 9.1: Parameters for cortical bone material model.
Proposed Material Model Cloete et al. [3] Model
EKV (MPa) 9000 9000
ε̇ref EKV (s
−1) 1 -




EM1 (MPa) 1000 1000
η̄M1 (MPa s) 40 50
p1 0.5 0.5
ε̇ref norm M1 (s
−1) 1 -
p1,norm M1 0.5 -
ε̇flex M1 (s
−1) 6.5 -
EM2 (MPa) 5500 5500
η̄M2 (MPa s) 0.1 0.15
p2 3 3
ε̇ref norm M2 (s
−1) 0.85 -
p2,norm M2 3 -
ε̇flex M2 (s
−1) 6.5 -
For the values defined above, the dashpot coefficient function is shown on a log plot in Figure 9.3.
The blue curve represents the dashpot coefficient function for the Maxwell element M1, with a
value of p1 = 0.5. As the strain rate tends towards zero the value of the dashpot coefficient tends
towards a large number. As the strain rate tends toward large magnitude values, the dashpot
coefficient value tends towards η̄M1, the constant portion of equation (9.12).
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The orange curve in Figure 9.3 represents the dashpot coefficient function for the Maxwell element
M2, with a value of p2 = 2.5. With p > 0, as the strain rate tends towards zero, the value of
the dashpot coefficient function tends towards η̄M2, the constant portion of equation (9.12). As
the strain rate tends towards large magnitude values, the value of the dashpot coefficient function
increases.














Figure 9.3: Cortical bone material model - dashpot coefficient function.
Using the model shown in Figure 9.1, with the values defined in Table 9.1, a constant strain rate
was applied and the stress was sampled at four different strains matching those recorded by Cloete
et al. [3]. This was carried out for several different strain rates between 10−3s−1 and 103s−1.
The sampled stress for each of the strains for each of the strain rate simulations is plotted on a
stress - strain rate plot, Figure 9.4. This shows the strain rate dependent behaviour of the one-
dimensional material mode for cortical bone and the hereditary integral implementation, compared
to the experimental data from the work by Cloete et al. [3] and their theoretical implementation.
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Experimental Data - Cloete et al. [3]





Figure 9.4: Material model for cortical bone - Stress - Strain Rate graphs.
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Formulation in FEA Software
The three-dimensional formulation was implemented in two different commercial finite element
analysis (FEA) software packages, LS Dyna and Abaqus. Initially only LS Dyna was used, but
during the course of verification, issues were found which required the use of a second software
package, Abaqus, for an independent comparison. After the comparison it was decided to continue
with Abaqus for the remainder of the simulations. This chapter looks at the general implementation
of the three-dimensional models outlined in Chapter 4 and an implementation of the non-linear
Maxwell element as discussed in Chapter 6.3 in three dimensions.
10.1 UMAT/VUMAT
Implementing a user material model in a commercial software package requires a user subroutine. In
LS Dyna, the user material subroutine, UMAT, was used. This was written in Fortran and compiled
to produce a binary executable file [24]. In Abaqus, a vectorised user material subroutine, VUMAT,
was used, which is a vector form of UMAT. The VUMAT subroutine was also written in Fortran
and supplied to Abaqus as a user subroutine file. In both cases, the user material model requires
input parameters to be specified.
10.1.1 Stress and Strain in LS Dyna and Abaqus
In both the UMAT in LS Dyna and the VUMAT in Abaqus, the stress is updated in every time
step. This is done incrementally using the strain increment, ∆εt, between the previous and current
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time steps.































Strain computed in this manner is logarithmic strain, which is what is outputted by both LS Dyna
and Abaqus.
In the implementation of the user material model, the strain at the previous and current time steps
are tracked in arrays, and updated for each entry in the strain tensor as
εij(t) = εij(t−∆t) + ∆εij(t) (10.3)
where εij(t) is the strain at the current time t for index ij in the strain tensor which is stored in
a variable at the end of the time step to be used in the next time step. The strain at the previous
time step εij(t−∆t) for the entry ij in the strain tensor is stored at the end of the previous time
step, and ∆εij(t) is the strain increment provided in the current time step for the entry ij in the
strain tensor.
The stress σij(t) is then updated using either the incrementally calculated strain εij(t) or the strain
increment ∆εij(t). For each sub-element of the visco-elastic model, the stress σij(t) is calculated
in a different way which is outlined in the following sections.
10.1.2 Spring Sub-Element
The implementation of the stress of a spring sub-element in the user-defined model uses equation











E (λ1(ε11(t) + ε22(t) + ε33(t)) + λ2ε11(t))
E (λ1(ε11(t) + ε22(t) + ε33(t)) + λ2ε22(t))






where λ1 and λ2 are
λ1 =
ν







and the strains εij were calculated as per equation (10.3).
10.1.3 Dashpot Sub-Element
For a dashpot sub-element the stress was calculated using equation (4.19) that was developed in











η (λ1(ε̇11(t) + ε̇22(t) + ε̇33(t)) + λ2ε̇11(t))
η (λ1(ε̇11(t) + ε̇22(t) + ε̇33(t)) + λ2ε̇22(t))












The Maxwell element requires the tracking of the stress at the previous time step and therefore
this was stored in a variable in the user-defined model.
Linear Maxwell Sub-Element
For the linear Maxwell element, the stress equation used was
σM (t) = e−
∆t












and the three-dimensional strain rate tensor ε̇3D(t) is defined as in equation (4.15). Substituting
in the definition for the three-dimensional strain rate tensor gives the stress equation as
σM (t) = e−
∆t






(λ1tr (ε̇(t)) I + λ2ε̇(t)) . (10.10)
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η (λ1(ε̇11 + ε̇22 + ε̇33) + λ2ε̇11)
η (λ1(ε̇11 + ε̇22 + ε̇33) + λ2ε̇22)







Using the concept of having the dashpot coefficient as a function of the strain rate where the general






























This equivalent strain rate can be any normalised value of the global strain rate. In this dissertation,
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10.2 Mass Scaling in Abaqus
Mass scaling in Abaqus is used to control the size of the stable time increment [25], especially in
quasi-static analyses in order to decrease the computation time of long running simulations. There
are two types of mass scaling available for use in the Abaqus explicit solver, fixed or variable mass
scaling. This dissertation makes use of fixed mass scaling, which is performed at the beginning of
the time step and can be specified either by a mass scaling factor or a minimum stable time step
if desired. We will make use of the mass scaling factor in future chapters. The mass scaling factor
in Abaqus multiplies the masses of the element by that factor and therefore the density increases






where E is the elastic modulus of the material and ρ is the density. If the density is increased
by a factor of f2, the wave speed decreases by a factor of f . The stable time increment is then





where Le is the characteristic length of the element and cd is the dilatational wave speed shown
above. If cd is reduced by a factor of f , the stable time increment would be increased by a factor
of f . For the same run time the computation time would decrease by the factor f due to the larger
stable time increment.
10.3 Damping in LS Dyna and Abaqus
Both LS Dyna and Abaqus use reduced integration (one point integration) in their solving schemes
for first order elements (8-node bricks) [26, 25], to prevent volumetric blocking. One point
integration, however, is prone to hourglassing [26], which is the existence of zero-energy modes
with no strain or stress at the integration points [27]. The main way in which LS Dyna and Abaqus
prevent hourglassing is by applying viscous damping. The disadvantage to this is that the energy
in the system is not constant over time and since we are mainly interested in the viscous (i.e.
dissipative) effects of the material model, the additional damping could obscure these effects.
The amount of viscous damping applied to the element to prevent hourglassing can be controlled
in both Abaqus and LS Dyna by adjusting the bulk viscosity control parameters in the simulation
definition. The bulk viscosity control is implemented by an additional pressure term q. This
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where Q1 is the dimensionless quadratic viscosity coefficient (default value of 1.5), Q2 is the
dimensionless linear viscosity coefficient (default value of 0.06), ρ is the density of the material, l
is the characteristic length (
√
A in two dimensions and 3
√
v in three dimensions) and a is the local
sound speed [26].
In Abaqus the pressure term is separated into the linear and quadratic terms. The quadratic
pressure term is defined as
q1 = ρ (Q1Leε̇vol)
2 (10.20)
and the linear pressure term is defined as
q2 = Q2ρcdLeε̇vol (10.21)
where Q1 is the dimensionless quadratic viscosity coefficient (default value of 1.2), Q2 is the
dimensionless linear viscosity coefficient (default value of 0.06), ρ is the density of the material,
Le is the characteristic length, cd is the current dilatational wave speed and ε̇vol is the volumetric
strain rate [28].
The linear hourglassing control parameter Q2 needs to be small enough that the dissipative effects
of the extra damping do not interfere with the dissipative effect of the Maxwell dashpot. This
parameter does, however, need to be large enough that hourglassing is prevented. Varying values





By analysing the results of the simulation, the LS-Dyna and Abaqus implementation approaches
were first verified using the built-in linear elastic models and a linear elastic user-defined model. The
hereditary integral model was then compared to FEA simulations that were run in Abaqus. Finally,
the material model for cortical bone was simulated in Abaqus and compared to the experimental
data from Cloete et al. using a three-dimensional quarter symmetry simulation.
11.1 Verification of LS Dyna Simulations
The LS Dyna simulations were verified by simulating a single row of linear elastic elements shown
in Figure 11.1. This mesh was constrained, on all edges, not to move in the y and z directions and
an impulse stress wave σ(t) was applied to one end in the negative x direction. Varying values of












































Figure 11.1: Row of 100 elements constrained to move only in the x-direction and an applied
stress σ(t) in the negative x-direction.
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The simulation was run using the built-in linear elastic model and a user-defined linear elastic model
(the code for which can be found in Appendix A.1) with an elastic modulus of 20.7GPa, a density
of 1500kgm−3 and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The applied stress wave follows an S-shape curve from
zero to the maximum applied stress of −1015MPa and follows the inverted S-shape curve until the
stress applied returns to zero, over a time of 9.2 × 10−6s. The cross sectional dimensions of the
mesh were 0.008862m× 0.008862m with a total length of 0.1m.
A typical result of these tests is shown in Figures 11.2 and 11.3, where the applied stress over time
is shown in the first graph of each figure. In Figure 11.2 the displacement of the end nodes and
the middle node was plotted for the built-in linear elastic model, a user-defined linear elastic model
and a one-dimensional spring-mass system using the incremental time-stepping scheme.
Figure 11.2: The applied stress-time graph and displacement-time graph comparison of the results
from LS Dyna of a linear elastic model with no hourglassing control and a one-
dimensional spring-mass system.
In Figure 11.3 the strain and stress of the middle element was plotted. This shows the shape of
the stress and strain waves that move through the row of elements over time. For the results from
the LS Dyna simulations the amplitude of the wave diminishes over time which is due to the bulk
viscosity that is applied in order to prevent hourglassing.
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Figure 11.3: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Stress-Time and Strain-Time graphs.
Hourglassing control was done through the bulk viscosity parameters and three scenarios were
investigated: no hourglassing control (i.e. default bulk viscosity parameters were used);
hourglassing control turned on using the default values Q1 = 1.2 and Q2 = 6 × 10−2; and
hourglassing control parameters Q1 = 1.2 and Q2 = 6 × 10−4. An enlarged portion of the
displacement and strain graphs are shown side by side in Figure 11.4 for each of the hourglassing
control scenarios. The full-size versions of these results can be found in Appendix C.1.
The displacement of the nodes and the strain of the elements from the LS Dyna simulations should
match those from the one-dimensional spring-mass system for a linear elastic model. Figures 11.4a
and 11.4b show the displacement and strain of the LS Dyna simulations with the hourglassing
control turned off. The amplitude of the strain graph is decreasing and there is a slight deviation
of the LS Dyna displacements from the one-dimensional spring-mass system displacement. The
hourglassing control was then turned on and the default values were specified, displacement and
strain graphs in Figures 11.4c and 11.4d show the same decrease in amplitude of the LS Dyna
strain graph and the difference in displacements remains the same.
For an hourglassing control parameter Q2 = 6×10−4, the displacement and strain graphs are shown
in Figures 11.4e and 11.4f. The strain from the LS Dyna results was calculated logarithmically
from the displacements and outputted directly from the results. This shows that the amplitude
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of the LS Dyna strain is not decreasing, however, there is a drift of the logarithmic strain graphs
from the zero line. The displacement graph also shows a significant deviation of the built-in and
user-defined model results from the one-dimensional spring-mass system.
(a) No hourglassing control (Displacement-Time
graph).
(b) No hourglassing control (Strain-Time graph).
(c) Hourglassing control parameter Q2 = 6 × 10−2
(Displacement-Time graph).
(d) Hourglassing control parameter Q2 = 6 × 10−2
(Strain-Time graph).
(e) Hourglassing control parameter Q2 = 6 × 10−4
(Displacement-Time graph).
(f) Hourglassing control parameter Q2 = 6 × 10−4
(Strain-Time graph).
Figure 11.4: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs one-dimensional spring-mass
system incremental time-stepping scheme.
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11.2 LS-Dyna vs Abaqus Simulations Validation
The LS Dyna simulations were then validated against Abaqus simulations. The same simulations
with the same material properties and mesh parameters were carried out in Abaqus, simulating a
single row of linear elastic elements using both the built-in linear elastic model and a user-defined
linear elastic model (the code for which can be found in Appendix B.1). An impulse stress wave
was applied to the row of elements and the stress and strain results were examined and compared to
those for the LS Dyna simulation and the incremental solution of the one-dimensional spring-mass
system. An example of the displacement-time, stress-time and strain-time graphs are shown in
Figures 11.5 and 11.6. The full-size results are available in Appendix C.2.
Figure 11.5: Abaqus vs LS-Dyna Linear Elastic Model - Hourglassing control parameter Q2 =
6× 10−4 (Displacement-Time graph).
Figure 11.6: Abaqus vs LS-Dyna Linear Elastic Model - Hourglassing control parameter Q2 =
6× 10−4 (Strain-Time graph).
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The simulations were compared for the built-in linear elastic model and a user-defined linear elastic
model between LS Dyna and Abaqus with an hourglass control parameter of Q2 = 6 × 10−4, and
the incremental solution of the one-dimensional spring-mass system. The displacement of the
middle and end nodes were plotted over time, and the strain was calculated logarithmically from
the displacements as well as being outputted directly from the simulation results. As before, an
enlarged portion of the displacement and strain graphs are shown side by side in Figure 11.7.
The first comparison is between LS Dyna and Abaqus using the built-in linear elastic model, shown
in Figures 11.7a and 11.7b. The displacements and logarithmic strains of both the LS Dyna and
Abaqus simulations show a deviation from the one-dimensional spring-mass system results, with the
strain drift still prominent. The outputted strain from the LS Dyna built-in linear elastic model
tracks the one-dimensional spring-mass system, however, the outputted strain from the Abaqus
built-in linear elastic model shows some drift.
(a) Abaqus vs LS-Dyna Built-In Linear Elastic Model
- Hourglassing control parameter Q2 = 6 × 10−4
(Displacement-Time graph).
(b) Abaqus vs LS-Dyna Built-In Linear Elastic
Model - Hourglassing control parameter
Q2 = 6 × 10−4 (Strain-Time graph).
(c) Abaqus vs LS-Dyna User-Defined Linear Elastic
Model - Hourglassing control parameter
Q2 = 6 × 10−4 (Displacement-Time graph).
(d) Abaqus vs LS-Dyna User-Defined Linear Elastic
Model - Hourglassing control parameter
Q2 = 6 × 10−4 (Strain-Time graph).
Figure 11.7: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs one-dimensional spring-mass
system incremental time-stepping scheme.
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A user-defined VUMAT was then implemented in Abaqus and compared to the results from LS
Dyna. The displacement and strain graphs are shown in Figures 11.7c and 11.7d where the
Abaqus user-defined material model matches the one-dimensional spring-mass system for both
the displacements and strains. The LS Dyna displacements and strains deviate from the Abaqus
and one-dimensional spring-mass system results.
11.3 Abaqus Simulations Validation
The Abaqus simulation results in Figure 11.7, for both the built-in model and a user-defined linear
elastic model using an hourglassing control parameter of Q2 = 6 × 10−4, were compared to the
one-dimensional spring-mass system incremental solution, in Figure 11.8.
Figure 11.8a shows that the displacement of the built-in Abaqus linear elastic model deviates from
that of the user-defined linear elastic model and the one-dimensional spring-mass system. The
strains from the built-in linear elastic model also deviate from that of the user-defined material
model and the one-dimensional spring-mass system, see Figure 11.8b.
(a) Abaqus Built-In vs VUMAT Linear Elastic Model -
Hourglassing control parameter Q2 = 6 × 10−4
(Displacement-Time graph).
(b) Abaqus Built-In vs VUMAT Linear Elastic
Model - Hourglassing control parameter
Q2 = 6 × 10−4 (Strain-Time graph).
Figure 11.8: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs one-dimensional spring-mass
system incremental time-stepping scheme.
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11.4 Hereditary Integral vs FEA Simulations
The hereditary integral implementation for a linear Maxwell element in three dimensions was
validated by simulating a single row of elements, as defined before, using a user-defined standard
linear model (the code for which can be found in Appendix B.2). An impulse stress wave was
applied to the row of elements and the stress and strain results were examined. An hourglassing
control parameter of Q2 = 6 × 10−4 was used and the displacement of the middle and end nodes
was plotted. The material model consisted of a Kelvin-Voigt spring with an elastic modulus of
10.35GPa, a Maxwell spring with an elastic modulus of 10.35GPa and a Maxwell dashpot with a
viscosity of 1.7595MPa s.
The displacement-time, stress-time and strain-time graphs are shown in Figures 11.9 and 11.10,
where the applied stress is shown in the first graph of each of these figures. The displacements
plotted follow a similar path to those from the linear elastic material model with noticeable damping
over time. The stress and strain graphs also look similar to previous results with a damping effect
of the stress and strain waves which is expected due to the Maxwell dashpot.
Figure 11.9: Standard Linear Model - Abaqus VUMAT vs multi element hereditary integral -
Displacement-Time graph - Hourglassing parameter = 6× 10−4.
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Figure 11.10: Standard Linear Model - Abaqus VUMAT vs multi element hereditary integral -
Stress-Time and Strain-Time graphs - Hourglassing parameter = 6× 10−4.
An enlarged portion of the displacement and strain graphs is shown in Figure 11.11. Figure
11.11a shows the displacement of the hereditary integral solution compared to the displacements
outputted by the Abaqus simulation. These match each other as expected. The strain graph is
shown in Figure 11.11b where the hereditary integral solution and the Abaqus result track closely.
There is no strain drift, as was seen in some of the linear elastic results, and the amplitude of the
strain wave is damped by the same amount.
(a) Abaqus VUMAT Standard Linear Model -
Hourglassing control parameter Q2 = 6 × 10−4
(Displacement-Time graph).
(b) Abaqus VUMAT Standard Linear Model -
Hourglassing control parameter Q2 = 6 × 10−4
(Strain-Time graph).
Figure 11.11: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs one-dimensional spring-mass
system incremental time-stepping scheme.
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11.5 Abaqus vs Experimental Data
Based on the findings of Cloete et al. [3] and the investigation into the one-dimensional non-linear
Maxwell in Chapter 6.3, values of p > 1 will give us the gradient of the ISR regime transition slope.
For this reason we will focus on using functions with p > 1. Given that a value of p < 1 will affect
the stress - strain rate curves at low strain rates, and the scarcity of data points in this region,
functions for p < 1 will not be considered. The final simulations were also run only for strain rates
in the ISR regime (1s−1 to 120s−1).
After discussing the various ways of implementing a non-linear Maxwell element in one dimension,
the use of a dashpot coefficient function was chosen for the implementation in the cortical bone
model. There are several different implementations of the non-linear dashpot coefficient function
in three dimensions. Three of these implementations were outlined in Chapter 10.1.4, namely as
a function of the strain rate in each direction, of the dominant strain rate and of the equivalent
strain rate. These implementations will be investigated in this section.
11.5.1 Simulation Parameters
For each simulation at a strain rate, the total run time was adjusted such that the total strain
reached by the simulation was the same. The sampling time was also adjusted such that there are
one thousand output points. The mass scaling factor was also chosen for slower strain rates to
enable the simulation to run efficiently. All these parameters are outlined in Table C.1 in Appendix
C.5.2 for the various strain rates that were used.
11.5.2 Simplified Material Model for Cortical Bone
A simplified material model for cortical bone is proposed which consists of a single non-linear
Maxwell element and a spring in parallel, see Figure 11.12, which is a standard linear model with
a non-linear dashpot. The parameters used in the simplified model are outlined in Table 11.1 in

































𝐸𝑀2 𝜂𝑀2ሺ𝜀ሶሺ𝑡ሻ, 𝑝2ሻ 
Figure 11.12: Simplified material model for cortical bone.
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Table 11.1: Parameters of the cortical bone material model compared to the simplified version.
Simplified Material Model Proposed Material Model
EKV (MPa) 9500 9000
ε̇ref EKV (s
−1) 1 1




EM1 (MPa) - 1000
ηM1 (MPa.s) - 40
p1 - 0.5
ε̇ref peg M1 (s
−1) - 1
p1,peg M1 - 0.5
ε̇tuning M1 (s
−1) - 6.5
EM2 (MPa) 6400 5500
ηM2 (MPa.s) 0.1 0.1
p2 2.5 3
ε̇ref peg M2 (s
−1) 0.35 0.85
p2,peg M2 2.5 3
ε̇tuning M2 (s
−1) 6.5 6.5
The stress - strain rate curves were plotted for this simplified model and compared to the
experimental data and theoretical implementation by Cloete et al. [3], shown in Figure 11.13.















Experimental Data - Cloete et al. [3]





Figure 11.13: Cortical Bone Model - Baseline - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph.
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11.5.3 Dashpot Coefficient Functions
Varying values of p and ε̇ref were investigated for the dashpot coefficient function η(ε̇). Each
scenario was plotted in Figure 11.14.
Figure 11.14: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇) - Dashpot coefficient functions.
A linear dashpot with p = 1 shows a flat line which means that the viscosity of the dashpot is
constant for all strain rates. This is expected for a linear dashpot which could also be represented
by a constant value. As the value of p increases, the gradient of the dashpot coefficient function
on either side of zero increases and the range of strain rates around zero over which the function
is minimum increases. For a value of p = 2.5 with different values of ε̇ref , the higher the ε̇ref , the
less steep the curve.
11.5.4 Cortical Bone Model - Strain Rate in Each Direction
The simplified cortical bone model was first implemented using a dashpot coefficient as a function
of the strain rate in each direction, η(ε̇ij). The code used to implement this user-defined material
model can be found in Appendix B.3.
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Single Element (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)
The specimens used to obtain the experimental results by Cloete et al. [3] were cylindrical with a
nominal diameter of 0.004m and a length of 0.005m. First, a single 8 node brick element mesh was
used with a cross-sectional area of 1.2566× 10−5m2, which is the equivalent of a circular profile of
diameter 0.004m, and a length of 0.005m. The element was constrained to be fixed at one end and
the other end was loaded with a constant strain rate, see Figure 11.15. This simulation was carried











































Figure 11.15: Single element mesh is constrained along the lines of symmetry and constrained
at one end not to move x-direction and an applied stress σ(t) in the negative
x-direction.
The value of p used was 2.5 and the reference strain rate was 0.35. The stress - strain curves
for each strain rate simulation were plotted, shown in Figure 11.16a. The stress - strain rate
curves sampled at four strains were plotted in Figure 11.16b and compared to the one-dimensional
hereditary integral as well as the experimental results by Cloete et al. [3].

























(a) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(b) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph.
Figure 11.16: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇ij) - p = 2.5.
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The stress - strain curves show that the modulus of the material changes with varying strain rates.
The stress - strain rate curves show exactly how the stress in the element changes as the strain rate
changes for varying strains. Figure 11.16b shows that, for a single element, the Abaqus simulation
matches the one-dimensional hereditary integral.
Quarter Symmetry (ε̇ref = 0.35)
The same domain size of diameter 0.004m and length of 0.005m was then meshed in a quarter
symmetry representation of a cylindrical specimen using 8 noded bricks. Figure 11.17 shows the
mesh which has 91 elements through the cross-section and 25 elements along its length as this
should provide relatively accurate results at acceptable computational expense. It is constrained
along the lines of symmetry such that it can only move in the x-direction. One end is fixed not to











































Figure 11.17: Quarter symmetry cylindrical specimen (91 elements on the face and 25 elements
along the length). Constrained along lines of symmetry and constrained at one
end not to move x-direction, an applied strain ε(t) in the negative x-direction.
The function as a strain rate in each direction was implemented in this quarter symmetry simulation
with varying values of p and the stress - strain and stress - strain rate graphs were plotted for each
scenario in Figure 11.18. Firstly, a value of p equal to 1 was investigated, with a reference strain rate
of 0.35. The stress - strain curves in Figure 11.18a show that the modulus of the material changes
at varying strain rates. The stress - strain rate curves, sampled at four strains, were plotted in
Figure 11.18b and compared to the one-dimensional hereditary integral as well as the experimental
results by Cloete et al. [3]. The one-dimensional hereditary integral and the Abaqus simulation
results for p = 1 matched each other, however, the experimental results exhibit a steeper gradient
in the ISR regime.
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(a) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 1.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(b) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 1 - Stress - Strain Rate
graph.

























(c) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 2.5.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(d) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain
Rate graph.

























(e) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 4.5.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(f) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 4.5 - Stress - Strain
Rate graph.
Figure 11.18: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij).
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The value of p was increased to 2.5 while keeping the reference strain rate at 0.35. The stress
- strain curves for each strain rate simulation were plotted in Figure 11.18c. The stress - strain
rate curves in Figure 11.18d show that for p = 2.5 the one-dimensional hereditary integral and the
experimental data match in the ISR regime and that the simulation has deviated from the desired
result. The value of p was then increased further to 4.5 while keeping the reference strain rate at
0.35. This showed a slightly sharper uptake at the beginning of the ISR regime, however, the rest
of the curve looks similar to the previous results.
These stress - strain rate curves were compared for the values of p = 1, 2.5 and 4.5 for the
implementation of the strain rate in each direction, shown in Figure 11.19. These were also
compared to the one-dimensional hereditary integral for a value of p = 2.5 and the experimental
results by Cloete et al. [3]. The curve for a value of p = 4.5 has the steepest uptake at the start of
the ISR regime, however, it does not match the gradient of the ISR regime entirely.















p=2.5 - Hereditary Integral
p=1 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=2.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=4.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure 11.19: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs
multi element hereditary integral - p = 1.1 vs 2.5 vs 4.5 - Stress - Strain Rate
graph.
An error analysis between the simulations in Abaqus and a reference curve (either the best fit curve
through the experimental results or the hereditary integral for p = 2.5) was carried out. There
were two different methods of error analysis. The first of which was the root mean square error
which was calculated for each strain curve and each value of p and shown in Figure 11.20a.
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(a) Root mean square.
(b) Area difference. (c) Log Area difference.
Figure 11.20: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - Error Analysis - Abaqus vs
Experimental Best Fit - Abaqus vs Hereditary Integral - p = 1.1 vs 2.5 vs 4.5.
The root mean square calculation was carried out for the portion of the curve between strain rates






where N is the number of points and is equal to 10, σi is the i
th point of the Abaqus simulation
curve for the strain rates specified above and σ̂i is the i
th point of the reference simulation curve
for the strain rates specified above.
The second error measure compares the area between each Abaqus curve and the reference curve,
referred to as the area difference percentage and is shown in Figure 11.20b. This was calculated
as the absolute difference in areas between the two curves as a percentage of the normalised area
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under the reference curve
Area difference % =
∫ 100
1 |σ − σ̂|dε̇∫ 100
1 σ̂normdε̇
× 100 (11.2)
where ε̇ is the strain rates at chosen points, σ is the Abaqus simulation curve, σ̂ is the reference
curve and σ̂norm is the normalised reference curve calculated as
σ̂norm = σ̂ −min(min(σ),min(σ̂)). (11.3)
The area used in equation (11.2) was calculated with respect to the linear strain rate, however, due
to the logarithmic scale of the x-axis, the difference in area between the curves at the higher strain
rates will contribute more to the error calculated. For this reason, the area was also calculated
with respect to the log of the strain rate, shown in Figure 11.20c, in order to better represent
the difference in area observed in the graphs, and is referred to as the logarithmic area difference
percentage as follows
Log Area difference % =
∫ 100
1 |σ − σ̂|dx∫ 100
1 σ̂normdx
× 100 (11.4)
where x = log ε̇, σ is the Abaqus simulation curve, σ̂ is the reference curve and σ̂norm is the
normalised reference curve shown in equation (11.3).
11.5.5 Cortical Bone Model - Dominant Strain Rate
The simplified cortical bone model was then implemented using a dashpot coefficient as a function
of the dominant strain rate, η(ε̇11). The code used to implement this user-defined material model
can be found in Appendix B.4.
Single Element (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)
The same single element mesh, described previously, was used to investigate a dashpot coefficient
as a function of the dominant strain rate η(ε̇11), which is the x-direction, as shown in Figure 11.15.
The element was again constrained to be fixed at one end and the other end was loaded with a
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constant strain rate curve. The value of p was 2.5 and the reference strain rate was 0.35.
The simulation was run again for the various strain rates, and the stress - strain curves for each
strain rate simulation were plotted in Figure 11.21a. For the varying strain rates the modulus
of the material changes. The stress - strain rate curves sampled at four strains were plotted and
compared to the one-dimensional hereditary integral as well as the experimental results by Cloete
et al. [3], as shown in Figure 11.21b. The Abaqus simulation results match the one-dimensional
hereditary integral results.

























(a) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(b) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph.
Figure 11.21: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇11) - p = 2.5.
Quarter Symmetry (ε̇ref = 0.35)
The dominant strain rate function was then implemented using the same quarter symmetry
simulation outlined in Figure 11.17. The mesh and simulation parameters used were the same
as previously described and various simulation sets were run with varying values of p.
The first scenario was run with a value of p equal to 1 and a reference strain rate of 0.35 with the
stress - strain curves shown in Figure 11.22a and the stress - strain rate curves shown in Figure
11.22b. This shows the same results as the strain rate in each direction for p = 1. The one-
dimensional hereditary integral and simulation results match each other but not the experimental
results. Figures 11.22c and 11.22d show the stress - strain and stress - strain rate curves for
p = 2.5 where again, the hereditary integral and the experimental results are aligned, however, the
simulation results do not exhibit a steep enough gradient in the ISR regime. The value of p was
increased further to 4.5, shown in Figures 11.22e and 11.22f, which show that the gradient of the
stress - strain rate curves for the simulation results do not match the desired experimental results.
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(a) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 1.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(b) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 1 - Stress - Strain Rate
graph.

























(c) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 2.5.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(d) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain
Rate graph.

























(e) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 4.5.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(f) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 4.5 - Stress - Strain
Rate graph.
Figure 11.22: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11).
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The stress - strain rate curves were compared for the values of p equal to 1, 2.5 and 4.5 for the
implementation of the dominant strain rate, shown in Figure 11.23. These were also compared to
the one-dimensional hereditary integral for a value of p equal to 2.5 and the experimental results
by Cloete et al. [3]. The set of simulations that used a value of p = 4.5, again have the steepest
uptake, however, the results do not match those of the experimental results.















p=2.5 - Hereditary Integral
p=1 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=2.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=4.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure 11.23: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs
multi element hereditary integral - p = 2.5 vs 4.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph.
An error analysis between the simulations in Abaqus and a reference curve (either the best fit curve
through the experimental results or the hereditary integral for p = 2.5) was carried out using the
same methods as in section 11.5.4. These are shown in Figure 11.24.
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(a) Root mean square.
(b) Area difference. (c) Log Area difference.
Figure 11.24: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - Error Analysis - Abaqus vs
Experimental Best Fit - Abaqus vs Hereditary Integral - p = 1 vs 2.5 vs 4.5.
11.5.6 Cortical Bone Model - Equivalent Strain Rate
The simplified cortical bone model was then implemented using a dashpot coefficient as a function
of the equivalent strain rate, η(ε̇eq). The code used to implement this user-defined material model
can be found in Appendix B.5.
Single Element (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 0.35 and 1.2)
The same single element simulation was carried out for a dashpot coefficient as a function of an
equivalent strain rate. The mesh was again constrained to be fixed at one end and the other end
was loaded with a constant strain rate. The value of p was 2.5 and the reference strain rate was
0.35 and 1.2.
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The stress - strain curves for each strain rate simulation were plotted in Figures 11.25a and 11.26a.
For a reference strain rate of 0.35 the stress - strain curves are concentrated at a higher modulus for
the majority of the strain rate simulations. Increasing the reference strain rate to 1.2 shows that
the stress - strain curves are more evenly spread out across the various strain rates. This is shown
by the stress - strain rates curves shifting to the right with an increase in the reference strain rate,
shown in Figures 11.25b and 11.26b.

























(a) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(b) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph.
Figure 11.25: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - ε̇ref = 0.35.

























(a) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(b) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph.
Figure 11.26: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - ε̇ref = 1.2.
The single element simulation using the equivalent strain rate does not align with either the one-
dimensional hereditary integral or the experimental results. Although the gradient of the stress -
strain rate curves is steep enough in the ISR regime, there is also an introduction of behaviour that
resembles numerical instability but requires further investigation.
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Quarter Symmetry (ε̇ref = 0.35)
























(a) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 1.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(b) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 1 - Stress - Strain Rate
graph.

























(c) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 1.5.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(d) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 1.5 - Stress - Strain
Rate graph.

























(e) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 2.5.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(f) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain
Rate graph.
Figure 11.27: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - ε̇ref = 0.35.
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The equivalent strain rate was then implemented in a quarter symmetry simulation with the same
mesh and parameters as shown in Figure 11.17, with a reference strain rate of 0.35. An initial set
of simulations with p = 1 was run and the stress - strain and stress - strain rate curves plotted in
Figures 11.27a and 11.27b. These show that the simulation results align with the one-dimensional
hereditary integral but not with the experimental results.
After increasing the value of p to 1.5, while keeping the reference strain rate at 0.35, the stress
- strain curves for each strain rate simulation were plotted in Figure 11.27c. The stress - strain
rate curves in Figure 11.27d show that the gradient in the ISR regime matches the one-dimensional
hereditary integral but not the experimental results, and there is an introduction of some anomalies.
The value of p was then increased further to 2.5 and the stress - strain curves are plotted in Figure
11.27e. The stress - strain rate curves were sampled at four strains, plotted and compared to the
one-dimensional hereditary integral as well as the experimental results by Cloete et al. [3], shown
in Figure 11.27f. This shows that the one-dimensional hereditary integral and experimental results
are aligned. The simulation results show a similar gradient in the transition region, however, it is
shifted to the left.















p=2.5 - Hereditary Integral
p=1 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=1.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=2.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure 11.28: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 1 vs 1.5 vs 2.5 -
Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element hereditary integral - Stress - Strain
Rate graph - ε̇ref = 0.35.
For a reference strain rate of 0.35, the stress - strain rate curves were compared for a value of p equal
to 1, 2.5 and 4.5 for the implementation of the equivalent strain rate. These were also compared to
the one-dimensional hereditary integral for a value of p equal to 2.5 and the experimental results
by Cloete et al. [3]. This shows that the gradient of the curves gets steeper with an increasing value
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of p. The pick up point of the transition region remains the same and therefore the curves need to
be shifted to the right as the value of p increases.
Quarter Symmetry (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 1.2)
For a value of p equal to 2.5 the gradient of the stress - strain rate curves in the transition region
matched that of the experimental results. The curve needed to be shifted to the right and this was
done by increasing the reference strain rate to a value of 1.2. The stress - strain and stress - strain
rate curves are shown in Figures 11.29a and 11.29b. The increased reference strain rate shifted the
curve to the right such that the gradient and position of the simulation results now align with both
the one-dimensional hereditary integral and experimental results.

























(a) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 2.5.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(b) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain
Rate graph.





































(c) Abaqus Stress - Strain graph - p = 2.5.















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
(d) Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element
hereditary integral - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain
Rate graph.
Figure 11.29: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - ε̇ref = 1.2.
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In order to fill in the curve, further simulations at strain rates between the existing points were
carried out. The stress - strain curves for the full set of strain rates were plotted and shown in
Figure 11.29c. The stress - strain rate curves are in Figure 11.29d show that there is some instability
in the results at certain strain rates.
An error analysis between the simulations in Abaqus and a reference curve (either the best fit curve
through the experimental results or the hereditary integral for p = 2.5) was carried out using the
same methods as in section 11.5.4 and 11.5.5. This error analysis included the result of using a
different reference strain rate to shift the curve to the right. These results are shown in Figure
11.30.
(a) Root mean square.
(b) Area difference. (c) Log Area difference.
Figure 11.30: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - Error Analysis - Abaqus vs
Experimental Best Fit - Abaqus vs Hereditary Integral - p = 1 vs 1.5 vs 2.5
(εref = 0.35 vs 1.2).
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This chapter discusses the LS Dyna and Abaqus results presented in Chapter 11. The LS Dyna
linear elastic models were investigated using varying values of the hourglassing control parameter.
These results were then compared to the same simulations performed in Abaqus. A user-defined
linear Maxwell material model in Abaqus was validated against the one-dimensional hereditary
integral, followed by the implementation of a non-linear Maxwell element in a cortical bone model
using a dashpot coefficient function, which was investigated for different strain rates and values of
the power p.
12.1 Validation of LS Dyna Simulations
The simulations carried out in LS Dyna were first validated for a linear elastic model against a
multi-element, one-dimensional, spring-mass system, with a stress impulse applied to one end of a
row of free, unconstrained elements. Initially, with the hourglassing control setting turned off in LS
Dyna, the displacement of the end and middles nodes were mostly representative of the expected
behaviour, with a slight drift from the one-dimensional solution over time. The displacement of the
two end nodes of the row of one hundred elements oscillates between being over and under that of
the one-dimensional solution, shown in Figure 11.4a. Figure 11.4b shows the strain response and a
distinct strain drift over time that clarifies these discrepancies in the nodal displacements.
The simulation was run using both the built-in linear elastic material model in LS Dyna and a
user-defined linear elastic model, and the amplitude of the stress and strain graphs decreased over
time in both sets of results. This showed that there is a default damping being applied to the
simulation. Investigation into LS Dyna’s documentation in Chapter 10.3 revealed that a small




Even with the hourglass control turned off damping was still being applied. The hourglass control
was then adjusted by changing the parameter Q2 to use the default value of 6 × 10−2. This still
showed the discrepancy in the displacements in Figure 11.4c, as well as a decreasing amplitude of
the stress and strain graphs and the same strain drift in Figure 11.4d. The hourglassing control
value Q2 was decreased even further to 6 × 10−4 and the discrepancy in the displacements was
still seen in Figure 11.4e. The amplitude of the stress and strain graphs was representative of the
one-dimensional model and the behaviour that was expected. However, a strain drift in the strain
graph remained in Figure 11.4f. These simulations used a single row of 8-node brick elements and
the displacement of each edge was plotted. The displacements of each edge were the same and
therefore the possibility of hourglassing being the cause of the strain drift was ruled out.
The strain showing the strain drift was calculated as nominal strain which is the change in length of
the element divided by the original length. In Figure 11.4f the strain directly outputted by LS Dyna
showed no strain drift. This lead to further investigation of the strain calculation and a different
strain calculation was carried out using true strain, which is the incremental addition of strains
over time, otherwise known as logarithmic strain. This calculation also shows a strain drift which
means the discrepancies in the nodal displacements from LS Dyna affected the calculated strain
results and that the strain outputted by LS Dyna is not calculated from the nodal displacements.
12.2 LS-Dyna vs Abaqus Simulations Validation
Inconsistencies in the strain response and nodal displacements of the LS Dyna simulations lead
to additional investigation into a different software, Abaqus. The same stress impulse free bar
simulations were run using the built-in and user-defined linear elastic models in Abaqus and were
compared to the LS Dyna results and the one-dimensional spring-mass system solution.
The built-in material model shows the same discrepancy in the displacements for Abaqus, shown
in Figure 11.7a, which matches the LS Dyna results. Using an hourglass control parameter value
of Q2 = 6× 10−4 shows that the effect of damping is reduced in the Abaqus results similar to the
LS Dyna results, see Figure 11.6. The strain drift is present in the built-in linear elastic model for
Abaqus as it was with LS Dyna, see Figure 11.7b.
The user-defined linear elastic model in Abaqus, however, does not exhibit the discrepancy in
displacements as was seen in the LS Dyna results in Figure 11.7c. The effect of damping on the
stress and strain responses from Abaqus are not seen in Figure 11.7d. Only the user-defined model
in LS Dyna shows the strain drift. The results from the Abaqus simulation do not exhibit the
strain drift in the user-defined model, however, the strain drift was seen with the built-in model.
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12.3 Abaqus Simulations Validation
In order to verify that Abaqus would not produce the same discrepancies in the displacement and
strain results as LS Dyna, the results of the Abaqus built-in linear elastic model and the user-defined
linear elastic model were compared. This showed that the displacement discrepancy was present in
the built-in linear elastic model but not in the user-defined linear elastic model in Abaqus, shown
in Figure 11.8a. The effect of damping in Abaqus was not present when using the hourglass control
parameter of Q2 = 6×10−4. The strain drift can also only be seen in the built-in model in Abaqus,
Figure 11.8b, showing that the user defined linear elastic material model in Abaqus is the only
simulation producing the expected results.
12.4 Hereditary Integral vs FEA Simulations
Since all results of the user-defined linear elastic model in Abaqus were shown to behave as expected,
this was chosen as the finite element analysis software to use going forward. The hereditary integral
implementation in Abaqus was tested using a standard linear model and the same simulation as
before was carried out using a row of standard linear elements. The nodal displacements were
representative as with the linear elastic tests, shown in Figure 11.11a, and there is no strain rate
drift seen in the strain graph in Figure 11.11b. The amplitude of the stress and strain graphs
are also aligned with the one-dimensional hereditary integral results. There are a few spikes of
instability in the strain results, however the general behaviour is aligned with the one-dimensional
results and the hereditary integral implemented of a linear Maxwell element in the user-defined
model in Abaqus produced the expected results. The instability could be attributed to the size of
the time step that is calculated and used by Abaqus.
12.5 Abaqus vs Experimental Data
In Section 10.1.4, the dashpot coefficient could either be a function of the strain rate in each
direction, the dominant strain rate, or the equivalent strain rate. For each implementation a set of
tests was carried out: a specimen was simulated using both a single element and quarter symmetry
representation, using the same dimensions (cross sectional area and length) as those used to obtain
the experimental data by Cloete et al. [3]. A constant strain rate displacement was applied to
one end of the specimen in a compressive direction while the other end was fixed in the direction
along the axis of the specimen, and the specimen was free to move perpendicular to the axis
(unconstrained). The stress - strain response was recorded for each strain rate in the ISR regime.
The stress at each strain rate was sampled at various strains (determined by the tests conducted
by Cloete et al. [3]) and plotted on a stress - strain rate curve. Each set of tests was also compared
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to the experimental (black circles) and simulated (solid black line) results from Cloete et al. [3].
The simplified version of the material model required some adjustment of the model parameters,
as outlined in Table 11.1, and the results that will be used as a baseline are shown in Figure 11.13.
This shows that the stress - strain rate graph passes through the middle of the low strain rate
points, and through the high strain rate data point, as well as capturing the slope of the ISR
regime. These parameters were also used in the user-defined models, with a varying value of the
power p2.
Each simulation was run at a different strain rate, carried out using parameters such that the
specimen reached the same strain and the same number of data points was outputted. This involved
adjusting the total run time of the simulation as well as the sampling time of the results. These
parameters are outlined in Table C.1 where the mass scaling factor is also defined. The mass scaling
factor was adjusted for the applied strain rate in order for the simulation to run more efficiently,
especially for the lower strain rates which had to run for a longer time in order to achieve the same
strain.
The same set of dashpot coefficient functions were investigated for each implementation. The values
of p that were investigated were 1, 1.5, 2.5 and 4.5 all with a reference strain rate value of 0.35.
The reference strain rate was only adjusted to 1.2 for when p = 2.5 in order to shift the curve along
the x-axis after reasonable results were obtained for the gradient of the ISR regime. The dashpot
coefficients were plotted in Figure 11.14 for each scenario.
For a value of p = 1 and ε̇ref = 0.35 the dashpot coefficient function plotted in Figure 11.14 shows
that the value of the coefficient is a constant value for all strain rates. This is exactly what is
expected as a linear Maxwell would simply have a constant dashpot coefficient value instead of a
function. When the value of p is increased to 1.5, the gradient on either side of zero strain rate is
slightly increased from the constant value of the linear solution. Increasing the value of p further
to 2.5 shows that at small strain rates the coefficient will have a small effect on the response of the
element, while at larger negative and positive strain rates the coefficient will have a larger effect on
the response of the element. Changing the reference strain rate to 1.2 for p = 2.5 shows a dashpot
coefficient that at intermediate strain rates will have a more gradual effect, as opposed to when
the reference strain rate is equal to 0.35 where the transition between low and high strain rates
was more severe. For a value of p = 4.5 and a reference strain rate of 0.35, the dashpot coefficient
function in Figure 11.14, shows a much steeper gradient either side of 0s−1 with a much flatter
region around zero strain rate.
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12.5.1 Cortical Bone Model - Strain Rate in Each Direction
Using the strain rate in each direction, first a single element simulation was carried out using a
value of p equal to 2.5 in order to assess if the three-dimensional hereditary implementation matched
that of the analytical one-dimensional hereditary integral solution. The stress - strain curves in
Figure 11.16a show expected linear behaviour, representing varying moduli for varying strain rates.
The stress - strain rate curves, shown in Figure 11.16b, show that the Abaqus simulations and the
analytical one-dimensional hereditary integral formulation track closely for a single element. Thus,
for the strain rate in each direction, the implementation in Abaqus is working as expected for a
one-dimensional case.
The simulation was then extended to a full three-dimensional arrangement, a quarter symmetry
representation with the same global boundary conditions. Multiple mesh sizes were considered,
and the finest mesh size was presented, however the scale of this mesh would not be sufficient
to capture behaviour on a micro or meso scale. In order to verify that the implementation in a
full three-dimensional model for a linear Maxwell was behaving as expected, the function of the
strain rate in each direction was investigated with a value of p equal to 1, to establish a baseline
of stress - strain rate curves. The stress - strain curves for the varying strain rates, see Figure
11.18a, shows expected linear behaviour. The Abaqus simulation and analytical one-dimensional
hereditary integral for each curve track closely for the linear solution in Figure 11.18b, however,
the linear solution (p = 1) does not capture the desired behaviour of the experimental results as
expected.
Next, the value of p was adjusted to 2.5, which is the expected value of p as per the analytical
one-dimensional hereditary integral results. The stress - strain responses of each simulation in
Figure 11.18c look similar to the responses for the linear solution. Likewise, the stress - strain rate
results from the Abaqus simulation in Figure 11.18d confirm this and they also do not capture the
curve in the ISR regime as well as the analytical one-dimensional hereditary integral results.
The value of p was then increased to 4.5, above the expected value in order to further steepen the
curve, however, the stress - strain results in Figure 11.18e are relatively unchanged. The uptake in
Figure 11.18f is steeper, however, the rest of the ISR regime is not aligned with either the analytical
one-dimensional hereditary integral results for p equal to 4.5 or the experimental results.
A comparison of all p values in Figure 11.19 shows that the initial uptake is steeper for p equal to
2.5 and p equal to 4.5 in the ISR regime than a linear Maxwell, however, the rest of the ISR regime
is unchanged especially between p equal to 1 and p equal to 4.5. The reference strain rate used
for the analytical one-dimensional hereditary integral results and the three-dimensional simulations
was the same, and the anomalies that were observed in other result sets (which will be discussed in
a later section) are not present in these results. These results have therefore shown that the strain
rate in each direction for the dashpot coefficient function does not capture the expected behaviour
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of the element once it is extended to three dimensions.
The root mean square error analysis in Figure 11.20a shows an increase in error as the strain
increases. A value of p = 2.5 gives the lowest error at the highest strain of 0.02, while a value of
p = 1 gives the highest error when comparing the Abaqus results with the hereditary integral for
p = 2.5. The strain rates chosen for the simulations presented were chosen to be equally spaced on
the logarithmic scale in Figure 11.19, but they are therefore not linearly spaced. This may result
in a biasing of the error analysis using the root mean square. The error measure does still show
the relative errors across values of p and the various strain curves.
An analysis of the area between the two curves as a percentage of the normalised area under the
reference curve in Figure 11.20b shows varying percentage errors across the strain curves, however,
the normalised area under the reference curve increases as the strain increases and therefore the
relative error across strains is not accurately captured. The relative error between values of p at a
given strain can, however, be examined. At lower strains, the highest error is for p = 4.5 and the
lowest is for p = 2.5. As the strain increases, this starts to change with the highest error being for
p = 1 at the highest strain and the lowest error being for p = 2.5. The logarithmic area percentage
difference percentage plotted in Figure 11.20c shows that a value of p = 2.5 has the lowest error
across all strains and between the Abaqus simulation and both the experimental best fit curve and
the hereditary integral. The value of the error percentage is slightly higher than that previously
calculated as the area difference percentage.
12.5.2 Cortical Bone Model - Dominant Strain Rate
The use of the dominant strain rate in the dashpot coefficient function was then investigated, where
the dominant strain rate is in the direction of the applied load, along the axis of the specimen. A
single element simulation was again carried out using a value of p equal to 2.5 in order to assess
that the implementation of the dominant strain rate is behaving as expected in a one-dimensional
simulation. The stress - strain curves in Figure 11.21a show expected straight line behaviour
representing varying moduli for the varying strain rates. The stress - strain rate curves, shown in
Figure 11.21b, show that the Abaqus simulations and the analytical one-dimensional hereditary
integral formulation track closely for a single element, showing that for the dominant strain rate,
the implementation in Abaqus is working as expected for a one-dimensional case.
The simulation was then extended to a full three-dimensional arrangement, firstly using a value
of p equal to 1 to establish that the linear solution gives the expected results. The stress - strain
results, see Figure 11.22a, show the expected behaviour. The stress - strain rate curves in Figure
11.22b show that the linear solution tracks closely to the analytical one-dimensional hereditary
integral results, the same as when using the strain rate in each direction.
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A value of p equal to 2.5 was used to investigate if using the dominant strain rate sharpens the curve
in the ISR regime. The stress - strain results, Figure 11.22c, also shows similar behaviour to when
the strain rate in each direction was used. This is confirmed in Figure 11.22d which shows that the
simulations are still not capturing the gradient of the ISR regime as well as the one-dimensional
hereditary integral.
Again the value of p was increased to 4.5 to determine if this would capture the ISR regime better
than lower p values. The stress - strain results in Figure 11.22e look similar to those when using the
strain rate in each direction, with a slight difference in the line for strain rate 7.58s−1 which is out
of sequence, suggesting that some numerical issue occurred at that strain rate. The stress - strain
rate curves in Figure 11.22f show that the Abaqus simulations do not capture the steepness of the
ISR regime and deviate substantially from the desired result seen in the experimental and one-
dimensional hereditary integral results. The numerical issue mentioned before is also seen in these
graphs at 7.58s−1. The reference strain rate used for the analytical one-dimensional hereditary
integral results and the three-dimensional simulations was the same.
Comparing all three results in Figure 11.23, very similar behaviour was observed to that when
the strain rate in each direction was used. The curve of p equal to 4.5 has a steeper curve at
the beginning of the ISR regime however then it flattens out and is similar to the linear solution.
Again, the dominant strain rate is not capturing the representative behaviour in three dimensions.
This solution also has some numerical instabilities.
The root mean square error analysis in Figure 11.24a shows a similar increase in error as the strain
increases, with a value of p = 2.5 giving the lowest error and a value of p = 1 giving the highest
error. An analysis of the area difference between the two curves as a percentage of the normalised
area under the reference curve in Figure 11.24b shows the same varying percentage errors across the
strain curves, however, the relative error between values of p at a given strain shows that at lower
strains, the highest error is for p = 4.5 and the lowest is for p = 2.5. As the strain increases, the
highest error is for p = 1 at the highest strain and the lowest is for p = 2.5. For the logarithmic area
difference percentage in Figure 11.24c the lowest percentage error across all strains and between
Abaqus and both reference curves is for p = 2.5.
12.5.3 Cortical Bone Model - Equivalent Strain Rate
The equivalent strain rate was first tested using a single element simulation with a value of p equal
to 2.5 and a reference strain rate of 0.35 to assess a one-dimensional representation in Abaqus.
The stress - strain curves in Figure 11.25a are closely grouped in the higher strain rates with a
few strain rate simulations exhibiting a lower modulus. The stress - strain rate curves in Figure
11.25b confirm that there is a straight line behaviour at the higher strain rates of the simulation
set and therefore the curve is shifted further to the left than was expected. In contrast to the
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single element simulations carried out using the strain rate in each direction or the dominant strain
rate, the coupling between strain rate directions, when using the equivalent strain rate raised to
a power, is not representative of the analytical one-dimensional hereditary integral, as might have
been expected. There also appear to be some issues with the simulations carried out at several
strain rates (6.33s−1, 10.86s−1 and 20s−1). These issues could be due to numerical instabilities or
the interaction between strain rates in the different directions, however, this would require further
investigation.
The reference strain rate was then increased to a value of 1.2 in order to shift the curve closer
to that of the expected analytical one-dimensional hereditary integral and the experimental data.
The stress - strain curves in Figure 11.26a show that some of the responses do not exhibit a
constant modulus at different strains, and the stress - strain rate curves in Figure 11.26b confirm
that this is the case. The curve has shifted closer to the analytical one-dimensional hereditary
integral, however, the result is not what is expected and still shows some serious deviations from
the expected behaviour in some simulations.
The simulation was then extended to a full three-dimensional arrangement. The approach of
using the equivalent strain rate is what was proposed by Bekker et al. [2], and to ensure that the
simulation can give the expected results as those achieved by Bekker et al. [2], the linear solution
was simulated first. The stress - strain results in Figure 11.27a show the expected results as before,
and the stress - strain rate curves in Figure 11.27b also show that the Abaqus simulations with a
value of p equal to 1 matches the analytical one-dimensional hereditary integral results. This uses
the same reference strain rate as the analytical one-dimensional hereditary integral result. This
shows that the implementation of the equivalent strain rate is behaving as expected and that the
issues that were seen in the single element simulation are likely to be associated with raising the
power of the equivalent strain rate in the dashpot coefficient function.
Keeping the reference strain rate the same, the value of p was then increased to 2.5 and the stress
- strain results were produced. These results, shown in Figure 11.27e, look different to previous
result sets and there is a sharper increase in the gradient in the ISR regime. The stress - strain
rate curves in Figure 11.27f show that the gradient has increased to match both the analytical
one-dimensional hereditary integral results and the experimental results, and that the curve has
been shifted to the left and an adjustment to the reference strain rate was needed. There are,
however, deviations from expected behaviour at strain rates of 10s−1 and 7.58s−1.
To investigate if the numerical issue is linked to increasing the power, the value of p was set to 1.5
instead and the reference strain rate was kept the same. The stress - strain results in Figure 11.27c
show a change from the linear results and an anomaly at the same strain rate as before. In addition,
the stress - strain rate curves in Figure 11.27d show an increase in the gradient of the ISR regime
to match the analytical one-dimensional hereditary integral result, however, not the experimental
results as expected. The graph is also shifted, although less than with a value of p equal to 2.5,
however, there are still obvious anomalies at 10s−1 and 7.58s−1. The general trend appears to be a
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increasing number of issues in the expected result as the power is increased. Comparing the stress
- strain rate curves in Figure 11.28, the gradient of the ISR regime increases to match the expected
analytical one-dimensional hereditary integral behaviour. Once again deviations from the expected
behaviour begin to appear as the power p increases away from a value of 1.
Since the value of p equal to 2.5 gives results that best match the ISR regime behaviour, the
reference strain rate was increased to shift the curve to the right. The stress - strain results, Figure
11.29a, show some inconsistent behaviour in the gradient at different strains for a single strain
rate test. The stress - strain rate curves in Figure 11.29b show that the curve has been shifted
to the right with an increase in the reference strain rate, as expected, with the same anomalies at
7.58s−1, 10s−1 and 20s−1. Thus, the reference strain rate needs to be adjusted differently for the
three-dimensional simulation as compared with that of the analytical one-dimensional hereditary
integral results when using the equivalent strain rate.
To determine if there were any other potential issues at strain rates along the curve, a further
12 simulations were carried out, with the stress - strain results in Figure 11.29c show the same
inconsistent behaviour. The stress - strain rate curves in Figure 11.29d show more instabilities
and deviations from the expected result, which still need to be investigated further. While the
one-dimensional non-linear Maxwell behaviour might be indicative of the experimental results and
the expected behaviour, extending to three dimensions cannot be done without taking into account
three-dimensional effects early on in the implementation.
The root mean square analysis in Figure 11.30a shows the same increase in error as the strain
increases, with a value of p = 2.5 and ε̇ref = 1.2 giving the lowest error and a value of p = 2.5
and ε̇ref = 0.35 giving the highest error. This is due to the lower reference strain rate giving a
curve that is shifted too far to the left. An analysis of the area difference percentage in Figure
11.30b shows the same varying percentage errors across the strain curves, however, the relative
error between values of p at a given strain shows that at lower strains, the highest error is for p = 1
and the lowest is for p = 2.5 and ε̇ref = 1.2. As the strain increases, the highest error remains
for p = 1 at the highest strain and the lowest is for p = 1.5. The results of the logarithmic area
difference calculation in Figure 11.30c show that the lowest error is for p = 2.5 and ε̇ref = 1.2
across all strains and for both reference curves.
12.6 Summary of Three-Dimensional Investigations
A summary of the results of the simulations carried out in LS Dyna and Abaqus, is presented
in Tables 12.1 and 12.2. Table 12.1 shows the force impulse verification tests for a linear elastic
model, compared to a one-dimensional spring-mass system. For an hourglass control parameter
Q2 = 6× 10−4, the logarithmic strain (ln ε), that outputted by the FEA software (Output ε) and
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the incremental strain (Incremental ε) were compared.
For the quarter symmetry Abaqus simulations, the area difference error analyses in Figures 11.20b,
11.24b and 11.30b show that the lowest error across the three different implementations of the
dashpot coefficient function between Abaqus and the experimental best fit line was the equivalent
strain rate implementation with a value of p = 1.5, and between Abaqus and the hereditary integral
was the equivalent strain rate implementation with a value of p = 2.5 and ε̇ref = 1.2. The best fit
curve to the experimental data, however, could introduce its own margin of error. The logarithmic
area difference error analyses in Figures 11.20c, 11.24c and 11.30c, however, show that the lowest
error percentage across the three implementations between Abaqus and the experimental best fit
line was the equivalent strain rate implementation with a value of p = 2.5 and ε̇ref = 1.2, and
between Abaqus and the hereditary integral was the dominant strain rate implementation with a
value of p = 2.5. Although qualitatively, the equivalent strain rate implementation with p = 2.5
and ε̇ref = 1.2 shows the best match with the hereditary integral, the numerical anomalies observed
in the middle of the ISR regime could be contributing to the higher error percentage seen in the
error analysis.
Table 12.2 shows the results matrix of the constant strain rate tests carried out for the cortical
bone user-defined material model, using a single element and quarter symmetry mesh in Abaqus.
These simulations were carried out using three different ways of computing the strain rate used in
the dashpot coefficient function for a non-linear Maxwell element. These were the strain rate in
each direction, the dominant strain rate and an equivalent strain rate.
Table 12.1: Matrix of expected behaviour for force impulse tests using a linear elastic model in
finite element software and compared to a one-dimensional spring-mass system.
LS Dyna Abaqus One-Dimensional
Spring-Mass SystemBuilt-In User-Defined Built-In User-Defined
Hourglassing Control
None – –





Incremental ε – – – –
Key: Model returns expected results Model does not return expected results
Model partially returns expected results
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Table 12.2: Matrix of expected behaviour for constant strain rate three-dimensional simulations
carried out in Abaqus for a cortical bone material model, and compared to the one-












p = 2.5 ε̇ref = 0.35
p = 2.5 ε̇ref = 1.2 – –
Quarter-Symmetry Mesh
p = 1 ε̇ref = 0.35
p = 1.5 ε̇ref = 0.35 – –
p = 2.5
ε̇ref = 0.35
ε̇ref = 1.2 – –
p = 4.5 ε̇ref = 0.35 –
Key: Model returns expected results Model partially returns expected results
Model mostly returns expected results Model barely returns expected results
The implementation of the non-linear hereditary integral in a three-dimensional simulation builds
on the model proposed by Cloete et al. [3], using concepts introduced by Shim et al. and Bekker
et al. [1, 2]. The results in Chapter 11 show a different response at low and high strain rates
which supports the findings by Johnson et al. [6]. Chapter 11 directly compares one-dimensional
and three-dimensional implementations of a visco-elastic model. This type of comparison is not
extensively found in the literature for models of this type for bone. This work therefore adds initial
verification of the hereditary integral approach for modelling of visco-elastic materials such as bone





Recommendations and Future Work
This chapter discusses possible future work relating to the finite element implementation of the
model. The long-term goal is for the material models presented in this dissertation to be used
in patient-specific modelling of cortical bone. Before this is possible, further work is required in
several aspects of the model. Firstly, the design of the dashpot coefficient for a non-linear dashpot,
secondly the implementation of a non-linear dashpot in three dimensions and the choice of strain
rate used, and thirdly the reliability of the finite element software.
13.1 Dashpot Coefficient Function
The choice of the dashpot coefficient function could be investigated further, especially at near-zero
strain rates. This is particularly important for cases where both tensile and compressive waves
are possible. The addition of a linear term was used to address this potential issue, however, for
values of p < 1 at a zero strain rate the dashpot coefficient would still tend towards infinity. Values
of p < 1 were not investigated extensively in this dissertation, but for a more generic non-linear
Maxwell based model they would need to be considered.
13.2 Non-linear User Defined Material Model
The use of the equivalent strain rate in the dashpot coefficient with a power above 1 has produced
some promising results, but the source of the anomalies requires further investigation. Adjusting
the reference strain rate for varying values of the power p could also be investigated further for a
more robust model. For non-linear models where strain rates are raised to a power, a time step
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sensitivity investigation could provide more insight.
The three-dimensional effects of a non-linear user defined material model were apparent in the use
of the equivalent strain rate due to the coupling of the strain rate in different directions. These
three-dimensional effects need to be investigated earlier on in the development of the material
model. Once these issues have been resolved, patient-specific parameters such as a density function
as proposed by Shim et al. [1], can be introduced to move towards a more representative skeletal
model.
13.3 Damping in FEA Software
Finite element software uses reduced order elements, which have reduced energy modes that are
prone to hourglassing. Hourglassing control is generally done through the application of a bulk
viscosity which can interfere with the dissipative effects of the chosen visco-elastic model. The
damping, due to the default hourglassing control that was encountered, when simulating in LS
Dyna and Abaqus was dealt with by adjusting the bulk viscosity controls. However, this is only
one potential method of preventing hourglassing in FEA Software. There are several hourglassing
controls that could be causing the deviations from the expected behaviour that were observed
and these should be investigated further to determine if they could be effective at preventing




This dissertation has reported on the development and implementation of a material model for
cortical bovine bone with the use of non-linear visco-elastic models. Fundamental visco-elastic
models were investigated and a hereditary integral was derived from first principles that captures
the behaviour of a linear Maxwell element. It was shown that the linear Maxwell model was not
sufficient to capture the behaviour in the ISR regime, as reported by Cloete et al. [3], and the
material model was therefore modified to allow for non-linearity in two different ways, by raising
the strain rate or velocity to a power or by making the dashpot coefficient a function of the strain
rate. The strain rate across the Maxwell dashpot in the material model is not directly available
in the calculation of the hereditary integral, so the effect of using the strain rate across the entire
element was investigated.
The hereditary integral was then extended to a three-dimensional model following the work of Shim
et al. [1], where a three-dimensional strain rate tensor is introduced to capture the strain rates in
three dimensions. The strain rate tensor used here could be constructed in several ways: using the
strain rate in each direction; using the dominant strain rate; or using the equivalent strain rate. This
three-dimensional extension of the material model for cortical bone was implemented in commercial
finite element analysis software. During initial verification steps, unexpected results were produced
when using user-defined and built-in time-dependent linear elasticity material models in LS Dyna.
These unexpected results were reported on in this dissertation and further development was carried
out using an alternative software, Abaqus. The expected results were produced when using a user-
defined material model for linear elasticity.
A standard linear model was implemented in Abaqus to verify that the implementation of the
hereditary integral was working in the finite element software. The implementation allows for
the use of the equivalent strain rate in a manner similar to that taken by Bekker et al. [2]. The
implementation in three dimensions revealed some discrepancies between the Abaqus simulation
results and the results of the one-dimensional hereditary integral, dependent on the implementation
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of the dashpot coefficient and the strain rate.
In a single element simulation, the strain rate in each direction and the dominant strain rate
implementations produce the expected results when setting the non-linear parameter p to that
which correctly captures the steepness of the ISR transition behaviour. Multi-element quarter-
symmetry meshes representing cylindrical specimens were used to validate the three-dimensional
models, where linear Maxwell elements produced the expected results. The effect of changing p in
the quarter-symmetry simulations was less pronounced than that observed for the single-element
models. This resulted in the steep transition behaviour in the ISR regime not being sufficiently
captured.
When the equivalent strain rate is used with the value of p suggested by the one-dimensional results,
the material model was able to capture the transition behaviour in the ISR regime in the quarter-
symmetry models, provided an adjusted reference strain rate was used. The effect of changing the
value of p is not consistent across various strain rates. This issue was investigated and was found
to be present in all models, even single-element ones. Despite these issues, the model developed
shows promise in capturing the ISR regime behaviour in three-dimensional finite element models
and should be further developed in future projects.
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1   subroutine umat41 (cm,eps,sig,epsp,hsv,dt1,capa,etype,tt,
2   1 temper,failel,crv,nnpcrv,cma,qmat,elsiz,idele,reject)
3   c
4   c******************************************************************
5   c| Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC) |
6   c| ------------------------------------------------------------ |
7   c| Copyright 1987-2008 Livermore Software Tech. Corp |
8   c| All rights reserved |
9   c******************************************************************
10   c
11   include 'nlqparm'
12   include 'bk06.inc'
13   include 'iounits.inc'
14   dimension cm(*),eps(*),sig(*),hsv(*),crv(lq1,2,*),cma(*),qmat(3,3)
15   integer nnpcrv(*)
16   logical failel,reject
17   character*5 etype
18   INTEGER8 idele
19   c
20   double precision :: k1,v,lambda1,lambda2,dtrace,trace
21   c
22   logical :: created
23   c
24   if (ncycle.eq.1) then
25   if (cm(16).ne.1234567) then
26   call usermsg('mat41')
27   endif
28   endif
29   c
30   if (etype.eq.'solid'.or.etype.eq.'shl_t'.or.
31   1 etype.eq.'sld2d'.or.etype.eq.'tshel'.or.
32   2 etype.eq.'sph  '.or.etype.eq.'sldax') then
33   c
34   c***********************************************************************
35   k1 =cm(1)
36   v =cm(2)
37   lambda1 =v/((1.+v)*(1.-2.*v))
38   lambda2 =1./(1.+v)
39   c
40   c***********************************************************************
41   trace=hsv(1)+eps(1)+hsv(2)+eps(2)+hsv(3)+eps(3)
42   c
43   sig(1)=k1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(hsv(1)+eps(1)))
44   sig(2)=k1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(hsv(2)+eps(2)))
45   sig(3)=k1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(hsv(3)+eps(3)))
46   sig(4)=k1*lambda2*(hsv(4)+eps(4))
47   sig(5)=k1*lambda2*(hsv(5)+eps(5))
48   sig(6)=k1*lambda2*(hsv(6)+eps(6))
49   c
50   hsv(1)=hsv(1)+eps(1)
51   hsv(2)=hsv(2)+eps(2)
52   hsv(3)=hsv(3)+eps(3)
53   hsv(4)=hsv(4)+eps(4)
54   hsv(5)=hsv(5)+eps(5)
55   hsv(6)=hsv(6)+eps(6)
56   c***********************************************************************
57   c
58   endif
59   c
60   return
61   end
62   
Appendix B
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B.1 Linear Elastic - VUMAT
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subroutine vumat( 
C Read only (unmodifiable)variables - 
     1  nblock, ndir, nshr, nstatev, nfieldv, nprops, lanneal, 
     2  stepTime, totalTime, dt, cmname, coordMp, charLength, 
     3  props, density, strainInc, relSpinInc, 
     4  tempOld, stretchOld, defgradOld, fieldOld, 
     5  stressOld, stateOld, enerInternOld, enerInelasOld, 
     6  tempNew, stretchNew, defgradNew, fieldNew, 
C Write only (modifiable) variables - 
     7  stressNew, stateNew, enerInternNew, enerInelasNew ) 
C 
C      include 'vaba_param.inc' 
C 
      dimension props(nprops), density(nblock), 
     1  coordMp(nblock,*), 
     2  charLength(*), strainInc(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     3  relSpinInc(*), tempOld(*), 
     4  stretchOld(*), defgradOld(*), 
     5  fieldOld(*), stressOld(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     6  stateOld(nblock,nstatev), enerInternOld(nblock), 
     7  enerInelasOld(nblock), tempNew(*), 
     8  stretchNew(*), defgradNew(*), fieldNew(*), 
     9  stressNew(nblock,ndir+nshr), stateNew(nblock,nstatev), 
     1  enerInternNew(*), enerInelasNew(*) 
C 
      double precision :: xk1,v,lambda1,lambda2,trace 
      character*80 cmname 
C 
C Define model variables: 
      xk1 = props(1) 
      v = props(2)       
C 
C     print*, xk1 
C     print*, v 
      do 100 i = 1,nblock 
       
        lambda1 = v/((1.0+v)*(1.0-2.0*v)) 
C       print*, lambda1 
        lambda2 = 1.0/(1.0+v) 
C       print*, lambda2 
        trace = stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1)+ 
     1          stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2)+ 
     2          stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3) 
      if (totalTime .eq. 0) then 
        stressNew(i,1) = (xk1)*strainInc(i,1) 
        stressNew(i,2) = (xk1)*strainInc(i,2) 
        stressNew(i,3) = (xk1)*strainInc(i,3) 
        stressNew(i,4) = (xk1)*strainInc(i,4) 
        stressNew(i,5) = (xk1)*strainInc(i,5) 
        stressNew(i,6) = (xk1)*strainInc(i,6) 
      else 
        stressNew(i,1) = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1))) 
        stressNew(i,2) = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2))) 
        stressNew(i,3) = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3))) 
        stressNew(i,4) = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,4)+strainInc(i,4))) 
        stressNew(i,5) = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,5)+strainInc(i,5))) 
        stressNew(i,6) = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,6)+strainInc(i,6))) 
      end if 
C      
        stateNew(i,1)=stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1) 
        stateNew(i,2)=stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2) 
        stateNew(i,3)=stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3) 
        stateNew(i,4)=stateOld(i,4)+strainInc(i,4) 
        stateNew(i,5)=stateOld(i,5)+strainInc(i,5) 
        stateNew(i,6)=stateOld(i,6)+strainInc(i,6)   
  100 continue 
 
      return 
      end 
 
B.2. STANDARD LINEAR - VUMAT
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subroutine vumat( 
C Read only (unmodifiable)variables - 
     1  nblock, ndir, nshr, nstatev, nfieldv, nprops, lanneal, 
     2  stepTime, totalTime, dt, cmname, coordMp, charLength, 
     3  props, density, strainInc, relSpinInc, 
     4  tempOld, stretchOld, defgradOld, fieldOld, 
     5  stressOld, stateOld, enerInternOld, enerInelasOld, 
     6  tempNew, stretchNew, defgradNew, fieldNew, 
C Write only (modifiable) variables - 
     7  stressNew, stateNew, enerInternNew, enerInelasNew ) 
C 
C      include 'vaba_param.inc' 
C 
      dimension props(nprops), density(nblock), 
     1  coordMp(nblock,*), 
     2  charLength(*), strainInc(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     3  relSpinInc(*), tempOld(*), 
     4  stretchOld(*), defgradOld(*), 
     5  fieldOld(*), stressOld(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     6  stateOld(nblock,nstatev), enerInternOld(nblock), 
     7  enerInelasOld(nblock), tempNew(*), 
     8  stretchNew(*), defgradNew(*), fieldNew(*), 
     9  stressNew(nblock,ndir+nshr), stateNew(nblock,nstatev), 
     1  enerInternNew(*), enerInelasNew(*) 
C 
      double precision :: xk1,xk2,mu2,theta2,v,lambda1,lambda2 
      double precision :: trace,decay,tracedot 
      double precision :: sigE1,sigE2,sigE3,sigE4,sigE5,sigE6 
      double precision :: sigM1_1,sigM1_2,sigM1_3,sigM1_4,sigM1_5,sigM1_6 
      double precision :: epsdot1,epsdot2,epsdot3,epsdot4,epsdot5,epsdot6 
      character*80 cmname 
C 
C Define model variables: 
      xk1 = props(1) 
      xk2 = props(2) 
      theta2 = props(3) 
      v = props(4)           
C 
C     print*, xk1 
C     print*, v 
      do 100 i = 1,nblock 
        mu2=theta2*xk2 
        lambda1 = v/((1.0+v)*(1.0-2.0*v)) 
C       print*, lambda1 
        lambda2 = 1.0/(1.0+v) 
C       print*, lambda2 
        trace = stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1)+ 
     1          stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2)+ 
     2          stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3) 
C 
        sigE1 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1))) 
        sigE2 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2))) 
        sigE3 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3))) 
        sigE4 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,4)+strainInc(i,4))) 
        sigE5 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,5)+strainInc(i,5))) 
        sigE6 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,6)+strainInc(i,6))) 
C        
        epsdot1=(strainInc(i,1)/dt) 
        epsdot2=(strainInc(i,2)/dt) 
        epsdot3=(strainInc(i,3)/dt) 
        epsdot4=(strainInc(i,4)/dt) 
        epsdot5=(strainInc(i,5)/dt) 
        epsdot6=(strainInc(i,6)/dt) 
C 
        tracedot=epsdot1+epsdot2+epsdot3 
C          
        decay=exp(-dt/theta2) 
C 
        sigM1_1=decay*stateOld(i,7)+(1.-decay)*mu2*(lambda1*tracedot+ 
     1              +lambda2*epsdot1) 
        sigM1_2=decay*stateOld(i,8)+(1.-decay)*mu2*(lambda1*tracedot+ 
     1              +lambda2*epsdot2) 
        sigM1_3=decay*stateOld(i,9)+(1.-decay)*mu2*(lambda1*tracedot+ 
     1              +lambda2*epsdot3) 
        sigM1_4=decay*stateOld(i,10)+(1.-decay)*mu2*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot4) 
        sigM1_5=decay*stateOld(i,11)+(1.-decay)*mu2*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot5) 
        sigM1_6=decay*stateOld(i,12)+(1.-decay)*mu2*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot6) 
C        
      if (totalTime .eq. 0) then 
        stressNew(i,1) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,1) 
        stressNew(i,2) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,2) 
        stressNew(i,3) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,3) 
        stressNew(i,4) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,4) 
        stressNew(i,5) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,5) 
        stressNew(i,6) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,6) 
      else 
        stressNew(i,1) = sigE1+sigM1_1 
        stressNew(i,2) = sigE2+sigM1_2 
        stressNew(i,3) = sigE3+sigM1_3 
        stressNew(i,4) = sigE4+sigM1_4 
        stressNew(i,5) = sigE5+sigM1_5 
        stressNew(i,6) = sigE6+sigM1_6 
      end if 
C      
        stateNew(i,1)=stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1) 
        stateNew(i,2)=stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2) 
        stateNew(i,3)=stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3) 
        stateNew(i,4)=stateOld(i,4)+strainInc(i,4) 
        stateNew(i,5)=stateOld(i,5)+strainInc(i,5) 
        stateNew(i,6)=stateOld(i,6)+strainInc(i,6) 
C 
        stateNew(i,7)=sigM1_1 
        stateNew(i,8)=sigM1_2 
        stateNew(i,9)=sigM1_3 
        stateNew(i,10)=sigM1_4 
        stateNew(i,11)=sigM1_5 
        stateNew(i,12)=sigM1_6       
  100 continue 
 
      return 
      end 
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subroutine vumat( 
C Read only (unmodifiable)variables - 
     1  nblock, ndir, nshr, nstatev, nfieldv, nprops, lanneal, 
     2  stepTime, totalTime, dt, cmname, coordMp, charLength, 
     3  props, density, strainInc, relSpinInc, 
     4  tempOld, stretchOld, defgradOld, fieldOld, 
     5  stressOld, stateOld, enerInternOld, enerInelasOld, 
     6  tempNew, stretchNew, defgradNew, fieldNew, 
C Write only (modifiable) variables - 
     7  stressNew, stateNew, enerInternNew, enerInelasNew ) 
C 
C      include 'vaba_param.inc' 
C 
      dimension props(nprops), density(nblock), 
     1  coordMp(nblock,*), 
     2  charLength(*), strainInc(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     3  relSpinInc(*), tempOld(*), 
     4  stretchOld(*), defgradOld(*), 
     5  fieldOld(*), stressOld(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     6  stateOld(nblock,nstatev), enerInternOld(nblock), 
     7  enerInelasOld(nblock), tempNew(*), 
     8  stretchNew(*), defgradNew(*), fieldNew(*), 
     9  stressNew(nblock,ndir+nshr), stateNew(nblock,nstatev), 
     1  enerInternNew(*), enerInelasNew(*) 
C 
      double precision :: xk1,xk2,emu2,v,lambda1,lambda2,n,epsdot_ref 
      double precision :: trace,decay,tracedot 
      double precision :: strainsumsquared,strainrate_eq,eq_power 
      double precision :: sigE1,sigE2,sigE3,sigE4,sigE5,sigE6 
      double precision :: sigM1_1,sigM1_2,sigM1_3,sigM1_4,sigM1_5,sigM1_6 
      double precision :: epsdot1,epsdot2,epsdot3,epsdot4,epsdot5,epsdot6 
      double precision :: emu_func1,emu_func2,emu_func3,emu_func4,emu_func5,emu_func6 
      double precision :: eq_power1,eq_power2,eq_power3,eq_power4,eq_power5,eq_power6 
      character*80 cmname 
C 
C Define model variables: 
      xk1 = props(1) 
      xk2 = props(2) 
      emu2 = props(3) 
      n = props(4) 
      epsdot_ref = props(5) 
      v = props(6)           
C 
C     print*, xk1 
C     print*, v 
      do 100 i = 1,nblock 
        lambda1 = v/((1.0+v)*(1.0-2.0*v)) 
C       print*, lambda1 
        lambda2 = 1.0/(1.0+v) 
C       print*, lambda2 
        trace = stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1)+ 
     1          stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2)+ 
     2          stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3) 
C 
        sigE1 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1))) 
        sigE2 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2))) 
        sigE3 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3))) 
        sigE4 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,4)+strainInc(i,4))) 
        sigE5 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,5)+strainInc(i,5))) 
        sigE6 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,6)+strainInc(i,6))) 
C 
        epsdot1=(strainInc(i,1)/dt) 
        epsdot2=(strainInc(i,2)/dt) 
        epsdot3=(strainInc(i,3)/dt) 
        epsdot4=(strainInc(i,4)/dt) 
        epsdot5=(strainInc(i,5)/dt) 
        epsdot6=(strainInc(i,6)/dt) 
C 
        tracedot=epsdot1+epsdot2+epsdot3 
C 
        if( epsdot1 .gt. 0.0) then 
            eq_power1 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((epsdot1)**(n - 1.0)) 
        else 
            eq_power1 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((-epsdot1)**(n - 1.0)) 
        end if 
C 
        if( epsdot2 .gt. 0.0) then 
            eq_power2 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((epsdot2)**(n - 1.0)) 
        else 
            eq_power2 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((-epsdot2)**(n - 1.0)) 
        end if 
C 
        if( epsdot3 .gt. 0.0) then 
            eq_power3 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((epsdot3)**(n - 1.0)) 
        else 
            eq_power3 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((-epsdot3)**(n - 1.0)) 
        end if 
C 
        if( epsdot4 .gt. 0.0) then 
            eq_power4 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((epsdot4)**(n - 1.0)) 
        else 
            eq_power4 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((-epsdot4)**(n - 1.0)) 
        end if 
C 
        if( epsdot5 .gt. 0.0) then 
            eq_power5 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((epsdot5)**(n - 1.0)) 
        else 
            eq_power5 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((-epsdot5)**(n - 1.0)) 
        end if 
C 
        if( epsdot6 .gt. 0.0) then 
            eq_power6 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((epsdot6)**(n - 1.0)) 
        else 
            eq_power6 = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((-epsdot6)**(n - 1.0)) 
        end if 
C 
        emu_func1 = emu2*(1.0+eq_power1) 
        emu_func2 = emu2*(1.0+eq_power2) 
        emu_func3 = emu2*(1.0+eq_power3) 
        emu_func4 = emu2*(1.0+eq_power4) 
        emu_func5 = emu2*(1.0+eq_power5) 
        emu_func6 = emu2*(1.0+eq_power6) 
 
        sigM1_1=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func1)*stateOld(i,7)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func1))*emu_func1*(lambda1*tracedot+lambda2*epsdot1) 
        sigM1_2=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func2)*stateOld(i,8)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func2))*emu_func2*(lambda1*tracedot+lambda2*epsdot2) 
        sigM1_3=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func3)*stateOld(i,9)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func3))*emu_func3*(lambda1*tracedot+lambda2*epsdot3) 
        sigM1_4=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func4)*stateOld(i,10)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func4))*emu_func4*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot4) 
        sigM1_5=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func5)*stateOld(i,11)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func5))*emu_func5*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot5) 
        sigM1_6=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func6)*stateOld(i,12)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func6))*emu_func6*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot6) 
C        
      if (totalTime .eq. 0) then 
        stressNew(i,1) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,1) 
        stressNew(i,2) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,2) 
        stressNew(i,3) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,3) 
        stressNew(i,4) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,4) 
        stressNew(i,5) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,5) 
        stressNew(i,6) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,6) 
      else 
        stressNew(i,1) = sigE1+sigM1_1 
        stressNew(i,2) = sigE2+sigM1_2 
        stressNew(i,3) = sigE3+sigM1_3 
        stressNew(i,4) = sigE4+sigM1_4 
        stressNew(i,5) = sigE5+sigM1_5 
        stressNew(i,6) = sigE6+sigM1_6 
      end if 
C      
        stateNew(i,1)=stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1) 
        stateNew(i,2)=stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2) 
        stateNew(i,3)=stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3) 
        stateNew(i,4)=stateOld(i,4)+strainInc(i,4) 
        stateNew(i,5)=stateOld(i,5)+strainInc(i,5) 
        stateNew(i,6)=stateOld(i,6)+strainInc(i,6) 
C 
        stateNew(i,7)=sigM1_1 
        stateNew(i,8)=sigM1_2 
        stateNew(i,9)=sigM1_3 
        stateNew(i,10)=sigM1_4 
        stateNew(i,11)=sigM1_5 
        stateNew(i,12)=sigM1_6       
  100 continue 
 
      return 
      end 
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subroutine vumat( 
C Read only (unmodifiable)variables - 
     1  nblock, ndir, nshr, nstatev, nfieldv, nprops, lanneal, 
     2  stepTime, totalTime, dt, cmname, coordMp, charLength, 
     3  props, density, strainInc, relSpinInc, 
     4  tempOld, stretchOld, defgradOld, fieldOld, 
     5  stressOld, stateOld, enerInternOld, enerInelasOld, 
     6  tempNew, stretchNew, defgradNew, fieldNew, 
C Write only (modifiable) variables - 
     7  stressNew, stateNew, enerInternNew, enerInelasNew ) 
C 
C      include 'vaba_param.inc' 
C 
      dimension props(nprops), density(nblock), 
     1  coordMp(nblock,*), 
     2  charLength(*), strainInc(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     3  relSpinInc(*), tempOld(*), 
     4  stretchOld(*), defgradOld(*), 
     5  fieldOld(*), stressOld(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     6  stateOld(nblock,nstatev), enerInternOld(nblock), 
     7  enerInelasOld(nblock), tempNew(*), 
     8  stretchNew(*), defgradNew(*), fieldNew(*), 
     9  stressNew(nblock,ndir+nshr), stateNew(nblock,nstatev), 
     1  enerInternNew(*), enerInelasNew(*) 
C 
      double precision :: xk1,xk2,emu2,v,lambda1,lambda2,n,epsdot_ref,emu_func 
      double precision :: trace,decay,tracedot 
      double precision :: strainsumsquared,strainrate_eq,eq_power 
      double precision :: sigE1,sigE2,sigE3,sigE4,sigE5,sigE6 
      double precision :: sigM1_1,sigM1_2,sigM1_3,sigM1_4,sigM1_5,sigM1_6 
      double precision :: epsdot1,epsdot2,epsdot3,epsdot4,epsdot5,epsdot6 
      character*80 cmname 
C 
C Define model variables: 
      xk1 = props(1) 
      xk2 = props(2) 
      emu2 = props(3) 
      n = props(4) 
      epsdot_ref = props(5) 
      v = props(6)           
C 
C     print*, xk1 
C     print*, v 
      do 100 i = 1,nblock 
        lambda1 = v/((1.0+v)*(1.0-2.0*v)) 
C       print*, lambda1 
        lambda2 = 1.0/(1.0+v) 
C       print*, lambda2 
        trace = stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1)+ 
     1          stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2)+ 
     2          stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3) 
C 
        sigE1 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1))) 
        sigE2 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2))) 
        sigE3 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3))) 
        sigE4 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,4)+strainInc(i,4))) 
        sigE5 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,5)+strainInc(i,5))) 
        sigE6 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,6)+strainInc(i,6))) 
C 
        epsdot1=(strainInc(i,1)/dt) 
        epsdot2=(strainInc(i,2)/dt) 
        epsdot3=(strainInc(i,3)/dt) 
        epsdot4=(strainInc(i,4)/dt) 
        epsdot5=(strainInc(i,5)/dt) 
        epsdot6=(strainInc(i,6)/dt) 
C 
        tracedot=epsdot1+epsdot2+epsdot3 
C 
        if( epsdot3 .gt. 0.0) then 
            eq_power = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((epsdot3)**(n - 1.0)) 
        else 
            eq_power = (6.5**(1.0 - n))*((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((-epsdot3)**(n - 1.0)) 
        end if 
C 
        emu_func = emu2*(1.0+eq_power) 
 
        sigM1_1=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,7)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*(lambda1*tracedot+lambda2*epsdot1) 
        sigM1_2=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,8)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*(lambda1*tracedot+lambda2*epsdot2) 
        sigM1_3=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,9)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*(lambda1*tracedot+lambda2*epsdot3) 
        sigM1_4=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,10)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot4) 
        sigM1_5=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,11)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot5) 
        sigM1_6=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,12)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot6) 
C        
      if (totalTime .eq. 0) then 
        stressNew(i,1) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,1) 
        stressNew(i,2) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,2) 
        stressNew(i,3) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,3) 
        stressNew(i,4) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,4) 
        stressNew(i,5) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,5) 
        stressNew(i,6) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,6) 
      else 
        stressNew(i,1) = sigE1+sigM1_1 
        stressNew(i,2) = sigE2+sigM1_2 
        stressNew(i,3) = sigE3+sigM1_3 
        stressNew(i,4) = sigE4+sigM1_4 
        stressNew(i,5) = sigE5+sigM1_5 
        stressNew(i,6) = sigE6+sigM1_6 
      end if 
C      
        stateNew(i,1)=stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1) 
        stateNew(i,2)=stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2) 
        stateNew(i,3)=stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3) 
        stateNew(i,4)=stateOld(i,4)+strainInc(i,4) 
        stateNew(i,5)=stateOld(i,5)+strainInc(i,5) 
        stateNew(i,6)=stateOld(i,6)+strainInc(i,6) 
C 
        stateNew(i,7)=sigM1_1 
        stateNew(i,8)=sigM1_2 
        stateNew(i,9)=sigM1_3 
        stateNew(i,10)=sigM1_4 
        stateNew(i,11)=sigM1_5 
        stateNew(i,12)=sigM1_6       
  100 continue 
 
      return 
      end 
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subroutine vumat( 
C Read only (unmodifiable)variables - 
     1  nblock, ndir, nshr, nstatev, nfieldv, nprops, lanneal, 
     2  stepTime, totalTime, dt, cmname, coordMp, charLength, 
     3  props, density, strainInc, relSpinInc, 
     4  tempOld, stretchOld, defgradOld, fieldOld, 
     5  stressOld, stateOld, enerInternOld, enerInelasOld, 
     6  tempNew, stretchNew, defgradNew, fieldNew, 
C Write only (modifiable) variables - 
     7  stressNew, stateNew, enerInternNew, enerInelasNew ) 
C 
C      include 'vaba_param.inc' 
C 
      dimension props(nprops), density(nblock), 
     1  coordMp(nblock,*), 
     2  charLength(*), strainInc(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     3  relSpinInc(*), tempOld(*), 
     4  stretchOld(*), defgradOld(*), 
     5  fieldOld(*), stressOld(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     6  stateOld(nblock,nstatev), enerInternOld(nblock), 
     7  enerInelasOld(nblock), tempNew(*), 
     8  stretchNew(*), defgradNew(*), fieldNew(*), 
     9  stressNew(nblock,ndir+nshr), stateNew(nblock,nstatev), 
     1  enerInternNew(*), enerInelasNew(*) 
C 
      double precision :: xk1,xk2,emu2,v,lambda1,lambda2,n,epsdot_ref,emu_func 
      double precision :: trace,decay,tracedot 
      double precision :: strainsumsquared,strainrate_eq,eq_power 
      double precision :: sigE1,sigE2,sigE3,sigE4,sigE5,sigE6 
      double precision :: sigM1_1,sigM1_2,sigM1_3,sigM1_4,sigM1_5,sigM1_6 
      double precision :: epsdot1,epsdot2,epsdot3,epsdot4,epsdot5,epsdot6 
      double precision :: epsdot1_tot,epsdot2_tot,epsdot3_tot,epsdot4_tot,epsdot5_tot,epsdot6_tot 
      character*80 cmname 
C 
C Define model variables: 
      xk1 = props(1) 
      xk2 = props(2) 
      emu2 = props(3) 
      n = props(4) 
      epsdot_ref = props(5) 
      v = props(6)           
C 
C     print*, xk1 
C     print*, v 
      do 100 i = 1,nblock 
        lambda1 = v/((1.0+v)*(1.0-2.0*v)) 
C       print*, lambda1 
        lambda2 = 1.0/(1.0+v) 
C       print*, lambda2 
        trace = stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1)+ 
     1          stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2)+ 
     2          stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3) 
C 
        sigE1 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1))) 
        sigE2 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2))) 
        sigE3 = xk1*(lambda1*trace+lambda2*(stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3))) 
        sigE4 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,4)+strainInc(i,4))) 
        sigE5 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,5)+strainInc(i,5))) 
        sigE6 = xk1*(lambda2*(stateOld(i,6)+strainInc(i,6))) 
C 
        epsdot1=(strainInc(i,1)/dt) 
        epsdot2=(strainInc(i,2)/dt) 
        epsdot3=(strainInc(i,3)/dt) 
        epsdot4=(strainInc(i,4)/dt) 
        epsdot5=(strainInc(i,5)/dt) 
        epsdot6=(strainInc(i,6)/dt) 
C 
        epsdot1_tot=((strainInc(i,1)+stateOld(i,1))/dt) 
        epsdot2_tot=((strainInc(i,2)+stateOld(i,1))/dt) 
        epsdot3_tot=((strainInc(i,3)+stateOld(i,1))/dt) 
        epsdot4_tot=((strainInc(i,4)+stateOld(i,1))/dt) 
        epsdot5_tot=((strainInc(i,5)+stateOld(i,1))/dt) 
        epsdot6_tot=((strainInc(i,6)+stateOld(i,1))/dt) 
C 
        tracedot=epsdot1+epsdot2+epsdot3 
C 
        strainsumsquared = strainInc(i,1)**2.0 
     1                  + strainInc(i,2)**2.0 
     2                  + strainInc(i,3)**2.0 
     3                  + 2.0 * strainInc(i,4)**2.0 
     4                  + 2.0 * strainInc(i,5)**2.0 
     5                  + 2.0 * strainInc(i,6)**2.0 
        strainrate_eq = sqrt(strainsumsquared/(1.0+2.0 * v**2.0))/dt 
C 
        if( strainrate_eq .gt. 0.0) then 
            eq_power = (6.5**(1.0 - n))* 
((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((strainrate_eq)**(n - 1.0)) 
        else 
            eq_power = (6.5**(1.0 - n))* 
((6.5/epsdot_ref)**(2.5 - 1.0))*((-strainrate_eq)**(n - 1.0)) 
        end if 
C 
        emu_func = emu2*(1.0+eq_power) 
 
        sigM1_1=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,7)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*(lambda1*tracedot+lambda2*epsdot1) 
        sigM1_2=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,8)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*(lambda1*tracedot+lambda2*epsdot2) 
        sigM1_3=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,9)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*(lambda1*tracedot+lambda2*epsdot3) 
        sigM1_4=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,10)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot4) 
        sigM1_5=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,11)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot5) 
        sigM1_6=exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func)*stateOld(i,12)+ 
     1              +(1.-exp(-(dt*xk2)/emu_func))*emu_func*((.5*lambda2)*epsdot6) 
C        
      if (totalTime .eq. 0) then 
        stressNew(i,1) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,1) 
        stressNew(i,2) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,2) 
        stressNew(i,3) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,3) 
        stressNew(i,4) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,4) 
        stressNew(i,5) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,5) 
        stressNew(i,6) = (xk1+xk2)*strainInc(i,6) 
      else 
        stressNew(i,1) = sigE1+sigM1_1 
        stressNew(i,2) = sigE2+sigM1_2 
        stressNew(i,3) = sigE3+sigM1_3 
        stressNew(i,4) = sigE4+sigM1_4 
        stressNew(i,5) = sigE5+sigM1_5 
        stressNew(i,6) = sigE6+sigM1_6 
      end if 
C      
        stateNew(i,1)=stateOld(i,1)+strainInc(i,1) 
        stateNew(i,2)=stateOld(i,2)+strainInc(i,2) 
        stateNew(i,3)=stateOld(i,3)+strainInc(i,3) 
        stateNew(i,4)=stateOld(i,4)+strainInc(i,4) 
        stateNew(i,5)=stateOld(i,5)+strainInc(i,5) 
        stateNew(i,6)=stateOld(i,6)+strainInc(i,6) 
C 
        stateNew(i,7)=sigM1_1 
        stateNew(i,8)=sigM1_2 
        stateNew(i,9)=sigM1_3 
        stateNew(i,10)=sigM1_4 
        stateNew(i,11)=sigM1_5 
        stateNew(i,12)=sigM1_6       
  100 continue 
 
      return 
      end 
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Appendix C
Full Results of Simulations
This appendix shows the full size graphs that were presented in Chapter 11.
C.1 LS Dyna Simulations Verification
C.1.1 No Hourglassing control
Figure C.1: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna vs multi element hereditary integral - Displacement-
Time graph - Hourglassing Control Off
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Figure C.2: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Displacement-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control Off
Figure C.3: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Stress-Time and Strain-Time graphs - Hourglassing Control Off
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C.1. LS DYNA SIMULATIONS VERIFICATION
Figure C.4: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Strain-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control Off
C.1.2 Default Hourglassing Control Q2 = 6× 10−2
Figure C.5: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Displacement-Time graph - Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 = 6×10−2
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Figure C.6: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Displacement-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control Parameter
Q2 = 6× 10−2
Figure C.7: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Stress-Time and Strain-Time graphs - Hourglassing Control Parameter
Q2 = 6× 10−2
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C.1. LS DYNA SIMULATIONS VERIFICATION
Figure C.8: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Strain-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 =
6× 10−2
C.1.3 Hourglassing Control Q2 = 6× 10−4
Figure C.9: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Displacement-Time graph - Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 = 6×10−4
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Figure C.10: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Displacement-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control Parameter
Q2 = 6× 10−4
Figure C.11: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Stress-Time and Strain-Time graphs - Hourglassing Control Parameter
Q2 = 6× 10−4
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C.1. LS DYNA SIMULATIONS VERIFICATION
Figure C.12: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs UMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Strain-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 =
6× 10−4
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C.2 LS-Dyna vs Abaqus Simulations Validation
C.2.1 Built-In Linear Elastic Models, Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 =
6× 10−4
Figure C.13: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna vs Abaqus vs multi element hereditary integral -
Displacement-Time graph - Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 = 6× 10−4
Figure C.14: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs Abaqus Built-In vs multi element
hereditary integral - Displacement-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control
Parameter Q2 = 6× 10−4
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C.2. LS-DYNA VS ABAQUS SIMULATIONS VALIDATION
Figure C.15: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs Abaqus Built-In vs multi element
hereditary integral - Stress-Time and Strain-Time graphs - Hourglassing Control
Parameter Q2 = 6× 10−4
Figure C.16: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna Built-In vs Abaqus Built-In vs multi element
hereditary integral - Strain-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control
Parameter Q2 = 6× 10−4
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C.2.2 User-Defined Linear Elastic Models, Hourglassing Control Parameter
Q2 = 6× 10−4
Figure C.17: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna UMAT vs Abaqus VUMAT vs multi element
hereditary integral - Displacement-Time graph - Hourglassing Control Parameter
Q2 = 6× 10−4
Figure C.18: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna UMAT vs Abaqus VUMAT vs multi element
hereditary integral - Displacement-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control
Parameter Q2 = 6× 10−4
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C.2. LS-DYNA VS ABAQUS SIMULATIONS VALIDATION
Figure C.19: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna UMAT vs Abaqus VUMAT vs multi element
hereditary integral - Stress-Time and Strain-Time graphs - Hourglassing Control
Parameter Q2 = 6× 10−4
Figure C.20: Linear Elastic Model - LS Dyna UMAT vs Abaqus VUMAT vs multi element
hereditary integral - Strain-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control
Parameter Q2 = 6× 10−4
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C.3 Abaqus Simulations Validation
C.3.1 Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 = 6× 10−4
Figure C.21: Linear Elastic Model - Abaqus Built-In vs VUMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Displacement-Time graph - Hourglassing Control ParameterQ2 = 6×10−4
Figure C.22: Linear Elastic Model - Abaqus Built-In vs VUMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Displacement-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control Parameter
Q2 = 6× 10−4
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Figure C.23: Linear Elastic Model - Abaqus Built-In vs VUMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Stress-Time and Strain-Time graphs - Hourglassing Control Parameter
Q2 = 6× 10−4
Figure C.24: Linear Elastic Model - Abaqus Built-In vs VUMAT vs multi element hereditary
integral - Strain-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 =
6× 10−4
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C.4 Hereditary Integral vs FEA Simulations
Figure C.25: Standard Linear Model - Abaqus VUMAT vs multi element hereditary integral -
Displacement-Time graph - Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 = 6× 10−4
Figure C.26: Standard Linear Model - Abaqus VUMAT vs multi element hereditary integral
- Displacement-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 =
6× 10−4
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Figure C.27: Standard Linear Model - Abaqus VUMAT vs multi element hereditary integral
- Stress-Time and Strain-Time graphs - Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 =
6× 10−4
Figure C.28: Standard Linear Model - Abaqus VUMAT vs multi element hereditary integral -
Strain-Time graph (zoomed in) - Hourglassing Control Parameter Q2 = 6× 10−4
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C.5 Abaqus vs Experimental Data
C.5.1 Simplified Material Model for Cortical Bone















Experimental Data - Cloete et al. [3]





Figure C.29: Cortical Bone Model - Baseline - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph
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C.5.2 Simulation Parameters
The simulation parameters are outlined in Table C.1 for the various strain rates that were used.
Table C.1: Abaqus Simulations Parameters
Strain rate ε̇ Mass Scaling Factor Run Time ttot Sampling Time tsamp
(s−1) (s) (s)
1.000×100 10 0.04000000 4.000×10−5
1.500×100 10 0.02666670 2.667×10−5
2.000×100 8 0.02000000 2.000×10−5
2.800×100 8 0.01428550 1.429×10−5
3.610×100 7 0.01108000 1.108×10−5
4.950×100 7 0.00808100 8.081×10−6
6.330×100 5 0.00631900 6.319×10−6
6.900×100 5 0.00579700 5.797×10−6
7.400×100 5 0.00540550 5.406×10−6
7.580×100 3 0.00527700 5.277×10−6
7.700×100 3 0.00519500 5.195×10−6
8.800×100 3 0.00454545 4.545×10−6
9.800×100 3 0.00408165 4.082×10−6
1.000×101 1 0.00400000 4.000×10−6
1.086×101 1 0.00368300 3.683×10−6
1.100×101 1 0.00363635 3.636×10−6
1.600×101 1 0.00250000 2.500×10−6
2.000×101 1 0.00200000 2.000×10−6
3.500×101 1 0.00114285 1.143×10−6
5.000×101 1 0.00080000 8.000×10−7
1.000×102 1 0.00040000 4.000×10−7
1.200×102 1 0.00033330 3.333×10−7
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C.5.3 Cortical Bone Model - Strain Rate in Each Direction
Single Element (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.30: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇ij) - p = 2.5 - Dashpot coefficient function

























Figure C.31: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇ij) - Abaqus - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain
graph
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" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.32: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇ij) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi
element hereditary integral - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph
Quarter Symmetry (p = 1, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.33: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - p = 1 - Dashpot coefficient
function
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Figure C.34: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - Abaqus - p = 1 - Stress - Strain
graph















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.35: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs
multi element hereditary integral - p = 1 - Stress - Strain Rate graph
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Quarter Symmetry (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.36: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - p = 2.5 - Dashpot coefficient
function

























Figure C.37: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - Abaqus - p = 2.5 - Stress -
Strain graph
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" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.38: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs
multi element hereditary integral - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph
Quarter Symmetry (p = 4.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.39: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - p = 4.5 - Dashpot coefficient
function
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Figure C.40: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - Abaqus - p = 4.5 - Stress -
Strain graph















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.41: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs
multi element hereditary integral - p = 4.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph
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p=2.5 - Hereditary Integral
p=1 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=2.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=4.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.42: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs
multi element hereditary integral - p = 1.1 vs 2.5 vs 4.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph
C.5.4 Cortical Bone Model - Dominant Strain Rate
Single Element (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.43: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇11) - p = 2.5 - Dashpot coefficient
function
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Figure C.44: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇11) - Abaqus - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain
graph















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.45: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇11) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi
element hereditary integral - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph
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Quarter Symmetry (p = 1, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.46: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - p = 1 - Dashpot coefficient
function
























Figure C.47: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - Abaqus - p = 1 - Stress - Strain
graph
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" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.48: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs
multi element hereditary integral - p = 1 - Stress - Strain Rate graph
Quarter Symmetry (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.49: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - p = 2.5 - Dashpot coefficient
function
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Figure C.50: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - Abaqus - p = 2.5 - Stress -
Strain graph















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.51: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs
multi element hereditary integral - p = 2.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph
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Quarter Symmetry (p = 4.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.52: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - p = 4.5 - Dashpot coefficient
function

























Figure C.53: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - Abaqus - p = 4.5 - Stress -
Strain graph
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" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.54: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇11) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs
multi element hereditary integral - p = 4.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph















p=2.5 - Hereditary Integral
p=1 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=2.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=4.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.55: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇ij) - Experimental vs Abaqus vs
multi element hereditary integral - p = 2.5 vs 4.5 - Stress - Strain Rate graph
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C.5.5 Cortical Bone Model - Equivalent Strain Rate
Single Element (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.56: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Dashpot coefficient
function - ε̇ref = 0.35

























Figure C.57: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Abaqus - Stress - Strain
graph - ε̇ref = 0.35
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" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.58: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Experimental vs Abaqus
vs multi element hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph - ε̇ref = 0.35
Single Element (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 1.2)





















Figure C.59: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Dashpot coefficient
function - ε̇ref = 1.2
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Figure C.60: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Abaqus - Stress - Strain
graph - ε̇ref = 1.2















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.61: Cortical Bone Model - Single Element - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Experimental vs Abaqus
vs multi element hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph - ε̇ref = 1.2
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Quarter Symmetry (p = 1, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.62: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 1 - Dashpot coefficient
function - ε̇ref = 0.35
























Figure C.63: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 1 - Abaqus - Stress - Strain
graph - ε̇ref = 0.35
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" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.64: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 1 - Experimental vs Abaqus
vs multi element hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph - ε̇ref = 0.35
Quarter Symmetry (p = 1.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.65: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 1.5 - Dashpot coefficient
function - ε̇ref = 0.35
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Figure C.66: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 1.5 - Abaqus - Stress -
Strain graph - ε̇ref = 0.35















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.67: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 1.5 - Experimental vs
Abaqus vs multi element hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph - ε̇ref =
0.35
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Quarter Symmetry (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 0.35)





















Figure C.68: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Dashpot coefficient
function - ε̇ref = 0.35

























Figure C.69: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Abaqus - Stress -
Strain graph - ε̇ref = 0.35
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" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.70: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Experimental vs
Abaqus vs multi element hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph - ε̇ref =
0.35
For a reference strain rate of 0.35, the stress - strain rate curves were compared for values of n equal
to 1, 2.5 and 4.5 for the implementation of the equivalent strain rate. These were also compared to
the one-dimensional hereditary integral for a value of n equal to 2.5 and the experimental results
by Cloete et al. [3].
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p=2.5 - Hereditary Integral
p=1 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=1.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
p=2.5 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.71: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 1 vs 1.5 vs 2.5 -
Experimental vs Abaqus vs multi element hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate
graph - ε̇ref = 0.35
Quarter Symmetry (p = 2.5, ε̇ref = 1.2)





















Figure C.72: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Dashpot coefficient
function - ε̇ref = 1.2
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Figure C.73: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Abaqus - Stress -
Strain graph - ε̇ref = 1.2















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.74: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Experimental vs
Abaqus vs multi element hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph - ε̇ref = 1.2
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Figure C.75: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Abaqus - Stress -
Strain graph - ε̇ref = 1.2















" = 0.02 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.02 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.015 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.015 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.01 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.01 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
" = 0.005 - Hereditary Integral
" = 0.005 - Abaqus Quarter Symmetry Simulation
Figure C.76: Cortical Bone Model - Quarter Symmetry - η(ε̇eq) - p = 2.5 - Experimental vs
Abaqus vs multi element hereditary integral - Stress - Strain Rate graph - ε̇ref = 1.2
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